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CHAPTER I. DTTRODUCTORY 
Scope and Objective 
The Rural Rehabilitation Division of the Farm Security Administra-
tion had its orgin in the rural relief' agencies set up by the various 
states in the early days of the late depression. These relief organi-
zations developed 'into State Rural Rehabilitation Corporations that 
were farm loan agencies. These State organizations were first subsi-
dized by Federal funds in April of 1934. On April .30, 1935 the Re-
settlement Administration was created as a separate agency by executive 
order of the President. This same agency, on July 1, 1935, took over 
the business of and replaced the State Rural Rehabilitation Corpora-
tions . By Executive Order of the President the Resettlement Ad.minis-
tration became a division of the United States Department of Agricul-
ture an December 13, 1936. On September 1,. 1937 the Secretary of 
Agriculture issued a memorandum creating the Farm Security Administra-
l/ 
tion to succeed the Resettlement Administration. 
The State Rural Rehabilitation Corporations being created as 
emergency relief measures made loans and grants to low income farm 
families who were on relier. 
These first loans were made for the purcha.se of feed, seed, and 
enough capital to enable the farmer to produce on a subsistence basis. 
Litile regard was given to the farm as a business unit . Experience 
taught that a farmer producing on a subsistence basis with one team 
Jj The chronological data given above are taken from Histor;y: ,2! the 
l!l:m Security Administration, a mimeographed report of the Farm 
Security .Administration, March 27, 1939. The more general 
statements concerning the development and characteristics of 
the Farm Security Administration are made from the experience 
of the writer who was Rural Supervisor for the Farm Security 
Adm'inistration in Payne Catmty, Oklahoma , from October, 1937 to 
June,1941. 
2 
and a cow or two could not repay a loan of which a large percentage 
was for feed, seed, other operating capital., mid food for tb.S' family. 
With the enlargem.ant of the farm loon program by the Federal 
government under the Rural Rehabilitation Division of the Resettlement 
Administration in. 1935 and 1936 it beem:ma neces'sar;.,r to make these £arm 
loans on a mo.re businas-s-like basis. It was at this time that the use 
of' the farm end home plan as . a basis :tor 11itdd .. llg these loans was im• v . 
proved mid de,reloped. This along with other changes in the program 
developed a mueh more respectable attitude toward the program both by 
the borrawera (in eluding applicants for lo1!ns) and these outside the 
By: the time the rural rehabilitation loan program beea.me a part of 
the Farm .Security Adminiatraticn in the United States Department o£ 
Agriculture, several policies that would be of interest in this study 
were fairly well established. In Oklahoma the state was divided into 
distrieta with .a district rural supervisor, and a district home super-, 
visor j oi..'ltly in eharg:o of the work for the dist,riet. Each dist~iet 
was composed or several eoiJ.nties. The cO'!.mty rul"'lll supervisor admin-
istered the program in the county, being assisted by ~ home supervisor 
who worked with him in the supervision of :f'arm and home planning.and in 
the supervision of the carr;i;til1g out of the plans. Varr...ng with the 
volume of loons there m.ight be an· assistant home I!lB!lagement supervisor 
a.nd me or two assistant rural or i"arm management superviso1"s and one 
or more clerks. There was a camnitta.e of leading farmers or the county 
.who were to pass on the applice<l!ts from the standpoint of character and 
abili~y. 
2/ the Farm Security· farm plan re!'lacts the infiu0010-e of :."esearoh and 
thought.on the subject iii. the latter l920's and early- 1930 1s ..... 
see review e.f 11 teZ"'Jt\!i"'e,. 
} I Q.i' 
m«thdi 
t:l'.~ly 
plcu, stap by 
If the plon did not appear to be satisfactory the applicant was 
notified ~:nd the plan was revised by the lessing of more land or the 
reorg:mization of enterprise1::. The applicant \'/'.ls dropped if a 
satu.ifactor-3 plan could not bo complo·tec:. 
4 
The a,.nplicant and his wi:f'a signed a loan ogroement that they vrould 
cooperate with the supervisors, that they would comply t1ith the farm 
end hom.e plan, keep records of farm operations and farm family income 
and expenditures and that they ivould execute a mortgage on their per-
sonal property, crops, and household goods at the time their loan funds 
arrived. This loon agroement included a statement that the :funds of 
the loan would be expended as set forth :in the farm plan. 
The attitude of cooperation by the applicants and borrowers was 
generally good. Th& popularity and prestige of' the program was ge:;;c:',,,er-
ally improved .from the days ,of relief until in 1939 the borrowers made 
up approximately 10 to 15 percent of the farm operators in many oi' the 
counties of Oklahoma. 
With the above qualifications and restrictions the loan, in some 
cases, went to faxm laborers or share croppers for a complete setup oi' 
livestock and equipment plus the necessary feed and seed for the first 
crop, to other farmers for additional equipment., and/or the refinancing 
of' £.armers who were in danger of being repossessed by some other credit 
agency and to those who 1,vere unable, because of lack of security or 
length of loan, to obtain satisfactory credit elsewhere. 
When any program within an area involves as many farms and the 
standard . of living of' approximately 10 percent of' the farru people, a 
large amount of research on the specific problem would be ;Justified. 
The amount of research would seem more thoroughly justified when it can 
5 
be shown that a comparatively larger numb~r of farmers within an area 
have the same problems as the borrowers of the Farm Security Adminis-
tration, Experience of the writer has shown that many people on f'arms 
are able to secure capital funds from relatives, friends, landlords, 
banks, personal savings in other occupations, or various other sources, 
yet, their problems are very similar to those of the people in the Farm 
Security Program. Another group of people within the area who have 
similar problems are those farmers who are retrogressing on the scale 
ii 
of success. Without going further into the ramifications of the prob-
lems of these people it will suffice to say one of their primary con-
cerns is to set up a properly balanced farm organization or business. 
This would bring up the question of what is meant b:r balanced farming. 
One farm management research worker answered this qu~stion when he made 
the statement: 
'Everyone will no doubt agree that the best balanced farm is 
the one which year by year yields the most satisfactor:r living 
(return) to the farmer. 
•In the technical. economic sense that which is populerl:r 
spoken of as balance in farming really means proportionality. 
That is, to balance a farm as commonly understood by economists 
would mean proportioning the elements composing the farm unit , 
namely, land, capital (in the way of improvements, machinery, 
etc. ), l abor and management, in a way that could be expected to 
yield the highest possible continuous return from its operaticn.• {21 
Balancing a form t hen would require an assembly of the parts of 
the tmit in such relations to each other as to produce the "highest 
5/ The writer ' s observations of applicants for Farm Security loans shOIJ 
that there are ID8llY' farmers within an area that have been fairly 
success.ful farmers in times past, who are at the time of their 
application in destitute need. 
fv Peter Bel son, "What is Balanced Farming?" Currept [!rm Economics, 
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Statim, S:tillwater, Oklahoma, 
February-April, 1940, Vol. 13, Nos. 1 and 2, pp. 4 and 5. 
71 
possible continuous returns." The proper proportioning of the parts 
(factors of production) would be concerned with the most profitable 
production and not with diversity, with the degree of diversification 
depending upon the economic and physical forces that are in operation §I 
in the particular locality at the time. 
After the nature of this common problem is decided the question 
immediately arises, "How ean balanced farming be determined?" This 
same farm management research worker struck upon one of the first es-
sentials in a practical answer when he said: 
6 
"If f arms are tested and compared experimentally, a practical 
standard may be developed for a given type-of-farming area that 
most nearly approximates the proper proportion or balance for the 
area. tt ')/ 
This answer suggests the comparative method of studying the farm 
organizetion whereby, "Differences in income on the different farms are 
compared with differences in their organization---, and frcm this study 
generalizations are made concerning the organization best suited to the 
!QI 
farms of the area ." 
The other principal method of studying the farm orgahization is 
the synthetic method which: 
" ••• •• attempts to provide all the detailed information neces-
sary for constructing a budget, i . e., a forecast of receipts and 
expenses, for the combinations of enterprises characteristic or the 
farms or the area and by oonstructing budgets for typical farm 
organization in the area and for promising modification of those 
organizations. to determine the incomes to be expected on farms with 
different organizations. A comparison of these returns will 
'J/ ~. P• 5. 
§/ 1.1?.!g. PP• 4 and 5. 
21 !!E4. p. 10. 
!Q/ Mordecai Ezekiel, "Project 8 Most Advantageous OrganizstiCll and 
Practices in an Area,• Research in Farm Management, Social 
Science Research C01.m.cil, Bulletin No. 13, June, 1932, p. 110. 
indicate tho combinations oi' ent.e:s.']?rises (the farm organizatio,:1) 
\vhich are likely to be :m.oot advantageous on tho farms of the 
aroa. .. 11 W 
I:n order, then to give accurate results t;he S".f11tha'tic method 
7 
v.rould depend upon tho accuracy o! co:mpl0t0 knowledge of' tho details of 
'the £arm ope:rcit:i.cn it1 th0 pn1"ticular areei. With information on pros ... 
pective prices, feed requirements, production stt,mdards for various 
qualities of lives·tock, :most probable yield for the principal soil 
types of the a.:rea., a11d all other enterprise s·tandarc.s worked out as 
nearly aecurate as possible, the next step 1r10-uld be to construct 
w 
1m.dgets for the sizes and types of farms to be considered. 
'!'he last step but an essentit~l portion .of the research work by tho 
synthet,ie method :ts to test t.he budget rmder actual op(an'ation~ 
flTh.ia prodecuro will det,ert1i.ne ho1Jr closoly sctual rosu.:1ts can 
be expected to follow tho estimated resu.lts, and whother the ccn-
c1u.sions reached hy the budget computations as to the relativ<a &dw 
vantage of different systems of organizations are sustained 1n 
prRcrUco. 11 U/ 
This study w:111 show the value and applicability of Farm Security 
of Farm Security loans and their requirements for budget making and 
record keeping, there is an abundance of available dQta fo almost any 
major ·t:yl)e-of-farming araa. With technical guidance iu the selection 
and analysis of these data this would seem to be an excellent, method in 
testing tho synthetic :method. The analysis of these budgets (farm 
plans) along with the farm records for the same farms from year to 
year would show the close relationship in the application of results 
w Ibis. p. 111 .. 
. JV~ .. PP• 125-128 .. 
between the comparative and synthetic methods of research. One 
statement regarding this relationship follows: 
"The synthetic method has the disadvantage that the con-
clusions are ordinarily not applicable in total to many of the 
farms of an area; also that the conclusions are based on fore-
casts of what is most likely to happen rather than on deductions 
f rom what has already happened. But deductions from what bas· 
already happened ·are of no value until applied to future situa-
8 
_ tions, and when so applied, one is no more sure as to what is 
going to be the outcome than if an out and out forecast were 
made . Hence, in effoct there is no essential difference in 
this respect between the comparative and the synthetic method." l/Jvf 
This would indicate that the results of research to be of benefit 
to the individual farm operator must be adapted ond applied as the 
formulation of plens for changes in 11proportioning 11 within his 1ndi-
vidus.1 organization. These further statements regarding the individual 
application of results should be considered: 
"The research worker who bases his conclusions on the show-
ing of a series of care:t'ully constructed budgets is viewing his 
problem from the atandpoint of the farm pro1rietor endeavoring 
to make the best use of his resources.'" !2,1 
and 
"The farmer must follow this kind of procedure if he is to 
apply ''principles • sueeessf'ully and intelligently no matter how 
they were arrived at. The synthetic method is essentially the 
intelligent farmers' method of planned progress. n l.2f 
w ~- p~ lJO. 
J:i/ This citation is taken from comments contributed by H. R. Tolley, 
Director, Giannini Foundation of Agricultural Economics, 
University of Califomia, Berkeley, California and J. D. 
Black, Professor, Department of Economies, Harvard Univer-
sity, Cambridge, Massachusetts . These comments are con-
cerning the articl e listed in Footnotes 10-14 inclusive. 
· 121 Cited from Footnote, page 131, regarding comment referred to in 
Footnote 15. Contributed by J. D. Pope, Senior Economist, 
Federal Fam Board, Washington, D. c. 
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problem 
ization of' a farm un:tt thrcu.gh individti.al with his specific prob .. 
rs,bsence of detailed in-
formation on norxn!il yields, input and out.puJ.; ratios, and detailed 
price 0'1.:rtlccks £'01~ the area alo:ng with other fact.ors ·that are 1101""mally 
l1I 
!'t would appe;;ir that with the extra superv.ision given Farm 
Security borrowers, their fa1--m reuords would furnish information or1 
y!Gilds; operational time requ.irements, inpu:t. ::m.d output :L"1f'ormation 
for the various enterprises that would be representative of. the typi-
cal situation of the area. This information should be more aecu.rate 
than any ot,her informat,ion obtai11ed outside the area. These records 
are kept 1J.nder actual farm conditions, where type of equipment,. qu{ility 
of pi•cduct.:i.ve livestock, tJipo of soil, sizo of fa.rms, size and shape 
of fields., wea'thcn:· con1.itions, and market locatto:ns are representative. 
This i:nfonnation on F'arm Security farrn.s cov.J.d be obtained. .from 
year to yes.r. 
synthetic method. 
S:i.:nce it is evident that a relatively large nuniber cf farm opera-
tors i:n ml area havo sirnilar problems in balancing their f'a:rrn. organi-
zation, it is hoped th.at this study will shoi.'l ·the need for ir.1.creased 
use -0:f.' data that. are iwa:i.lable or could be available for rottearch by 
areas. 
121 Because of lack of time for more flssistanc3 by the supervisors 
and lack or proper record book forms the records used in this 
study are deficient in detailed i.viform~tion such as indivi-
dual food requirements and weights of production for the 
vnrlous olaases of livestock, otc. 
It is the specific purpose of'. tl1is study to compare the results 
of the planned operations (in the budget) with the results of actual 
oparation.s, determine the relationship of following tha farm plan to 
the successful ope:Fation of the farm and note the items for which 
planning is moot difficult. Thia study is intended_. also, to poil'lt 
out general wealmesses in tarm planning and suggest methods by which 
these weal?1,asses and difficult}es might be overcome. 
Review or Literature 
h;l addition to the material already discussed in the previous 
' ' ' 
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seetionmuebhas bean written in regard to individual farm planning or 
farm budgeting as .related to the synthetic method of research, to.test 
recommendations for improved farm organization in an area,. to deteI'"".' 
mine the most advantageous system of farmin'[6 for an area or to deter-
mine the effect of prfoe orun1ges and outlook material in an area. 
Much has bean m"ittenalso concerning the development of farms or the 
meo.hanics. of farm budgeting. Only~ brief summary of the mate:rial 
that is w1·•y closely related to the problem at hand will be given t1.erih 
' 'w ·. 
~ i§. Ia. ~ budget? Hutson gives the answer as a plan. for 
the system of farmin~ f'or the coming . ;rear 01" period of years; which · 
. . : . 
shows crops to be grown, the livestock to be kept, estimated prod.UC• 
,, 
tion or live~tock and crops; estimated receipts and eA"})anses from the 
various .sources, and.it includes the plan for the future use of land, 
man labor, horse labor, equipment, and other Nsou.rces •. 
JJV J., B. Hutson, E!m· Budgeting, United States Department or Agri ... 
eultttre, Farmers' Bulletin No. 1564, p •. 1. 
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A farm budget is a definite plan for using the resources of the w . 
farm. 
2J)./ 
~ advantages or budgeting, Finn and Galloway believed that 
farm budgeting was coming into widespread use and incomes had been in-
creased greatly by farmers using the budget method. They gave the 
reasons as follows; budgeting is a systematic method of estimating 
income and expense, a schedule for spending, utilizEition of farm land, 
that it permits a balance between feed and live.stock and a formation 
of a year-round labor program. In addition to these advantages 
w 
Hutson stated that budgeting helped to keep a better «balance8 be-
tween the crop and livestock enterprises, it helps to determine in ad-
vance how much seed, fertilizer, and other supplies are needed, how 
much are available, to be bought, and how much may be sold, and that 
budgeting helps to determine what financial arrangements must be made 
and to estimate the total net return. 
w 
Eke and Benson found that budgeting was the best and simplest 
method for the individual .famer to arrive at the proper size of farm 
and the proper combination of crops and livestock that would result 
in the greatest returns, and since conditions affecting returns are 
continually changing, plans should be made each year in advance and 
that l!Jeveral, plans using different combinations should be made. 
J::1/ w. G. Finn and z •. L. Galloway, Ih! Budget Method !}f. Improving ~ 
Organization and Management, University of Kentucky~ Agri-
cultural Experiment station Bulletin No. 312, December, 1930, 
p . 604. 
'Ii}/ Ibid. PP• 604-605. 
W ffutscn, 5m. cit. p. 4. 
'll/ Paul A. Eke and Ezra T. Benson, Planning the Farm Business .for the' 
Year Aheag, University of Idaho, Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Bulletin 188, June, 1932, pp .. 7-33. 
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"The greatest value of a budget as it has been used here lies 
in the faet that it involves clear and systematic thinking in ad-
vance of the time when fin.al decisions must be made. " W 
22m2 types£! information necessaz:y fg,t succes13ful fi.m budgeting. 
w . Sallee, Pond, and Criclanan found that regardless of the ammmt of ef-
fort, prices and costs could not be r ore cast with enough accuracy to 
make in unnecessary to be on t he alert for minor changes in the direc-
tion or economic adjustments from which substantial gains may be 
realized and that good judgment is required to meet ever changing 
conditions. 
w 
Eke and Benson were quite all in.elusive when they stated that 
all available information such as crops and livestock reports on in-
tenticns to plant and breed, acreage expansion, price in.formation as to 
position of cycle, and information on other outside factors were neces-
sary to farm planning as ell as the information to be gained by a 
complete analysis of records on the previou.~ operations on the farm. 
'IJv' 
McNall , Kifer, and Mitchell were a little more specific and detailed 
when they stated that to be successful. in farm planning, not only pro-
bable prices of products to sell and relative costs of various enter-
prises ware required, but that probable yield of crops (including 
alternate crops) and probable production of livestock along with feed 
W George A. Sallee, George A. Pond, and C. w. Crickman, &l Economic 
Study£! Livestock Possibilities in the~ River Valley 9I. 
Minnesota , University or Minnesota, .Agricultural Experiment 
Station Bulletin 283, September, 1931, p. 84. 
YJ/ Ibid. PP• 83-84. 
'?:!i/ Eke and Banson, .Qa.• ill• pp. 7 snd .32. 
W P. E. McNall, R. s . Kifer, D. R. Mitchell, Planning the ~ for 
Profits, University of Wisconsin, Agri cultural Experiment 
Station Bulletin No • .395, December, 1927, pp. ~-6-9-10-24. 
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:requirements per 100 pounds of butterfat, beef, pork, eto., (including 
tha various feeds that. were avaihible or could be available wider 
aH,ernate plans) were also very· important. 
Ti1;~ re1r;;tionshiJ;ts sf. ~ accounts i2 ~ }2J.annin0;. Eke and 
w 
Benson stated that far.m account,s, in order to supply the :necessary 
facts of yields, costs, measures of accomplishments of the various 
enterpri.ses in the budget, and in order to be a check on t.he budget,, 
must be a complete record; this record must consist of beginning and 
ending foventor,1, record .of acreages, and location. of crops each yesr 
(including a farm map), complete records on. number and kinds of live-
stock, total feeds consumed, tota.1 production, quantities sold, prices 
received, etc. 
Z!J/ 
Hutson i11dicated that, a.nalysis of the :f'llrm busi,ness was es-
sentisl to better pJ,;.mn:i.ng because accounts provide a ·basis for deter ... 
mining how the labor, building, a.nd machinery costs. and other expenses 
compare with those contemplated and those prevailing on othe:r farms, 
that attent.ion to such po:L"lts makes ecmornic production possible. 
. ?}jJ . 
Finn and Gallovmy agreed vdth the tvw foregoing contributions 
and lllflde the further st,a"tements that accounts furnish the most im-
portant information :t:h3ed.ed i-11 decidi.."lg; upon profitable oha11ges to make 
W Eke tmd Benson, £R• £.:ti• p .. 32. 
W J.B. Hutson, ii'arm B 
culture Bulletin 
etin:,, United States Departm.o:nt of J-'tgri-
o. 1561.J-, ri1arch1 19.33, P• 10. 
G. Finn and z. L. Galloway, ~ ThJdg<a~ Il'lethod of ~mproving 
!,1'arm. Orga:nizat;t£U al?-.S Manageme11:!h Universit;:,t of Kentucky, 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 312., December, 
1930, P• 619. 
in the term busine.ss . For this reason farmers who have been keeping 
records and studying them are making the most consistent improvements 
in organization and management of their farms and on a whole are ob-
taining the most satisfactory results from the use of the budget, and 
that an important feature of the relationship of accounts to the bud-
get is that it is a continuous relationship. 
:w 
Concerning results .gl application. Finn and Galloway stated 
that famers using budgets (in their experiment) ware clearly in need 
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of increasing their incomes and many were, before using the budgets, in 
danger of l osing their farms and that a method which could produce such 
improved results (examples were given) under unfavorable circumstances 
should produce even better results when used by farmers who were 
circumstanced more favorably. 
Area and ~aterial Studied 
~ physical factors ,2! ~ ™ · Pawnee and Payne counties join 
on about a 24 mile front along the east half of the north boundary of 
Payne County, There is ver-y little difference in the sizes o~ the two 
counties. The approximate distance from the southwestern corner of 
Payne County near ,Pleasant Valley to the eastern-most part of Pawnee 
Comity, near Keystone, is 54 miles and to the northern-most part of 
Pawnee County, near Fairfax, is 46 miles . The greater part of the 
area lies within the transition belt between the plains and the 
prairies and for the greater part is treeless. The uplands, in gen-
eral, are undulating. The area as a whole is well drained, having 
many creeks with narrow bottoms. The area is drained on the north by 
'JfJI !!?14. p. 628. 
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Jl 
the Ar kansas River and on the south by the Cimarron River. The aver-
age elevation of the area ranges from about 800 feet above sea level 
to approximatel y 1,100 feet above sea level . The mean annual tempera-
o ture is about 59 r. The approximate length of the growing seas.on is 
w 
200 days, with an approximate average precipitation of 34 inches. 
The principal soil types of Payne County are from the Kirkland 
series; Vernon predominates on the upland with Bates and Summit in be-
tween, end Alluvium makes up the soil of small areas in the narrow 
..1:J 
bottoms. 
!h!:!, year~ sample represents is 1939. The precipitation record 
by months (Table 1) and the data regarding crop yields for Oklahoma, 
. Table 1 
Precipitation in Inches by Months with 1938 and 1939 
Compared to 10-Year Average at Stillwater, Oklahoma 
1938 . 1939 • Average , 1931-1940 . • 
Total for Year 35. 29 26.95 30.99 
January . 57 3.42 1.35 
February 2. 25 . 61 1 . 44 
March 5. 63 1. 09 1.90 
April . 2. 51 J.64 2. 57 
May 5. 71 2. 99 2.99 
June 4. 00 4 • .23 4.32 
July 3. 88 2. 87 3. 25 
August 4. 39 J. 62 J.71 
September 2.16 . 39 3.07 
October .37 1. 18 1.90 
November .2.6o 1.59 2. S6 
December .42 1.32 1. 63 
SOURCE : Based on 11.S. D.A. Weather Bureau Annual Reports, 1931-1940, 
for Stillwater Station, Payne County, Oklahoma . 
J!/ This general description of the area is f r om the writer's :know-
ledge of the area, from interviews with other s who have worked 
the area , and from the Soil Survey Report of Payne County, 
u. s.D.A. , Bureau of Soils--1918. There is no soil survey re-
port for Pawnee County. 
Jl/ Soil Survey Report of Payne County, Oklahoma, U. s. D. A. , Bureau of 
Soils, 1918, ~· 8. (It is believed there are no material or 
major differences between Pawnee and Payne County). 
W ~ . p. 15 .• 
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19.30-1939, (Appendix Table 11) indicate that 1939 was not far from a 
normal year in Oklahoma . 
w 
Crop Yields and Weather states that the percentage of normal 
precipitation for Oklahoma for the crop year 1938-19.39 by periods are 
as follow: September-November, 1938, 56 percent; December-February, 
19.38-1939, 113 percent; March-May, 1939, 78 percent; and June...August, 
19.39, 43 percent . 
In considering the normalcy of the year used the price trends just 
prior to 1939 and the farm price index for 1939 would be of importance . 
The annual Oklahoma farm price indexes for the principal commodities 
sold on the farms studied do not indicate any radical or material 
departure from normal in 1939 {Table 2) . 
Table 2 
Annual Price Indexes of Oklahoma Farm 
Products for 1936-19.39 
(Base 1910-1914) 
Commodity . 1936 : 1937 1938 • 
All commodities 109 ll1 82 
Cattle 112 124 117 
Butterfat 124 130 97 
Hogs 123 127 104 
Poultry 136 131 129 
Eggs 114 103 95 
Cotton and seed 99 95 (;/j 
: 1939 
84 
131 
91 
85 
114 
81 
73 
SOURCE: From unpublished data that are computed currently by the De-
partment of Agricultural Economics, Oklahoma A. and • 
College. 
Application of Outlook Information. By way or an applicable 
e~ample of the type of material that is available and apparently 
~/ Crop Yields ana Weather, u.s.D.A. and u.s.n.c., Miscellaneous 
Publication 471, February, 1942, p. 60. 
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should be distributed to the Fa.rm Security Administration supervisors 
for use i n farm planning, the Agricultural Outlook for Hogs in 1939 
gave a discussion of the hog situation and sum.~arized as follows: 
"It would seem that the increased production in other areas 
and the less favorable supply of corn in Oklahoma will t ·end to 
minimize profits from hog production in Oklahoma during the next 
year. n J!i/ · 
The correctness of this prediction is shown in the price indexes 
(Table 2) and the fact that this information was not used in planning 
for 1939 i shown throughout the study. 
The material .!:Q!: this study includes a total of 36 farms, 19 of 
which were located in Pawnee County, Oklahoma, and 17 in .Payne County, 
Oklahoma . During 1939 each of these farms was operated by a borrower 
of the Farm Security Administration. For each farm there was a budget 
or farm and home plan prepared in advance and a record of farm and 
family income and expenses kept in a Farm Security record book. The 
farms used are quite widely distributed over the two counties. Rather 
than location the basis of selection was to represent ao much as pos-
sible , the typical Farm Security farm and the farms of the area as to 
size of farm and type or organization. About 100 farma with complete 
records and plans were availabl e at the time these 36 farms were 
selected. 
At the time of this study the numbers of farms in Pawnee and 
;E/ 
Payne Count ies 1ere 1,81$ and 2,543, respectively, and the 
J2/ Staff, Department of Agricultural Economies and E:xtonsion Econ-
anists, "Agricultural Outlook for 1939," Current l!lm 
Economics, Oklahoma .Agricultural E:xperiment Station, 
Stillwater, Oklahoma, December, 193~, Vol . 11, No~ 6, p . 133. 
'Jfv Number of Farms April, 19li0, from 1940 Census, Vol. 1, Part 51 
p. 229. 
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approx'imate number of farms operated by Farm Security boITowers during 
II.I 
1939 for Pawnee and Payne Counties were 442 and 365, respectively. 
The sizes of the farms in the sample range from 80 acres of which 
there were two farms, to 280 acres of wh1.eh there was only one farm. 
There were 13 farms with acres in farm r anging from 81 acres to 159 
acres; 12 farms had 16o acres, and 8 farms had 161 acres to 279 acres . 
Nineteen of the 36 operators were share tenants; 10 cash tenants; 
4 were part share and part eash tenants; there were 2 who owned their 
improvements on Oklahoma School land and one owner operator. 
~ ~ - of ... faw rn in which P wnee and Payne Counties are 
located is Number 7. A very small portion of Payne County, in the 
northwest corner, is included in Area 3; however, all the farms used in 
this study were located in Preliminary Type- of-Farming Area Number 7. 
The type of farming in this area is described, generally, as ttgeneral 
w 
farming , cotton, livestock, dairy and poultry"; Area 7 is further 
described as one of the five areas of the sixteen major areas in Okla-
homa, in which oats is a favored crop and also one of the five areas in 
lt.Q/ 
which hay is most abundant . 
IM rapresentativ;eness of the sample used in this study is shown 
to be of a satisfactory degree when the factors of organization or the 
JJ/ Estimated from progress reports in the respective county offices. 
The exact numbers are not administratively released for 
publica~ion. 
~ Pater Nelson, "Geographical Variability in Types of Farming in 
Oklahoma," Current l!!,m Economics, Oklahoma Agricultural Exper-
iment Station, Still ater, Oklahoma, February, 1936, Vol . 9, 
No. 1, p. 4. 
'J2/ l,oc. cit. 
'4JJI le.!a· p . 8. 
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.36 farms or the sample are compared to those same factors of Pazyne 
w 
County farms which were used as typical of Area 7 (Table .3). The 
differences in the percentages of l and in sorghum and hay might be ac-
comited for by the fact that in the .36 farms of this study sorghum for 
forage is listed with hay (Table 3). 
Table .3 
Size of Farm, Percentage of Farm Land in Selected Crops and Pasture 
and Number of Selected Classes of Livestock per 100 Acres in 
Farm in Payne Cotmty Representing Type-of-Farming 
Area 7 as Compared to the .36 Farm Security Farms 
in Pawnee and Payne Counties, Oklahoma 
. Area 7 jj .36 Farms £1 . 
Payne Pawnee and PaYUa 
Average size of farm 1.34 155 
Percent farm lend in crops 47.2 42.6 
Percent in: 
Corn 8 • .3 5 • .3 
Wheat 1. 5 2. 0 
Oats 4.0 4.9 
Hay 5.4 s.o 
Cotton 10. 2 3. 7 
Sorghum 7.1 J.9 
other crops .s 4. 5 
Idle, f allow, and failure 9.9 10. 3 
Pasture 46.0 55. 7 
other farm land 5. 6 1. 7 
Livestock per 100 acres in 
farm land: 
Horses and mules 2. 7 1. 6 
Cattle 6. 5 9. 2 
Swine J. 5 4.9 
Sheep and lambs .s o.o 
Chickens 55. 8 46.9 
Jj Peter Nelson, "Geographical Variability in Types or Farming in 
Oklahoma," Current Farm Economics, Oklahoma Agricultural Exper-
iment Station, Stillwater, Oklahoma, February, 1936, Vol. 9, 
No. 1, Table 2, p. 7. 
'6./ The 36 farms used in this study. 
W !Q!s,. p . 6. 
Table 4 
Yields for Selected Crops for Pawnee and Payne Counties 
as Compared to the Yields for the 36 Farm Security 
Farms in Pawnee and Pa:yne Counties, Oklahoma 
Wheat 
Corn 
Oats 
Barley 
Cotton 
Sorghum for grain 
Sorghum ·:ror hay 
7ild hay 
. 
. 
for the Year 1939 
Yield 
Unit 
:Pawnee and Pa e : 36 Farms in 
Bu. 
Bu. 
Bu. 
Bu. 
Lbs. of lint 
Bu. 
Ton 
Ton 
ombined 1 : Pawnee a d 
11.9 
17. 2 
15. 0 
14. 6 
232 
8. 0 
1 .1 
.9 
9. 8 
17.8 
1.3.J 
13. 2 
214 
11.4 
. 9 JI 
. 6 II 
!/ Computed from acreage and production from 1940 Census. 
y 36 Farms used in this study. 
'J.I other hay is composed largely of sorghum hay. 
t../ Prairie hay only. 
Further evidence that the sample was representative of the area 
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lies in the fact that the 1939 yields of selected crops for the 3ample 
were reasonably close to those yields for the area as a whole (Table 4). 
Definition or Terms 
Before discussing further the method of analysis of the material 
it is deemed advisable to define the terms as used in this study. 
These terms are treated alphabetically as follows: 
Actual is used to denote the achievements of the operator 
or the result as was reflected by the record book. 
Acres failed, land that was planted to crops and not har-
vested or planted to pasture and not pastured because of lack of 
production. 
Animal units, one animal unit equivalent for the various 
classes of livestock used in the data of this study are as fol-
lows: one horse or mule, 2 colts, one cow or bull 2 years or 
older, 3 other cattle, 4 sows, 6 other hogs, 100 chickens. 
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Cash family expenses, all cash expenditures for family living 
including any purchases of furniture or household equipment . 
~~expenditures, all money spent by the operator for 
farm operation or marketing products produced on the farm and 
money spent for the purchase of livestock and equipment. 
Q.ru!!1 farm receipts, all money received from farm sources in-
eluding operators' labor off farm and sale of livestock or equip-
_ment. This does not include any money borrowed. 
Colt sales would include the sale of any other work stock 
sold.- -
. Crops harvested, or acres harvested, all land harvested in-
cluding truck crops, wild hay, and land planted to pasture, 
providing it was pastured. 
Digestible nutrients, used ·ror the purpose of reducing 
various feeds to comparable units in number of nutritive units, 
usod in this study to compare the yield of all f eed of the dif-
ferent groups. The values in digestible nutrients for the 
various feeds were taken from Henry and Morrison, Feed~ and Feed-
ing, Eighteenth Edition, Unabridged, 1923, Appendix Table III, 
pp. 728-743. 
Ending ~ 9n !:l!mg, cash on hand at end of the year. 
Ending farm inventory, value of all farm property, excluding 
the value of land and permanent improvements, at the end of the 
year. Because of the large amounts of livestock and equipment 
purchased shortly after the beginning of the year the ending farm 
inventory is more representative of the size of the organization 
during the year than average of beginning and ending inventories . 
Farm income, computed by subtracting the total of cash farm 
expenditures and beginning farm inventory from the total of cash 
farm receipts and ending farm inventory. 
Farm inventory, the value of the operator's farm property 
including seed, feed, growing crops, and cash rent paid in ad-
vance with the exception of farm land end permanent improvements. 
~ products used in~, value of all produee, food, and 
fuel used by the family excluding rental value on the house . 
~ crops, all grain and hay crops harvested including 
wheat and excluding planted pastures . 
Group number, after the farms are arrayed ·according to a fac-
tor they are grouped into three groups, high, middle, and low or 
Groups I, II, and III, respectively. 
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Increase in animal units, computed by subtracting the total 
of all animal uni ts on hand at the beginning of year and all ani-
mal units purchased from the total of the ending inventory or 
animal units, number of animal units sold and used in the home. 
This figure represents the growth or natural production in animal 
units. 
Investment !!l 2roductive livestock, in this study represents 
an average investment in mares, cows, sows, and chickens; this 
item was computed by adding the value of these items in the be- . 
ginning inventory and purchases to the ending inventory arid sales 
of these items and dividing the total by two. · 
~ family earnings is the total of net worth increase , cash 
family living expenses and value of farm products used in home. 
!2.!i ~ · increase, increase in net worth from beginning to 
end of the year 1939. 
~ !.Q!:!ill, the value of all tmits less the total indebtedness 
excepting the value of the farm land and improvements of the farm 
operated and debts on the real estate excepted. 
Other hay is composed largely of surghum for hay or forage 
with grain on the stalk. · 
Planned, this may refer to a planned operation or expected 
achievement or to a factor computed from planned items. 
Ratio of compliance is expressed as the percentage that actual 
operation is of planned operations. In tables were associated with 
actual and planned is labeled only as Ratio. 
~ J2. farms or 36 Farm Security farms refer to the farms 
that were used in this study. 
Total cropland, all land in cultivation plus the acreage or· 
wild hay excluding plowable permanent pasture. 
Method of Analysis 
The analysis consists of five chapters each of whieh is divided in• 
to two sections. I n the first section the farms are arrayed from high 
to low according to a factor of actual achievement. The various arrays 
are made on the basis of net f'amil;y- earnings , farm income, net worth 
inc:rease, increase in animal units, and crop seres harvested. Under 
each of these arrays the J6 farms are divided into three groups, high 
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middle, and low or Groups I , II., and III, respectively. The first 
study 1.lllder each array or cl assification consists of an analysis of 
factors of actual organization associated with high, medium, and low 
groups after which various other actual factors are compared to plan-
ned; the rel ationships of the var ious factors to the factor on which 
the classification is made are studied. The relationship of this clas-
sification factor (net family earnings, farm income, etc . ) with suc-
cess and the relationships of compl iance with plans to success are 
studied. The cash farm receipts and cash farm expenditures are 
analyzed in detail. 
In order to analyze .further the relationships between following 
the plan and success, in each chapter, the second section consists of 
an array of the farms from the high to low ratio of actual to planned 
for the factor on which the farms were cl assified in the first section 
(farm income, etc,) . Then the farms are divided into a high, middle, 
and low compli ance ratio group or Groups I, II, and III, respectively. 
The study of the compliance ratio groups is similar to that of the 
first section except not so much in detail. 
In general the same factors are treated similarly in each chapter 
except in some chapters the analysis is more in detail on the factors 
that are more applicabl e to that particular cl assification. 
The general treatment in the .five chapters of the analysis is from 
the standpoint of group averages; therefore, the averages of the various 
factors are not carried for all J6 farms . For that reason it was con-
sidered desirable to present here a summary of the .factors associated 
with success throughout this stud:y (Table 5) . The slight discrepancy 
between actual results and planned operations for beginning inventory 
Table 5 
Averages per Farm of Factors Associated with Success, Actual 
Canpared to Planned, on .36 Farm Security Farms in 
Pawnee and Payne Counties, Oklahoma, 19.39 
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Unit : Actual . Planned . 
Farm incane Dollars 336 542 
Farm inventory at beginning 
of year Dollars 533 522 
Farm inventory at end or year Dollars 1,092 1,049 
Cash farm receipts Dollars 489 672 
Cash farm expenditures Dollars 712 657 
Total money borrowed Dollars 604 009 
Cash paid on debts Dollars 224 210 
Cash on hand at beginning of year 
end non-farm 1/ receipts Dollars 61 12 
Cash on hand at end of year Dollars 19 237 
Net worth beginnmg or year Dollars 382 372 
Net worth at end of year Dollars 583 758 
Net worth increase Dollars 201 .386 
Cash family expenses Dollars 199 189 
Farm products used in home Dollars 252 268 
Net family earnings Dollars 652 843 
Animal increase Animal Units 4.64 6.€/j 
Land in farm Acres 155 155 
Total cropland Acres 66 66 
Crops harvested Acres 50 6.3 
Portion of cropland harvested Percent 76 97 
1/ Includes family labor off farm and any other non-farm receipts. 
and beginning net worth is that in some eases the inventory and in-
debtedness at the time of the farm plan was slightly different than 
at the time the inventories were entered in the record book et the 
beginning of the year. 
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CHAPTER II. NET FAMILY EARNINGS 
Classified on Actual Net Family Earnings 
These farms were classified on net family earnings because the net 
family earnings per farm are considered by the Farm Securi ty Adminis-
Jj 
tration to be a fairly accurate measure of success. Net family earn-
ing is a figure that is comparable to gross earnings of a family on 
salary or wage income, and since these same farms were classified on 
o:her factors that are used as measures of success in farm ~anagement 
studies, here was a chance to evaluate net family earnings as a measure 
or suc,cess of the operator or farm family. 
These 36 Farm See~ity farms were classified into three groups on 
actual net family earnings per farm. In this , as well as in all group-
ings to follow, attempts were made to divide the farms into three groups 
of equal size, however, in most of the arrays of this study it seemed 
more logical to divide the sample according to the apparent tri-modsl 
arrangements . 
The. farms were arrayed according to actual. net family eamings. 
The high farm had e net family earning of $1, 16.3 and the low farm had 
a net family ·earning of $320. The middle group had a low net family 
earning o:f' $555 and a high of $721. The high group, or Group I, con-
sisted of ten farms with an average net family earning of $866. The 
middle group, or Group II, of 14 had an average net family earning of 
$656, while the low group, or Group III, consisted of 12 farms with an 
average net family earning of $4.67 (Table 6). 
1/ Archie L. Leonard, Farm ggg ~ Management Report for 260 ~ 
Ownership Borrowers in 2. Counti2Jl in Southwe~ Oklahoma .!a 
~, Mimeographed Report of t}l(3 Farm Security Adminis tration, 
June, 1945, p. 2. 
, 
Table 6 
Factors of Actual Organizaticm Associated with I;figh, 
Medium, and Low Net Family Earnings on · 
36 Farm Security Farms 
Farm income 
Net .family earnings 
Net worth increase 
Crops harvested 
Land in farm 
Total cropland 
Portion of land in 
cropland 
Portion of cropland 
harvested 
Farm income per 100 
acres of cropland 
Investment in productive 
livestock 
Farm income per $100 
invested in prod~ctive 
livestock 
Investment in productive 
livestock per 100 acres 
in farm 
: : 10 Farms :14 Farms Can-: 12 Farms 
:with Highest: prising the 
: Unit Net Family : Middle 
: Earnings Group · 
(Average} (Average) 
~ollars 434 320 
Dollars 866 656 
Dollars . 301 16S 
Acres 55 47 
Acres 169 146 
Acres 69 68 
Percent 41 46 
Percent 80 70 
Dollars 626 472 
Dollars 659 594 
Dollars 66 54 
Dollars 389 40s 
:with Lowest 
: Net Fanrl.ly 
: Earnings 
: (Average} 
273 
467 
155 
I 48 
15.2 
6o 
40 
80 
452 
551 
50 
362 
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The data in Table 6 show that actual farm income decreased quite 
consistently as net . family earnings diminished. 'I'he average net worth 
increase also diminished with net family earnings, however, the rela-
tion between net worth and net femily earnings is not quite so con-
sistent as is the relation between net family earnings and farm 
inca:ne (Table 6) . 
Acres in farm, crops harvested, snd acres of cropland did not de-
crease consistently with net family earnings , and yet the average per 
farm in each of these items was higher in Group I . The investment in 
productive livestock per farm was, also, higher in Group I and de-
creased consiRtently as net family earnings diminished (Table 6) . 
Since the operators of the Group I was highest in size of farm and in-
vestment in productive livestock, thereby having the greater volume of 
business, they might be expected to exceed in net family earnings and 
farm income; however, there might be indications of a more efficient 
utilization of resources in the Group I as farm income per 100 acres 
in cropland and farm income per $1.00 invested in productive livestock 
decreased consistently with the decrease of net family earnings 
(Table 6). Some relation of net family earnings to success is shown. 
\ 
The data in Table 7 compare actual operations and planned opera-
tions aa related to net family earnings. The ratios of compliance 
with plans in the various factors are listed. 
The relative spread from group to group in actual net family-
earnings is greater than in farm income or net worth increase. The 
ratio of actual to planned in these respective items indicates closer 
compliance with plans in n.at .family earnings (Table 7), although net 
worth increase is one of the items that make up net family earnings . 
Table 7 
Comparing Actual to Planned in Various Farm Manageinent Factors with Averages 
per Farm on 36 Farms, Classified on Actual Net Family Earnings 
1 10 Farms Having the . .. : 14 Farms . Comprising ... f 12 Farms Having Least 
: · Highest Net Family : the : Net 
: Unit : ~s : lliddle Group : Family Earn.1_.ngs 
: :Actual ired: l7:Actual :Planned: tActual :Planned: 
: :Average:Average:Ratio :Average:Avera.ge: Ratio :Average:Averaget Ratio 
Farm inoome .Dollars 434 612 71 320 474 68 273 563 48 
Net .family earnings Dollars 866 951 91 656 841 78 467 756 62 
Net worth increase Dollars 301 469 64 168 295 57 155 421 37 
Animal Animal 
increase Units 5.74 7.91 73 4.03 5.85 69 4.44 6.65· 67 
Farm products used 
in home Dollars 324 290 ll2 276 329 84 165 1.80 92 
Cash family expenses Dollars 241 192 126 21.2 217 98 J.47 155 94 
Cash paid on debts Dollars 281 245 m 192 172 lll 21.6 226 96 
Cash farm expenditures Dollars 709 699 101 755 671 ll2 664 604 110 
Cash farm receipts Dollars 528 758 70 492 600 82 451 683 66 
Ending ca.sh on hand Dollars 13 295 04 17 177 10 Z7 259 11 
Ending farm inventory Dollars 11 293 1,202 108 1,018 973 105 l,Oll 1,009 100 
Crops harvested. Acres 55 65 86 47 67 70 413 58 83 
Cotton Acres 5.9 7.2 82 5~.3 5.1103 6.1 5.8 104 
Cotton yield Lbs.Lint 206 169 122 215 171 126 2l4 169 127 
Feed crops Acres 46 55 84 40 58 68 41 49 8.3 
Feed yield Digestible 
Nutr-1:ents 572 769 74 559 755 74 710 863 82 
2 
1/ Ratio is percentage that actual is of planned in each item. Ratio computed fran group totals. 
?:/ See definition of terms. · 
~ -
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The reason far this closer compliance in net family earnings is that 
the other two items of net family earnings, value of' farm products used 
in the home, and cash family living expense have a much higher degree 
of compliance with plans (Table 7) . 
Group I made a net worth increase of only 64 percent of the plan• 
ned increase while the ratio of actual to planned cash family expense 
end value of farm products used in home were 126 and 112, reepectively, 
thus bringing the compliance in net family earnings to 91 percent. 
Group I, then, was holding thou- net family earnings near 100 percent 
of that planned by spending much more than planned on cash family 
living expenses while their cash farm receipts were only 70 percent of 
planned receipts. However, Group I overpaid the anticipated debt re-
payments . Group I had the largest volume of business, had the highest 
actual eash receipts, and had held the farm expenditures down to that 
of the planned expenditures. Therefore , the most likely place to ap-
ply the balance would be on living expenses . According to observation 
of the writer, planned family living expenses were held to a minimum. 
It might be pointed out that Group III paid 94 percent of the antici-
pated debt repayment while the net family earnings of this group were 
only 62 pe't'eent of' planned net family earnings (Table 7). The net 
worth increase of Group III was only 37 percent of that planned. In 
order to meet this debt repayment Group III sacrificed items other 
than anticipated cash for family living. 
It would appear that planning for the cash paid out items was 
more accurate than planning for farm receipts. This being true, the 
failure of' compliance in farm receipts consequently would be renected 
in cash on hand at the end of the year. The amount and degree of er-
ror in planning ending.cash on hand was relatively stahie from group 
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to group and this item is directly reflected in net worth. This being 
true, the application of this error in Groups II and III, which have 
smaller income and smaller volume or business, would largely explain 
why the ratio of compliance in net worth increase diminished so much 
more sharply than the compliance ratio of family earnings, f arm in-
come, and animal units increase as net family earnings diminished 
(Table 7) . 
The foregoing indications with the faet that Group III planned 
their .farm income, net family earnings, net uorth increase, and cash 
farm receipts to be as high as was planned by Group I would show there 
was too much rigidity in planning. 
There was little indicated relationship of net family earnings to 
total acres harvested, cotton acres, cotton yield, total feed acres 
or feed yield, except Group I was below compliance in cotton acres. 
The lack of relation of these items to net f amily earnings held true 
in considering their respective. compliance ratios (Tabla 7) . 
Total actual cash farm receipts decreased as actual net family 
earnings decreased, and yet, there was no such relationship concerning 
the compliance ratios of these items. It was felt here that a need for 
a more complete analysis of the actual farm receipts, as regards the 
aetual and planned distribution of sources, was indicated. 
This study of the distribution of receipts as regards the three 
main divisions of sources indicated relative stability throughout and 
from group to group. This same analysis would indicate fairly accurate 
planning throughout with .no important relations between receipts and 
net family earnings within the various net family earnings group or 
from group to group (F.igure 1). However, a more detailed analysis of 
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eo 
individual sources of receipts shows that sale of cattle wes more im-
portant than planned sale of cattle in each group and relatively more 
important in Group I (Figure 2). The importance of dairy sales was 
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practically the same as planned in each group. The planned importance 
of the sale of hogs , colts I poultry and eggs, as related to total plan-
ned receipts, ms more important than actual receipts in these items 
(Figure . 2) . 
The importance of actual cotton sales was more than the planned im• 
portanee in. each group and became a greater proportion of total receipts 
as net family earnings decreased, while the importance of the actual 
sales of other crops fell far short of planned importance in each group. 
Operator's l abor off farm exceeded the planned in each case. other farm y 
sources were relatively unimportant. These counter-balancing influences 
made the overall planning as shown in Figure 1 appear fairly accurate. 
This indicates that without a detailed analysis diversity with its com-
pensating errors in the farm organization overshadows rigidity in 
planning. 
Total cash farm expenditures were not directly related to net family 
earnings (Table 7) . However, there vras believed to be a need of more 
thorough analysis or this item. 
In Group I the total aetual cash farm expenditures were only 1 per-
cent more than planned (Table 7); however, when the individual it$ms of 
farm expenditure are considered as percentages of total farm expendi-
tures, aetual livestock expenditures were less than planned, actual 
?J other sources are farm sources not included in any other items such 
as sale of posts, gravel, scrap iron, wild pelts, ete. 
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machinery expense almost doubled that of the planned and other farm 
21 
expense was less than planned while seed, feed, and labor expenses 
were remarkably close to the planned proportion of total expense (Fig-
ure 3). All farm expense items of Group I were remarkably close to 
that of the planned items except machinery expense which was much more 
35 
than planned. The indications are that the original plan set the farmer 
'up with inadequate machinery. In Group II actual livestock expense was 
much less than planned while feed and other farm expanses ~ere more 
than the planned percentage or total. In Group III the planning was 
fairly accurate as far as distribution of expanse was concerned; however, 
in both Groups II and III the actual feed expense exceeded the planned 
by 135 percent and 65 percent, respectively (Appendix Table 2). On 
these farms f'or 19.39 feed expense was, as related to total expenditures, 
an unimportant item; however, considered as a portion of operating ex-
/J 
pense, only, this would represent a grave error in planning. This 
f irst year ' s expe.rience and records should help to prevent such an er-
ror in feed estimates the following year. 
The indications here are that there was no definite relationship 
of farm expenditures to actual net family earnings. 
This study of these farms classified on actual net family earnings 
indicated that the planning for the· family was more accurate than farm 
planning and that net family earnings as a measure of success was 
JI other farm expense includes such items as cattle hauling, milk haul-
ing, cotton hauling, feed grinding, and automobile expense. 
!J,/ The way the data were recorded on the Farm Security Administration 
cards, it was impossible to accurately separate operating ex-
pense from purchases of capital equipment. See sample of card in 
Appendix, Exhibit B. 
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fairly ccnsistent . The indications are that there was rigidity of 
planning and there is some relationship between compliance with plans 
and success. In order to analyze more :f'ully the relationship of suc-
cess to compliance with plans in net family earning~, the farms were 
classified on the basis of the ratio of actual to planned net family 
earnings as shown in the following section. 
The Ratio of Actual to Planned Net Family Earnings 
The 36 farms were arrayed according to individual ratios of actual 
to planned net family earnings. The high farm had a ratio of 11.3.5 com-
pared with a ratio for the low farm of 39. S. The individual farms were 
fairly evenly distributed between these limits; howe-ver, the tri- modal 
appearance l ogically put 11 farms in the high ratio group or Group I, 
15 farms in the middle ratio group or Group II, and 10 _farms in. the 
low group or Group III. The low and high ratios far Group I I were 
71. 0 and 86.9 respectively. 
In this classification seven of the same farms that made up Group 
I of the previous classification remained in Group I here. -Only one 
farm that was in Group III of the previous grouping was in Group I of 
this section and none of the farms that made up Group I previously 
were switched to Group III of this section. This is further indica-
tion that the. farms with the high net family earnings came nearer to 
making the planned net family earnings. However, the switching des-
cribed above narrowed the spread between the average net ramily earn-
ings of Groups . I and III as compared to the average net family earn-
ings of Groups I and III of the previous classification (Tables 7 and 
8) . 
Actual farm income does not decrease consistently with the net 
family earnings compliance ratio• but the ratio of actual to planned 
Table 8 
Comparing Actual to Planned in Various Farm Management Factors with Averages per Farm 
on J6 Farms, Classif'ied on Ratio of Actual to Planned Net Family Earnings 
. ; 11 Farms Having the • 15 Farms Canprising : 10 Farms Having the • .
: : Hi&hes~ Bgtio : Middle Grgu:g . LQ!!e§t Ratio • 
. Unit :Actual :l>Jarmedi :Actual :Planneds :Actual :Plarmed: • 
• :Average :Average: Ratio :Average:Average: Ratio :Average:Average: R§tio • 
J'arm income Dollars J66 470 78 370 S.37 69 25.3 628 
let family earnings Dollars 769 7~ 98 675 857 79 486 88.3 55 
Net worth increase Dollars 251 .32.3 78 218 .379 58 120 464 26 
Animal . Animal 
increase Units 4.80 5. 49 88 4 . 50 6.99 64 4. 68 7. 56 62 
larm products used 
in home Dollars 298 271 110 249 285 87 206 241 85 
Cash family expenses Dollars 220 195 11.3 208 19.3 108 161 178 90 
Cash paid on debts Dollars 201 204 98 210 180 117 273 26.3 104 
Cash farm expenditures Dollars 547 5.35 102 727 671 108 869 768 11.3 
Cash farm receipts Dollars 423 602 70 522 681 77 510 734 69 
Endilng cash an hand Dollars 22 18S 12 11 229 05 29 302 10 
Ending farm inventory Dollars 1,044 932 112 l,O'i't 1,023 105 1,16; 1,215 96 
Crops harvested Acres 53 62 86 54 66 83 39 62 63 
Cotton Acres 5. 6 6.1 93 5. 8 5.9 99 5.7 6. 5 8'8 
Cotton yield Lbs. Lint 176 176 100 249 166 150 199 167 ll9 
Feed crops Acres 44 51 87 46 56 82 JJ 55 60 
Feed yield Digestible 
Nutrients 60o 731 82 631 818 77 589 8.13 72 
Total cropland Acres 65 68 62 
Land in farm Acres 141 151 175 
Investment in productive 
livestock Dollars 482 573 764 
\Al 
(X) 
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farm income diminishes rlth about the same rate as the compliance ratie 
or net family earnings, while actual net worth increase diminished 
quite consistently with net family earnings •. The ratio of actual to 
planned net worth increase diminished much faster than the compli nee 
ratio of net family e rnings (Table ·g). This can, partially, be ex-
plained by the fact that the amount of error in planning cash farm re-
ceipts Wfls , by way of ending cash on hand, l argely reflected in net 
orth increase (Table 8) . This amo1mt of error in planning ending 
cash on hand increased as the net family earnings compliance ratio 
decreased. 
Further evidence tat the degree of accuracy in planning, in gen-
eral, decreased with th~ deQ ee of accuracy in planning net f amily 
earnings is shown by the f act that Grcup III planned a greater net 
family earnings, farm income, net worth increase, animal units increaset-
and cash fann receipts than was planned by Group I. In actual achieve-
ment, Group III was least in the first three of those items and lowest 
in compliance ratio of all those items (Table 8). 
In addition to failing in planned carryover of cash, in order to 
meet debt repayments, Group III had all but to eliminate their planned 
reserves of feed and seed or young livestock. This is indicated in 
that the compliance ratio of ending farm inventory deereased steadily 
from Group I to Group III (Table 8), and that actual cattle snd hog 
sales increased consistently as the net family earnings compliance 
ratio decreased (Appendix Table 12). Therefore, Group III came nearer 
sellin all their production than did the other groups • .Although Group 
III produced only 62 percent of the anitcipated animal units increase 
(Table 8) t he actual cattle and hog sales of this group were more than 
plsnned (Appendix 'l'ab1e 12) .• 
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Debt repayments per farm increa~ed as net family earnings com-
pliance decreased. Debt repayments might he expected to increase since 
ending farm inventory, investment in productive livestock, and acres 
in farm increased in the same manner (Table 8) . This tendency for the 
farms nearest compliance in net family earnings to be on the farms 
with £ewer acres and smaller investment mi ght indicate that Group III 
was over-invested in productive liv.astock from. tho standpoint of abil-
ity end experience of the operators or adequacy of equipment and im-
provements for these larger farms . The cotton yields or feed yields do 
not indicate that the smaller farms were more productive (Table 8) . 
Group III is farthest fl-om compliance with planned crops harvested and 
feed acres . This again · ght indicate the fault of management . 
The indications here are that it is possible some or the larger 
cattle loans were made on farms that had more acres and at the same 
time , the carrying capacity or the pasture, the adequacy of improve-
ments or the ability and experience of the operotors were over-
estimated. Vhil e a loan might be repaid under these conditions the 
family earnings would be low. 
In both classifications in this study on net family earnings there 
is relation bet een net family earnings and the other measures of suc-
cess and the degree of compliance with plans in net family earnings is 
closely related to the compliance with plans in other factors . There 
are al so indications that there was rigidity in planning which was 
based on acres in farm and investment regardless of adaptability of 
farm and operator to the organization. There are other indications 
that planning for the family expenses and farm expenditures was more 
accurate than planning farm receipts. 
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Fam meome includes only net income .from farm sources and in-
crease in :farm inventory. Since farm income does not include tha net 
worth or net income of the family it was considered expedient~ by way 
of contrast, to study these farms next while classified -on farm income. 
CHAPTER III. FAlii INCOME 
Classified on Actual Farm Income 
An array of actual f arm income of the J6 Farm Security farms 
ranged from $106 to 8JO with a break in the array between $387 to 
$419. There were seven farms with farm income of $419 and above which 
comprise t he high farm income group or Group I. The middle group, or 
Group II, consists of 17 farms with incomes ranging .from $302 to $387. 
The 12 farms in the low farm income group, or Group III, had incomes 
ranging from $106 to $296. The average farm incomes f or Groups I, II, 
and III were $525, 345, and $213, respectively (Table 9). 
The data in Table 9 give a general picture of the actual farm 
organization and of the results from the farm records before attempting 
to compare actual to planned operations. 
It is noted that a clearly distinct relationship existed between 
farm income and net worth increase. While the difference in acres in 
farm was slight, there was an .indication that the farms making the 
higher farm income were the larger farms. Average total acres in farm, 
average acres harvested, average acres in all cropland, and percentage 
of total cropland harvested decreased quite eonsistently as the farm in-
come diminished (Table 9). The farm income per 100 acres of cropland 
decreased quite sharply .from Group I to Group III. Group III farms 
had fewest acres and least investment in productive livestock. How-
ever, the data indicated the lack of consistent relationship between 
investment in productive livestock and f arm income (Table 9). This, 
with the fact that there was no relationship between farm income and 
investment per 100 acres in farm might indicate that Group III was over,., 
invested in livestock. The farm income per $100 invested in productive 
Table 9 
Factors of Actu.~1 Orga11ization Associated with 
High, Medium, and. Loi.ttr Ferm Incom0 on · 
J6 Farm Security Farms . 
-----------·-;·-"-· --... · ·---.--............ _,, ____ ...,. __ ,. _______ ....,.~ ..... , 
Farm income 
·Net worlh in on a$e 
,Crops harvested 
l,and in farm 
!'otal erople.nd 
Portion of land .in 
cropland 
Portion o.f: cropland 
. ha~sted 
Ferm income per 100 ·. 
acres of eropland 
Investment in. prcductive 
liv0stook 
Fa:rm income per $100 
invested in productive 
livestock 
Investment itl productive 
liwstoek per 100 aeres 
in f'arm 
" . 
: U:rtit 
.. 
. 
Dollars 
Doll&irs 
Aeres 
Acres 
Acres 
Percent 
Percent 
Doll a.rs 
Doller a 
Dollars 
Dollars 
: 7 Farms :17 Farms Com ... : 12 Farms 
:with Highest: prising the 
: Ftlrm : Middle 
:with Lowest 
: Farm 
: Inc01ne : Gr0"'11p : Income 
: (Averae!-!l t {Averar-el. : 1~,mra~l 
525 
357 
62 
164 
74 
45 
83 
706 
590 
31+5 
208 
51 
161 
67 
42 
76 
51.3 
648 
53 
404 
21.3 
100 
4J. 
14,l 
59 
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livestock indicated that productive livestock was utilized. more effi-
ciently by the farme.rs making tho higher farm income (Table 9). 
The datn in Table 10 show the variations in items from one farm 
income group to another and at the same time compare the actual opera-
tions to the plans :for the same items. 
Actual net family earni:ngn and net worth increase diminished quite · 
eonsisl,ent.ly as actual farm income decreased. The same relationships 
existed among tho compliance ratios or· those items; in each group ·the 
degree of compliance in nat family eor•nings was higher tmm these other 
items (Table 10). 
In Group III tho extremely sharp decrease in actual net worth in-
crease and in the oomplianca ratio of this item might partially be ex-
plained by the atnount of error in planning ending cash on hand. This 
item \'!/SS about the same as in the other greinps and was renected in the 
net worth on farms with fewer acres and. smaller investment. Group III 
farms had fewer acres in cropland (Table 9) end was on the less produc-, 
tive farms; this productivity was indicated by both cotton sntl feed 
yiel:ds (Table 10). Ragardlsss of these preceding £acts, Group III 
planned :roughly .as mueh farm income, family earnings, cash farm re-
ceipts,. cotton and .feed acres, and abou·b as high yielde es were plan-
ned by Group I. Group III fell far short of plans in all of these 
items (!able 10).. Too much :rigidity in planning is indicated by these 
feets. 
The· deeraase in the compliance ratio of crops harvested from 
Group I to Oro~ III might indicate the managerial ability of the opera• 
tor decreased as the farm income diminished.. Further indication of 
this fact lies in that Group III produced. as many animal units as 
Table 10 
Com~ing Actual to Planned in Various Farm Management Factors with Averages 
per Farm on 36 Farms, Classified on Actual Farm Income 
: 7 Farms with Highest · : 17 Farms Comprising : 12 Farms with Lowest 
.: Farm Income : the Middle. Grou;e : Farm Income 
Unit :Actual :Planned: :Actual :Planned: :Actual :Planned:' 
: :Averae;e:Average: Ratio :Avera&e:Avera.ge s Ratio 1Average:Average: Ratio 
Farm income Dollars 525 673 78 345 489 70 213 539 40 
Net family earnings Dollars 876 1,003 87 622 796 78 563 818 67 
Net worth increase Dollars 357 506 70 208 349 60 100 359 28 
Animal Animal 
increase Units 4.10 7.70 65 4.85 6.40 76 4.14 6. 50 64 
Cash family expenses Dollars 253 214 ll8 192 182 105 176 186 95 
Cash farm expenditures Dollars 830 752 110 723 68; 106 626 562 ll2 
Cash paid on debts Dollars 252 201 126 266 239 112 149 175 85 
Cash farm receipts Dollars 600 703 86 522 682 76 375 638 59 
Ending cash on hand Dollars 35 274 13 l.8 215 08 13 246 08 
Ending farm inventory Dollars 1,155 1,082. 107 1,151 1,032 112 972 970 100 
Crops harvested Acres 62 69 90 51 65 79 41 58 70 
Cotton Acres 8.1 7.8 103 5.2 5.2 100 5.1 6.2 a1 
Cotton yield Lbs. Lint 253 1S6 136 246 161 153 129 168 77 
feed crops Acres 48 54 88 45 58 77 34 50 70 
Feed yield Digestible 
86 6ll 576 65 Nutrients 657 762 751 81 880 
~ 
Vl 
Group I and yet, this increase is not reflected in ending farm inven-
tortJ or cash f'arm receipts. The su;pposit.icm, might be that, due to 
the quality of livestock mark~ted, Group III sold at a :much 101..rer 
price per animal uni"t (Table 10) .. 
The decrease in ending farm :inventory from Group I to Group III, 
proportto.nally, is not, nearly so sharp as the decrease in average farra 
income from Group I to Group III. This is an i11dicaticn that Group III 
was 11ot so well equipped rega:r(U.11[{ experience or ebilH;y to manage 
their organizaticn... 
Actual cash farm receipts decreased as actual farm income decreased 
and the compliance rotio of cash :farm receipts decreased in the same 
manner (Table 10}. This close relationship of cash farm receipts to 
farm income suggested a further analysis of .farm receipts on these 
farms, elassil'ied on far:m income. 
With the farm receipts divided into three main types of sources 
the receipts from. livestock end livestock products were, by f'ar, the 
most important sources in each farm income group; the percentage that 
tha livestock sources were of total receipts increased as farm income 
decreased (Figure 4}. The relationship of all crop sales to farm in-
come was exactly opposite that of livestock and lhrestock products; the 
aetual percentl'lges that each of these items were of total reeaipts were 
relatively close to tha.t of the planned percentages in each farm income 
group (Fig,.,:i.re 4).. The receipts from other farm sources were relatively 
more important than planned and remained fairly near the same propor-
tion of total receipts in each .of the fari11 income groups (Figure 4). 
After studying the distribution of individual receipts, each as a 
percentage of total receipts for both actual and planned, it was found 
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that bath cotton sales and all other crop sales deereased consisteirlily 
as .farm income decreased (Figure 5). This might be aoooun.tad for by 
the fact that total acreage in :f,i9.:rms and seres o:f eroplend decreased as 
farm income -decreased,, In all groups the L"r!.po:t>tance or the sale of 
cotton 1''12$ more than planned, with the margin or this difference de-
ereasing with farm income (Figure ;); this c.'!:wmge in margin between ac-
tual and planned cotton sales was represented by a corresponding de-
crease in actual eotton yield and deerease in cotton acreage compliance 
from Group I to Group III (Table 10). The importance of the sale of" 
-ether crops was mu.eh lower than planned and relatively unimportant 
throughout (Figure 5). This might have been caused partially by the 
1.m.der .. esti:mation of f'eed needs, smce the 1-mpo:rtance of feed ( other 
crop) sales decreas-ed with farm. income (Figure 5) as did acreage and 
yield of all feed (Tabla 10). It is probable that a gre~tGr than :plan-
ned proportion of grain end hay crops was used as .feed, thareb:.r 
decreasing the amount !'or sale. 
The relative impOl"tance of the a~le of hogs and poultry remained 
about the same in all farm income groups while that of' cattle sales de-
creased as £arm income diminished. Dairy and egg sales beeamG relative-
ly more important as farm income decreased (Figtlre 5). The planning 
appeared more accurate for dairy" sales than for any other important 
item., However, the actual amount o:r receipts from the sr:ile o'l: dairy 
products ,ms less than the amount planned in all groups (Appendix. 
Table J). 
With the exception of the planned i.'llcrease in the importance of 
dairy sales for Group III the planned distribution of receipts wes 
fairly rigid throughout,, all groups. The consistent relative changes 
.._ 
-
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so 
between the brportance of the various enterprisas tram, group to group 
in .actual ,operatione ~ght be o:maed by differenees in experience and 
aptitude of tbe operators :i.n the various ent,erprises of' their o:rgs!d.• 
zations. It was probable,. ror example, the farmers in Group I!!, when 
purchasing their cattle, p5.oked dairy cattle and those of Group ! 
purehased dual purpos~ an.1 'beer cattle. 
From tho point, o! view ot the total rarm expenditures there was 
little or n.o apparent relationship of either th~ aetual e}..-penditures 
per farm or thra eomplianoe with planned e"' ... ':penditures to farm income 
('fable lo}. BeeS'l.lsa of possible vsriations of the items ot expendi-
ture it was eo..isidered necessa_ry to make a more detailed analysis et 
farm expenditures,. 
In Group I the iln~nea, as related to total expenditures,, cf' 
seed, feed, labor, and other farm expenses,. was r:emarkabl.y near the 
planned importance of' these items (Figltr9 6). The indications are 
that Group I was set up with inadequate machinery tor which they had 
to make i;q, by a slight deerease in livestock purchases in that the 
pr.oport,ionate share of expendit'Ul"es fer J.ivest.oek was less than plan-
ned and actual machinery expenditwres were much more than planned 
(Figure 6)., E:q:,enditures for livestook and livast,ook expenses de .. 
creased in relation to total expenditures as t.hil! f'arm income decreased. 
this trend corresponds to the deerease in size ot' farm but would n~ 
be expected since the relatiansbip or the importani:e of receipts from 
liveatoek and llvestoek products w.as eXfletly opposite to tha:t or ex-
penditures ror livestock. In view of the eomparative income the in.-
die.at!ons are that Group Il? \'ms 1.nvested too heavily in farm macl:dn-
ezy and equipment. lmother indication of in.efficient utilization in 
this l• inct'.lm& gx,.oup 1$ .µ), the caae of· the teed ex,et1se aa ¢ompared 
.:_ 
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to total expense. This additional feed expense is not reflected in re• 
ceipts from livestock and livestock prod:u.cts. The actu81 1:1verage feed 
expense of Group III wa3 one ... third highfir than the:t. of Group I wh:lle 
actual average receipts from all 11,n:1stock and livestock prodl1cts w-e:re 
one-third higher in Group I than in Group III (J..ppeudi.x Tables 3 6nd 4). 
It should be kept in mind that the total f'eed acre~1ge and all feed 
yield decreased as farm income decreased. The indications arc ·that 
Group I through better plari_..ni11g created. a more efficient organizatiu!l 
or combination of enterprise.a for the particular conditions involved .. 
This might. he due to more efficient management L~ applying the :Plans. 
This brings out the importance of the more 01:- less unpre<lictabl0 hwnan 
factors. 
In this study there are :L'tldieati.ons of rigidit;r in planniJJg, that 
farm ineome is a more Sf,tisfacto!"IJ or more true measure of success than 
net family earnings, and yet there is a close relationship of farm in-
come to net family earnings and the other measures of success. There 
are also :indications that, compliance wlth farm pJ.ans was directly re-
lated to success. In order to analyze t,his indict:1ted ralDticnship more 
fully, the fHrms were classified on the basis of the r12tio of actual to 
planned farm income. The treatment of this ar:.alysis follows in the 
ns:x.'t section,. 
The Ratio of Actual to Planned Farm Income 
These 36 farms were arrayed on the basis of the ratio of actual to 
planned farm income. The high ratio was 165 and the low was 21.. 1Jl.lith 
the e",,ccepticn of the one top case the individual farms were fairly 1!'Iell 
distributed from a ratio of 21 to 100. The groups were divided .on the 
basis of class intervals with the high group, or Group I, it".lclud.L'rlg 12 
farms with :£'arm :income colil!)lianee ratio of 76 and above, the middle 
group, or Group I!, was composed of 13 .t\-ims with ratios frorn 51 to 75, 
inclusive, and the low group, or Group III, was composed of 11 £arms 
tr,.at had ratios of 50 or below. The fi:1:rm income compliance ratio for 
Group I. wa.s gg and Groups II and. l!I had a l"atio of 66 and 37, 
:respoctively~ 
The data in Table 11 show the relationships of farm. h1coms and 
various other .factors to eom;plianoo wi·i:;h planned fa:rm income imd the 
relati-onship of compliance ir1 farm income to compliroti'lCO with plane in 
these other factors. 
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The group :making the highest ratio of aet1..1.al to planned form income 
did not make the highest average fa:rru income; however, · Group III had, 
by far, the least av,erage farm ineomo {'!'sble 11). The relationship of 
actual to planned net \'()'Orth :increase a:mo:ng t,he fa1~m inoo100. ratio gr<.mps 
was quite cm:par:ahle to ·bhat of f'!:1.rm income including a consistent de• 
e:rease in the net worth eomplien.ee ratio as the farm income compliance 
ratio diminished. The relationsh:i,p of actual cash farm receipts to the 
farm income compliance ratio is similar to those or actual farm income 
and actual net worth increase (Tabla 11). 
There is a consistent relationship bet,;,1een the compliance with 
planned farm income to both actual net family earnings and acttial fu ... 
crease i..'!1 animal tmits; each of these factors diminished as the farm 
ineorw.i;l compliance ratio decreased and the compliance ratio of eaeh of 
these factors decreased in t,h.a same manner (Table 11). 
Grattp III planned more farm income than was planned by Group .I_; 
the same was true of net family ear11ings, i!1crease in snimal units, cash 
farm receipts,. mid in net worth increase.. Group !II planned almost 
Table ll 
Comparing Aetual ·to Plan.11ed ix:i Variou.s Farm '.R1a.n8gement Factors with Averages per 
Farm on 36 Fanns, Classified 011 Ratio of Aetua.l to Planned Farm To.ea:-K::. 
:. : 12 Farm~ with : fi''~ns Comp:r.isin.g - : 11 Farms with -· . -
: . I:Ii.,zhost Ra.t:io ... : : the TEiddle Group : !i(:c:r,::st Ratio 
Unit :Aot'l'lJll :Planned: -:Actual :Planned': • ;Actual ;Planned: 
------·- : :avereti:ie :Average: R@ti.2..,.t,A;yerage ~.Avc.rr·age: . P~t:1:o .:Average :Avert:.gei l!JB.t%2 
Fartn income 
Net family earnings 
Net worth i11crease. 
Animal 
increast"' 
Cash family e1.'J)f:lnses 
Gash farm En •• 1)enditures 
Cash paid on debts 
Cash farm receipts 
Reeeip·ts from; 
Livestock a:-ad livestock 
products 
Crop sales 
other farm sources 
Ending cash on hand 
Endil1g farm inventory 
Crops harvested 
Cotton 
Cotton yield 
Feed crops 
Feed yield 
Total cropland 
Land in ft'll."1n 
Investment in prod1.1ct:tve 
livestock. 
Dollars 
Dollars 
Dollars 
Animal 
Units 
Dollars 
Dollars 
Dolls rs 
Dollars 
Dollars 
Dollars 
Dollars. 
Dollars 
3?7 
725 
217 
5.05 
239 
71.3 
2H! 
506 
.306 
112 
$7 
16 
Dollars 1,0S2 
Acres 51 
Acres 5 .. 4 
tbs. I.int 232 
Acres 42 
Digestible 
Nutrients 545 
Acres '71 
Acres 156 
Dollars 581 
-~ 'P'o/- .-v, .... 
42g 88 391,., 
., 812 ~ 66$ 
268 81 262 
5.90 $6 4.61 
228 105 189 
68/.i, 104 769 
l<Ji9 109 256 
616 82 545 
423 7'J 352 
143 '78 122 
50 173 71 
165 09 19 
903 120 1,14.3 
68 76 53 
5.5 98 6.5 
170 1.36 218 
60 71 L}6 
724 75 7.38 
63 
16.3 
641 
592 66 2i2.3 6o7 37 
au 79 552 881 63 
41~9 I 58 111 430 26 
7.11 65 4,23 '7.05 6o 
160 118 166 182 91 
686 112 643 593 109 
216 118 195 216 91 
671 81 402 734 55 
465 76 264 554 48 
131 0-'l> ,';;) 72 121 59 
75 96 66 59 111 
236 08 21+ .316 07 
1,111 10.3 
60 gt:1-,;) 
1,043 l,OL~ 100 
44 62 71 
5.8 11i 7.7 7.1 10$ 
174 125 Ht6 165 11.:3 
51 90 .37 5:3 70 
777 9t: .) 511 ~2 57 
62 
143 
567 
v, 
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twice as mu.ch net. worth il1crease aa was planned by Group I (Table 11). 
For Emch of' them~ factc,rs for whtch Group III phmned higher than WBS 
plnn..ned for trv3 same items by Group I, the actual achievement for 
Group III was lowest of the three groups. The amount of error in 
planning e11dlng cash on hrmd increased as fa.rm inco.:"ne complianca ratio 
decreased. From the standpoint of size of farm org~nization (acres in 
fa1'"'m, acres in cropland, amov.nt invEist,ed in prod11.etive livestock, and 
..:1.•_, "' -~- • - t- ) (T ·bl - 11) 'ti d.,,.,... -JJ. ·"' -d -t d ..).' enu111g 1ar111 :inven ory .:, -a e - i s _ J.u.1cn ,!., vO un .ers ,an .,.oe 
ra.dieal over-planning of Grou_p III. Howovcir, this 101!'! ratio gron;p did 
not .rail to so g:re~t an extent i.11 eo:mplying with plans in crops har-
vested, cotton acres, cotto.ll yield or receipts from ot,h0r sources. 
There :i.s some indieation that Group III was on the less productive 
farms a.s cotton :r:teld and feed yields were lowest. in this group. Ac-
cording to complience in feed acres and feed yield, Group III produced 
less than one .. half of planned feed production (Table 11). 
In observing co12warGtive actual achievement and co!".rpliance rat1.os 
of Group III :L"l 11et worth increase_.,· irwreaso in animal units nnd re ... 
ceipts from livestock and livest,ock products, the indications a:re that 
the.source of fa1.lure in Group III was in the livestock enterprise 
(Table 11). These indications, ,dth the fact that farm :tnventoey and 
average :L'1vastment in productive livestock were abou.t as high in Group 
III as in the other groups, would indiee,tion thot the operators of 
Group !II \'Jere ever-invested in the livestock enterprisss.. This over-
invesi~ment might exist not, 01tly from the standpoint of the acres in 
farm, but also from the standpoint or the operator's ab:Uity and ex:-
perien.ce in management of the livestock enterprises. This it.em might 
include the operator's ability to judge the produ.ctivity of tho farm 
and 1ts adequacy of improvements for t,he particular livestock 
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enterprises. !t would seem that this lack of experience of the opera-
tor not only is revealed in actual production and achievements but in 
his ability in projecting a reasonable plan. The opera.tor's idea. and 
thoughts, in advance, on the organization and possibilities on the par-
ticular farm are the nost important item in formulating the plan.. 
The Farm Security Administration super.visor approved the fam plan 
after aeeing the farm for which the plan is made. However, this is 
true not only for the low eomplianoe group but for all the farms on 
whieh plans are approvad. This £act with the observations of the 
writer indicate that the i"aotor most often miajudged by the supervisor 
is the ability and experience of the particular operator. This leads 
to rigidity in planning and over-investment on some farms. 
This study of these farms classif'i.ed on.the compliance ratio ot 
farm income not only reveals G. relationship betv1een success and :tol.-. 
lowing the f'arm. plan and a relationship between the operator's ability 
and success, but that eomplianee with the farm plan rnight also be close• 
ly related to the operator's ability in that the more capable operator 
would be able to project a more reasonable and workable plan+ 
Due to the fact that net worth inereasa was olosely related to both 
net family earning and farm income and seemed to be a consistent measure 
or success., it was, decided to •ru.yze these farms classified on the 
basis of net worth increase .from beginning to the end of the year. Thi$ 
analysi& follows in the next section. 
CHAPTER IV. NET WORTH DWifJ:ASE 
Classified on Actual Net Worth Increase 
These J6 Farm Sacurity farms were arrayed accordiug to actual in• 
crer,so in net worth froo. beginning to end of' the ye.ar. The individual 
farms ,;,rere fairly well distributed. The low farm had en actual n.et, 
\'!Orth increase of negative Zl35 .and the highest net worth increase was 
(;626. The farms were divided :lnto three groups of 12 ftirms eaeh. '.fhe 
low aetual net worth iners.ose in the high group or Group I was ~)279 
end the highest n.et worth inereaee for the lo-N net worth increase group,. 
ox Group III, was $133.. The high and low net worth increase for the 
middle group, or Group II, iroo $26o and $149, respectiveJ.y,. The aver-
age net worth increase per farm for each Group I, !I, and XII, was 
$:339, $200, and $64, respaotively (Table 12}. 
According to tha data in Table 12 farm income for these various 
groups, to 0 littl{ll less marked de.greo, decreased quite consistently 
as the rate of actual net worth increase dii."iliiiished. There was no in-
dicated relationship of total acres in farm or acres in. cropland to 
actual net worth increase (Table 12). Concerning all crops harvested. 
and percentage of cropland harvested, the trend was downward as the 
amount of net worth increase diminished. 'l'his indicates a close rela• 
tionship of the utilization of cropland available to net worth in-
crease and farm income. This relationship is shown more ele:arly b;r 
the .fact that f'arm income per 100 acres of cropland decreased as net 
worth increase and £arm income diminished (Table 12). 
Roughly, the investment in productive livestock per farm varied 
fr-om gr·oup to group in about the same relationship to net worth in-
crease as did aeras in f'a:rm; this investment in Group III was only 
Table 12 
Factors of Actual Orgt"1t1izs.ticn Associated with High,. 
medium, and Low Ne'b FJ"orth Increase ar1 
36 Farm Security Farms 
. 
"' 
~---~raniis ~rmscom--:· 12-Fa°rms 
:w::tth Highest; prising the :w:i.th Least 
Unit : lfa.t Worth : HiddJ.e :Incrt".iase in 
: Increase : Group : Met Worth 
____ ... ________ .....,_.,...., __ ...,:_{'""A ... ve,..'"' ... r.a,..1:;,; ... e..,..l,~age l . --~ ,{A've:i;age )_ 
N<:'lt worth increase Doihrs 339 200 61,,,. 
Ferm income Dolla1•s Li-37 33S 233 
Crops harvested .Acres 6o 48 41 
Land :tn farm Acres 14.2 176 146 
'Total cropland Acrf1s 67 67 63 
Port.ion of' land in 
cropland Pe~eont 47 JS 43 
Portion of cropland 
harvested Percent 90 '72 65 
Farm income·per 100 
acres of cropland Dollars 655 503 J6S 
Investment in productive 
livestock Dollars 636 6'10 48fs 
Farm income per ~i100 
invested in productive 
livestock Dolla'rs (I:; 51 48 
Investment i..'1 productive 
livestock pe!" 100 GC'.!"8$ 
in ft!!rm :Oolh1rs 41/) 331 J.34 
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sligh~ly lower than that of Group I as· compared to the great differ• 
enee in ne·l; worth incr<1ase of the two groups.. However, the investment 
i..."'l procluctive livestock per 100 acres in farm dGcre2sed consistently as 
actual net t'lorth in-crease be-camo sm.!lller,. !haze trends :rrd.ght still 
indicate an over-investment il1 product:tve livestock in the lotr net 
worth increass group. Fa:rm i11come pel" i100 invosted in prot.u.ctive 
livestock decre2sed directly with the rate of net worth incret,se. 
This might indic.::tt.e ~ 1"el8tionship of efficiency in utilization of 
p:roductive livestock to tha rate of net worth increase.. 
The data in Table 13 show the relationships of actual achievement 
for these several other factors to actual net worth increase end com-
pEire actual to planned in each of the factors for the three groups .. 
Further evidence of the close relationship of ±".arm income and net 
vwrth ine:roase end of their relative value as a measure of success is 
the similarity of results obtained when classified on each of the res ... 
. pactive factors (TableslO ond 1.3). 
Actual .farm income, net family earnings, :L.;.erease in a11i.mal units, 
a.nd cash fz:rm receipts decreased wit.h some ccnsist:eney, although with 
a. less marked degree., from group t.o grorq: as the rHte of actual net 
worth increase dbd.nished. The ratio of gctual to plimned il:1 eaeh of" 
these factors decrsssed in the crams manner (Teble 13). This indicates 
a close relotionship between the following e:f the farm plan to the suc-
cess of ~he operator. The :relative sharp daa:reas.e i.."l. actual. net worth 
increase and the compliance ratio of net worth lncrease as compared to 
the other items nd,gb:t be partially e.."-Cplainad in that the amount of er-
ror in planning ending cash on hand ivas about the same from gr~lp to 
· group, since this .item. is directly reflected in net wcrth the same 
Table 13 
Comparing Actual to Planned. in Various Fa.rm Management Factors with Averages 
per Farm on .36 Far.ms~ Classified on Actual .Net Wo~th Incr~se 
: : 12 Farms . w1 th . Highest . : l2 Farms G6mprising : 12 Far.ma ·w1 th. Lea.st 
: i .Net W9:rth ;rnc~ase : the Middle Group : ... Net Jl¢th Increase 
: Unit :Actual :Planned: tAetual :Planned~ . :Actual·· :Plallned: 
I • • :Avera.s~:Av;era~e: Iiatio. :Average:Average: ,Ratio :Ayera~elA"Veraie• ~tio 
farm income Dollars 437 612 71 33$ 480 70 233, 534 44 
Net fa.nd.47 earnings Dollars 763 904 84 640 - 781 92 551 S46 65 
Net wo:rtb increase Dollars 339 469 72 200 346 5$ 64 34.l .19 
,Anjmal Animal 
increase Units 5.40 7.21 75 4.97 6.63 73 3.6; 6.22 59 
Farm products used 
in home Dollars 241 253 95 241 253 95 274 299 92 
Ca.sh .f aJnily expenses Dollars 1$3 181 101 199 182 uo 213 205 104 
Cash farm expenditures Dollars 768 720 107 718 68.3 105 64$ 567 ll4 
Cash paid on debts Dollars 255 228 ll2 245 208 us 174 195 89 
Cash i'al"ln receipts Dollars 52.3 692 76 497 670 74 41+5 652 68 
, Ending ea.sh on hand Dollars. 35 232 09 13 238 o; 21 242 08 
Ending farm inventory Dollars l,205 l;l:39 106 1,154 1,078 ll6 917 929 99 
Crops harvested Acres . Go 63 95 49 64 76 41 6J 66 
Cotton Acres 5.0 ;.1 99 4.9 5.:3. 92 7.2 7~9 92 
Cotton yield. Lbs. L:l.nt 250 182 137 225 164 137 l80 165 109 
Feed crops Ac?>es 51 53 96 42 56 73 33 52 62 
Feed yield Digestible 
Nutrients 69; 809 86 ;32 776 69 587 791 74 
- . 
g, 
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amount applied to the net worth incre,s.r:~13 of the farms with lower earn-
ings and receipts would result in a more a1Jru-.,r:rt decrease in the com-
was t,he only group thot d1.d not :meet. tho expected 
h01r1AVAr Grotr,1,J III lacked on·r..r 11 :ocrcrmt makinrz the planned ~,·Ja·n!\1ent •··~·-··r . .J.J - ··- - "" 
on debts (Table 13}. 
in 11et 11orth in-
crease group is higher than th;.c? ratlo actual to planned farm income.,. 
net 1~orth increase, or increase in animal units (Table 13) 1 th:s re~son 
for this :Ls that not family e!3rnings a:re pttr.tivlly composed of· two re-
latively inelastic items, w.J:ue of form. prodtxcts US:;;Jd in home, and cash 
valnable as a measure of success of the operator's management. However, 
this factor might he of' more value in comparinz tha family'~1 earnings 
on the farm with a. sc1ary off thti fcrm. Tho fact thet net family earn ... 
ings do not include the hou4ilc :rent 1:rctud havo to be considered in a 
eomparison of that kind,. 
The size of the rarm inventory 1w.s not closely related to actual 
net worth :Increase, in fact, the farr,1 i.nventory increased by only one-
third from Group III to Group I, vihile the net wort,h incre<3se of Group I 
was a little mo.re the,n five times that of Group III. aw,iin, the in-
dieations are that Group III we.s over-irrv:;.1sted. 
The crop acres harvester! and acres 
l1$t worth increase diminished and the same vms tr,,w of the compliance 
,r!itio of these items. This is fnrther e;rlde:nco thrd; the utll:Lz.;,tion of 
~vailabla resources was closely related to uet ,,vorth :lncroass a.nd to the 
GUccess of the far1:11 operat.ion (Ttible 13). Tho eompllsnce; 71ith planned 
cotton acreage was high throughout with the hiehest average acreage in 
Group III. The actual cotton yield decreased directly with net worth 
. increase with ea.ch group making planned yield or bette1" (Table 13}. 
There ia no indic:3ted consista'!').cy in tho relationship of f ead yield to 
:net worth increase; hovtever, Groi..,p III \'roS lower than Group I in actual 
feed yield and in compliance with planned yield (Table 13). 
6.2 
Actual cash fl',lrm receipts decreased directly with the rate o:t net 
worth :inc:rcBse; the decref.lse in the complfanco ratio of cash farm re-
ceipts was consistent, but slight, as net worth incre~se became smaller. 
With this direct relationship lt wns ccnside.red to be desiroble to :make 
a more detailed study of farm receipts. 
The sources of. :receipts were divided into three divisions, livc1-
stock, crops, and other sources, with the percentage distribution of 
these three sources by net worth increase groups. There 'Wat'$ no indi-
cated relationship or :receipts to changes with net worth increase ex-
cept that the actual percentages in th.a csses of livestock and live-
stock products and other sources were nearer the planned percentages in 
Group I (Figure 7). This indicated that planning was more accurate in 
Group I snd was fairly· accurate throughout. This appar,m.t accuracy in 
planning was no longer evident when these receipt sources were analyzed 
more in detail sho\ving both the actual snd planned parcantag(:l that each 
item of' receipt was of the respective totGl receipts (Figure S). 
The importsnce of' cotton with respect to total r0oeipt,s was much 
more thsn planned in each net worth :L'lcre,9se group 1rhilo the reverse 
\"JaS: true for sale of cl.her crops. The relative importance cf cotton 
sales increased from Grcnp I to Group III snd the opposite '!'ms still 
;trtte of other crop sales (F:tgure S). This reflects th$ non-compliance 
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in acreage of feed crops in thet the quantity of grain or hay contem-
plated tor sale was not available {Table 13). 
Hog receipts lTere more important in Group I and decreased in 
relative imp:0rtanee as net worth increase diminishod with the degree 
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of' compliance with planned importance decreasing in the same relation. 
In all cases the receipts from hogs ware much less than plar.ined (Fig-
ure 8 3nd Appendix Table 5). This would indicate that the price re-
"!/ 
ceived for hogs was far below tho expected price. 
The actual parcentsges that cattle sales and dairy sales were of 
total receipts were fairly near that of the planned percentages 
throughout.. The relative importance of' cattle sales was more than 
planned in Group I and. tho proportion that cattle sales were of total 
sales decreased,, quite slwr-ply with the diminution of the r:.:ite .of net 
worth increase; this same set of relationships, as :regards daicy sales 
to net worth increase, was reversed {Fit,"'Ure 8}. 
This situat:i.on regarding the dairy and beef enterprises largely 
reflects the choice of ·the operators. From the observations of the 
writer, in general, the plans were msde m.ore or less rigidly on the 
basis of averages. This was especially true when the operator did not 
know in advanea the exact cattle that .ha intended to purchase. Then 
at the time of purchase if the operator decided whetheT he wanted 
specialized dairy cattle or dual purpose cattle, his choice influenced 
the purchases,. His managetment of calves a.nd the milking habits deeidecl 
still further whether production of beef or snle of dairy products was 
to be the more important. From this point of view the rigidity in 
1/ see Table 2 and related discussion in Chapter I. 
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planning might ho a factor to pendt a more or less desirable flexi-
bility in compliance rdth pltrns. However., tho direction in which the 
operator might go, in regerd to this choice, as related to his compar-
unpredictable htil'J.an element enters. 
Egg sales were less important in Group I. Poult:r:.r and colt sales 
were of little conseqoonce in either group. Operator•a ls.bar off farm 
was more .important ii."! O.roup Ill (Figure 8). The tendency was for the 
operator's labor to be more important in the groups which had too lower 
actual receipts. 
Total Ectual farm expenditures decreased tdth the l"ate of net 
worth increase and the low net worth increase group exceeded planned 
e:q:,ense by a greater pe.rcen.tage tmln either of the other two groups 
(Table 1.3). It WllS considered necessary to inquire further into this 
dir(llot relationship of farm expenditures to net worth increase. The 
data in Figure 9 com.pore actuol to planned with each item of' i'Strm ex-
penditure expressed as a percentage of too total. 
As was true in the low f'arn1 income group (Chapter :J:iiI), Group !II 
.spent a smaller proportion of the funds for livestoek and a greater 
proportion for machinery than did the raepective higher groups (Figures: 
z/ 
6 e:id 9). This situation itlght be ~ssociatsd with lack of success. 
Feed expense is much higher. than planned in both Groups II and Ill .•. 
There wes no indicntod di:rect relationship of farm eA-penditures to net 
z/ This might indicate that less workstock was purchased and uiore trac ... 
tors purchased in these low .farm income and low net worth in-
crease groups. However, from the data available this cannot tte· 
authenticated. 
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worth increase. Hired labor was less important than planned in each 
group. 
The data in Table 14 give a more detailed picture of the financial 
At the beginning the year there Yms only a slight dif:f:'0:renee in 
assets or debts among the 'tliree &,Toups. Gro·r1.p III had the highest net 
worth at the beginning cf the year; thi:z group made ei net incret:ise in 
not worth of only a.bout o:ne-fifth of that of the hieh net worth in-
crease group. Thero se~mecl to be Vfc"Jr';ct little rcl~tionship of a.mount 
o.f debts at and of year or th.e aize of f'am_ invostrrmnt to the amount of 
net worth increase du.ring tho year (Table lL;.). The ending farm inven ... 
tory deeremseci slightly as the net worth Lncrease diminished; however, 
compared ·1:,o the rate that net worth i11crease diminished, t,his differ-
ence is of little consequence. 
At the ond of the year the 1.ndebtedncss, expr.esned as a percentage 
of the ending farm inventory, incrot:1sed slightly as the net 1smrth :i.n-
crease dintlnishad (Table LO.. All three grov.ps represented f'tii:trly safe 
loans. As f'ar 1::;s financial security is concerned, this ss:nmle is not v ~ 
ext1ctly typical of. all 1?arm Seciu-ity borrowers. Frora the observation 
of tho writer the borrowers who kept the most use_ble farm records were 
a little more adve.nced toward self-sufficiency or rehabil.itatton. 
In the study of these farms classified on net, worlh in.crease, it 
was found that :net worth increa.so and farm income were, in many ways., 
:JI The following report expressed a similar view: Plannin~ }m. ~ ... 
formance in~~ 1n l9.l9, J\Umoographed Report or FDrm 
Security Administration., Region VIII., Dallas, Texas, July, 
1940, p. 7. 
Table l4 
Averages per Farm on Items of Financial Statement i11 
Actual Orgimization of 36 Farms, Classified 
on Actual Net Worth Increase 
• . 12 Fems ;12 Farms Com-: 12 Farms . • 
:with Highest: prising the :with Least 
•· Unit • Net Wo:rth • Middle : Net tforth .. ,. • 
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. :~rease _ groyo . ;tnere0se_ fl .. . 
total assets:. 
Beginning of year Dollars, 643 672 565 
End of year · Dollars l,'Jer/ 1.2s5 1,051 
11 
Total debts.: 
Beginning ,of year Dollars 2?6 297 160 
End of year -Dollar.s 681 710 5s2 
Net tforth; 
Beginning of year Dollars 367 )75 405 
End of year Dollars 706 575 469 
Increase in net worth 
from beginning to 
end of year Dolla;rs 3.39 200 64 
Cash paid on debts Dollars 255 245 174 
Ending farm inventory Dollars 1,205 1,154 917 
Portion ending farm 
.inventory is .or 
total assets Percent 90 
.Percentage that debts 
at end of yea:r are of 
ending farm inventory Percent 56 62 63 
'J.I Debts and assets do not include value of land or improvements or real 
· estate debts. 
comparable measures or suecess, and were related to net family earn-
, ings .. let worth inel"88se was closer related to increase• in animal 
units than was, farm income or n.et family earnings. There was a rela-
tion of success to compliance wi.-th farm plans; therefore, it was con-
sidered to be of interest to analyze the farms .further- classified on 
the basis of the ratio of actual to planned net worth i."lorease. This 
analysis .follows in tha next section. 
The :Ratio of Actual to . Planned. Net Worth Increase 
These .farms were arrayed from highest to lowest ratio ·of' actual 
to planned net worth increase.· 1'ha individual farms viere fairl,- well 
. . 
distr=ibuted from a high ratio :of 149 down to a negative 15. llowever, 
the middle group, or Group II, cf 13 farms formed a diotinet '.l".?<lul. 
· group \¥1th ratios ranging from 52 to 64. The low group, or Group III, 
was eoraposed of 1:3 fttrms with a ratio of actual to planned net worth 
increase below 50, and the high group,- or Group I.,. of 10 farm..s had a 
:ratio of 70 or above. The group ratio Gf actual tfo planned net worth 
increase for Groups I, XI, and III were 90, 5.8, and 24, :respectively. 
The compliance ratios Qf i'flrm· income, nat family carningo, in• ' 
crease in m.imal mii ts and crops harvested, decreased consistently es 
. the eomplianee ratio of net worth increase diminished. (Table 15).. The 
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decrease in tho net worth increase ratio is more marked then in any of 
the above related faotors. The reason for this might be becuuse the 
amount of error in planning ending oash on hand incre&rsed as net worth 
ratio decreased (Table 15).. 
The aotual achievement in the factors of · net worth increase., net 
·family-earnings., increase in animal units and eropa harvested, de-
: er&ased as the ·nat worth i:ncrease cmplianoe rntio dimini.':fhed.. This 
fable 15 
Comparin:z Actual to Planned in Various Farm Management Factors v1ith Avera1::Y3 per Farm 
on 36 Farms., Classified on .Ratio of Actual to Planned :m~t Wort11 Increase 
: : 10 Farms with the : 13Farms Comprising : 1.3 Farms with the 
: : , .Jlighest Ratio : ·~Ila l'uJigdl;e Grou12 : Lovrest Ratio 
: Unit :Actual :Planned: :Actual :Plaimed: :Actual :Planned: 
_ : :Average:Avcrage:Rati,g:Awrals§:.ll.:verago;Ratio:Averm;i;e:Average:Ratio 
1am income Dollars 379 492 77 3SZ 529 72 257 59.3 4.3 
!Jet fan1ily aar-.aings Dollars 706 770 92 694 865 80 567 $79 64 
~et worth increase Dollars 287 J18 90 234 4,03 58 102 420 24 
.f1..nirnal increase .Animal tldts 5.29 5.59 96 1.,.$5 6.95 '70 3.93 7.27 54 
Farm products 1..1sed in home Dollars 238 252 94 257 278 92 259 272. 95 
Cash family expenses Dollars 181 200 91 204 1$4 111 207 188 110 
Cash £ann expenditurss Dollars 508 505 100 ~7 7$6 112 701 644 109 
Cash paid on debts Dollars 165. 183 90 293 2.31 127 202 210 96 
¢ash fa.r-m receipts Dollars 4.35 650 66 646 56$ S3 450 710 63 
Ending ca.ah on hand Dollars 22 174 13 12 223 05 24 JOO 08 
Ending farm inventory Dollars l, 0 .l9 921. 112 1,198 1,167 10.3 l,032 1,029 100 
Crops harvested Acres 54 . ,s 93 51 67 76 46 65 71 
Cotton Acres 4.6 4.8 95 4.5 4.8 95 7.S 8.5 93 
Cotton yield Lbs. Lint 243. 171 141 262 160 164 174 174 100 
· 1i..,eed crops Acres i.,4 49 91 46 60 77 36 54 6g 
l?eed yield Digestible 
Nutrients 733 $72 84 629 690 91 477 848 56 
Total cropland Acres 64 68 65 
Land in farm Acres 12~ 181 153 
!nvestmant in productive 
livestock; 
Per farm Dollal"s 456 741 564 
Per 100 acres Dollars 369 409 374 
:Farm income: 
Per $100 in productive 
livestock Dollars S3 52 46 
Per 100 acres in f'arm Dollars Jll 211 168 
j:3 
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would indicate a fairly close relationship between success in achieve-
ments and the following of th0 farm plan. I!k,ti1ever, while Group I!I 
had the lowest actual farm income, Group II had the highest farm in-
come. This might be explained by the fact that Group II had the high-
est investment in productive livestock per farm and the highest per 
100 acres in tarm, the highest ending farm inventory, and by far the 
greatest totfl1l numb.er of acres per farm {Table 15). The cash farm re-
ceipts were higher for Group II; the farm expenses for Grcup II were 
much higher, consequently, brtnging the actual farm income dO\'!m al-
most to that of the farm income .cf Grottp I which was made up of the 
farms with t,he fewest acres and the least investment in productive 
livestock (Table 15) .. 
Although. Group I had the lowest eoro.pliance rat5.o i..11 cash farm 
receipts and the 101.'re.st actual rece:tpts in general, this group showed 
a higher degree of compliance throughout.. Group I wa.s the only group 
that held its farm and family expenditures helot;\]' that of the planned. 
Group I paid 90 percent of the planned. payment on debts and had a 
higher ending farm inventory- than planned. The mdications: are that 
frugality, ths high cotton yield, the higher degree of compliance in 
feed prod:nction, and th& exceeding in animal unit prod.uetion, enabled 
Group I to exceed in farm income per $100 invested in productive live-
stock.,,.f'arm income per 100 acres in farm,, ~nd net worth inerease • .It 
will be noted that the farm income per $100 investment in produetive 
15.vestoek and farm ineome per 100 acres in f3rm decreased consistently 
as the net wOl'th incret:H3G compliance ratio decreased; this was probably 
because the productivit;r of the farms dacreesed in the same relation-
ship to net worth compliance, this being indicated by both feed yield 
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and cotton yield ('l'able 15). However., ·!:.he human fac"t,ors already noted 
above should be kept in mind. 
The study on this cla.ssification., as well as on other classifi-
cations, indicates a elose relM,ion.ship between the operators f'ollow-
1,he .f urm plan i:md his success. 
L, the study up to this point,, lack or compliance i.'1 f'eed produc-
tion and excess::tve oxpense :hi feed. purchnses htcr·vt) been prew1lent on 
the more w.tsucc1"1ssfuJ. i"a:rms. Thi.s is closely associated with lack of 
compliance wlth plan:nod ac:r:es. 
The production of a.nim.al is a physical factor or physical 
v;as shown to be r1alated to net worth increa.ae it. was decided to study 
thoso farms clossified on t.h.e 01:::sls of incx-ease in animal 1.,xi.its from 
beginning to end of the year of 1939. This analysis fcJ..lows in the 
ne:rt section. 
CHAP'I'ER V. lllUMAL UNITS :PRODUCTION 
Classified on Actual Increase in Animal Units 
Arrayed. in order ot actual not :u1croa:;;e in anim,:al unit,s from be-
ginning to end of year, "t;hE1se .36 fmrms ft1ll :lnto throe modal groups. 
The high grour>, or Group I, of eight farms had an act:lli'al increase of 
11.43 animal m1its for the hieh .farm down to 6.24 f.or t.he low; the 
middle group,. or Group II of 15 farms fran 5.89 to .3.81, and the lmv 
increase group, or Group III of 1.3 farms had a high of 3.211- and a low 
of .01 animal un:i.ts increase. 
There was a close relationship of actua.1 :tnerease in an:i.mal units 
to actual farm income, net vrorth increase, a:nii acres in fa:r,;1. These 
factors decreased as the rcte of: in,creaS!':l in animal units diminished; 
while acres in cropland, percentage of land in cropland, and crops 
he.rvested increased as the rate of actual increase in animal units de-
creased (Table 16). This indicated the larger farms v,ero more pre-
dominantly livestock farme with a greater percentage of land in 
pasture. 
Tho decrease L".'1 the, production of an.im.c1l units frcr Group I to 
Group III was much faster :in proportion thsn. the docroast'J invest .. 
mont in productive livestock per fnr.m or per 100 at::ri:':is f'ar:m (Table 
16). This ni.ight indicate the operators of Group III wer0 lees capable 
and less efficient :tu t,he1:? anim1.:ll ente!""prises. They m,ay have 1:ieen 
~ore of'ficient in didr;y or crops; however, this did not prevent them 
from f::i,lling down :tn actual net, worth increase, farm income, net 
family earnings, a:nd total f£1:r:E1 reco:1-pts. These latter Uems da .. 
creased as the l:'!Ite o:t increase :i.n animal uni.ts dif:"1in.ished (T~ble 17). 
Tho :r"'tio of complfanco with plan;,:: in increase :i.n animal units de-
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Ta.b:lo 16 
F&Je"bor~ of Aetrul\l Or(]'~niz~t:i.cn. Aasocfatad 11it·h P'dgh, 
i!fedilJ.m, m:ui LU',t In.crease in l-\111.mal Uni ts 
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: :·id.th !aghast: prising the :~1th Lefist. 
:. Unit i 111:crense in: !1iddl0 :Il10l'fs21ss u1 
: tAn!x!'ial Units: Qronp tA.n.b1el Units 
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i,llifr:!&.l An!mel 
ill~l9~ Units .l-1. 9.3 ·~• ·. 4/75 l,.'if! 
F.tarc: ino~ Doll~:ro !iJYJ .J!il, 277 
!fot worth i.nere-&se: Della~ 2$0 2J.8 1:32 
Crops Ml"T)ested: Ao~s 44 48 55 
Le:ud in. f"~l".l:ll ,Acres 177 l5S 137 
'l'otel ci"q)L<:J~t t.:cres 60 62 74 
Port.ion of lend :1n 
erq.i:land Pe:reent 34 39 54 
Po!;'tion or cropland 
l'mi-vosted P@rcf:'lnt 74 77 75 
Farm in.carte ~r 100 
o~s cf ercpland Dolle1~a 674 566 117 
in.Vcaf.IL'lent in pn:dnet:tve 
livastook DeJlam llSO 640 39.S 
Fam ineeLna per tnoo 
invosted m prc.duetivo 
11.wstc-ek Delle rs 48 55 73 
1?1wrrtment in p.ra.tueti ve 
liVE't.rtoek p0r 100 acres 
.in term !>olltArs 400 406 2-~ 
Table 17 
Com.paring Actual to :Planned in Various iarmMa.na,gement Factors with Averages 
per Farm on 36 Fa.rm.a, Classified on Ac,rtm~,1 Inorease in Animal Uni ts 
: : 8 Farms with Highest : l$ Farms Comprising : 13 Far~ with Lowest 
: tincr~ase in An~ Unite: . the Mi~~e Group :!Ilcrea.se in Animal Units 
:. Unit tAetual :Pl.a.nnea'.: . . . :Actual tP anned: :Actual :Planned: .. 
, : .. :llverage:Average: Ratio. :Average:Average: Ratio :A,verage,Average: liatio · 
Animal Animal 
increase Units s.9.3 9.22 97 4.75 7.43 64 l.S7 4.2.7· 44 
Fal'lll income Dollars 403 628 64 351 572 61 277 454 ··. 61 
N~t tamily earnings Dollar$ 700 886 79 684 S6S 79 584 789 74 
Bet worth increase Dolla.:rs . 280 447 63 218 428 51 . 132 298 44 
Cash rami.l.y' expenses Pollaro 214 199 108 199 178 U2 l.88 197 9; 
Cash ta.rm expenditures Dollars 1,018 941 108 640 606 106 605 540 ll2 . 
Cash paid on debts Dollars 242 206 us 237 237 100 200 183 uo 
Cash farm receipts Dollars 620 753 82 474 709 67 424 57S 73 
Ending cash on hand Doll.are 17 26:, 06 13 248 o; 29 208 ·14 
Ending farm inventory Dollars 1,381 1,394 99 l,l41 l,067 107 S56 81.5 105 
Crops harvested Acres 44 58 77 48 ;a S3 §!f 73 76 
Cotton Acres 3.6 4.2 85 6.o 6.4 94 6.7 6.9 97 
Cotton yield Lbs. Lint 173 171 101 186 170 109 278 169 164 
Feed crops Aerefii 37 53 70 40 48 83 47 61 76 
Feed yield Digestible 
nutrients 713 S94 80 583 771 76 ~91 756 78 
...:, 
°' 
relationship of increase in animal units to tho compliance ratio of 
farm income and net worth increasB was indicated (Table 17). 
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Actual crop acr1c::is harv€rated, total feed acreage, and cotton acre-
age increased as tr,..e rate of animal units increase became smaller; 
there is little relationship of the compliance rat:tos of ·hhe former 
two items to :1.ncrease i:n animal tmits. The cotton acreage compliance 
ratio and actual cotton r;1creage increased as anii:r.,l units 5.ncrease be-
came smaller,. The same relationship exist.eel as regards in.crectse in 
animal units to actual cotton yield and the degree of compliance lvith 
planned yields (Tabl-3 17). This might be further indication that 
those interested :ln ca~h crops and i'rith little e1::perience or ability 
1,ith livestock should not be hoavlly invested in 11vestock, but!t 
should speci$lizo t·o?mrd the cropping entorprises.. The feed yield was 
highest in Grot1.p I where cotton yield was. lowest, (Table 17). This di.f-
f ere.nee in yield was probably due to the selecti011 of land fo:r. the 
respective crops by the opert1tors. Those operators who were more in .. 
terested. in livestock production apparently selected the most produc-
tive land for feed crops. 
The apparent i..11d:i.cation of differences ln tho experie11.ce ~nd in-
terests of the operator as related to the fol1.owing of the farm plan 
ii."1 the various enterprises m:tght be seen in Figures 10 ::ind 11. In Fig-
ure 11, there is a :more d.etailed andysis of the sources of ferm re.-
ceipts. 
In Group I the proportion that recelpts from lj;vestock and live-
stock products was of total race:tpt!!:i equaled that of -the pll.1l.nned pro-
portion; while the percentage that ~ctul!ll rece:tpt from oll crops was 
of totnl reoe:lpts was lesa than h..ad been planned. This situation 
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and livestock products vrns a nnch snwller p(:1rc12i:nt2:ge of total receipts 
than had beon planned with tho ezact. opposite he:i.ng true f'or t.h0 re-
ceipts £rem sal€ of all crops (Fig't1:r0r 10).. It ma;r be noted, also, 
that receipts from othor. fsrm sources became increasingly mort:1 l.L',por-
tant as the aVE3rage actual animal imits increare beearno smaller. In 
all case::i receipts from other sources w:z:ire of more importance than had 
been planned (Figu.ro 10) .. The mo1Srt impcrtrmt farm receipt. it,t::itri in 
other sourc"1ls was the operator's labor off farm; the importa11co of this 
item j_nc:reased rapidly as an.imnl tm,itrr :tncrease became srnall,~r (Figu.re 
11). The pro1Jable :tndic:c''It,:toncS are that :L:n Group III the operators, be-
cause of ex-perien,,e, preforcne<.,;,, or hab;H, neglected tho bo;;if a11c1 pork 
t'.he defici,:m.cy in plarm·ed incc,me 
from J:a.bo:r off 5:arill and from the cotton c!'op {F:i.gu.r.e 11). It 11~.s pro,.. 
bE,1Jle tha'I; many of t,he cper~rt.ors of Group III had b\,en fsrt1 laborei"s 
this group might h.t1vo had a personal preference to speciali~0 in dsh•y 
ond crops instead of' hogs and beef cattle (Figur~ 10). 
Tl1a pr.obable indlcati.011s ?1erf) are th.rit tl10 factors rrJ:ost 1:tl:::,al:y,.. to 
b~ overlooked :!.n farm planning a:re tho Gbil:tty, experience, ha'bit, per-
going statements ragard:lng receipt:J ~nd the fact thfit tho pli:m~1.(i<l dis-
trilJuticn of reeeipts more nel;lrly coincidod. w:tth i:n;r0stment indicated 
too much rigidity in planning. 
tha.t liveste:,.ck e};..1)0nditures, which a:ro al!!lost all 11.vt,stcck p•x2chases, 
re:main 1'.1bout the eamci prcporl:lcxn of totel fnrm <;!xpendituro~ in all 
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animal unit increase groups (Figure 12). However, in each group ·the 
percentage that actual livestock expeuditu.re was of total e1..1Jenditure 
remained 1esa 'than planned. 'I'he opposite is true in "'Ghe case of t'eed 
expons,e with the importanctc; of i:'eccl expense i11 Group III exceeding the 
plam1ed about e.s much a.s in Group I (Figure 12). And .. yet, Group I ex-
ceeded Group III in animal u:ni't; production by s.bou:t five times {Tttble 
17) aud im:.:om,t:3 :from sale of cattle was mo1·a than six times that oi' 
Croup III (Appendix Table 7). The fore going discussion of 't.he ex ... 
penditures by animal tm:i.ts increase groups :'mdicateG, s"Ull fttrther, 
differences p(~rsonal characteristics of thG oporsrtors that are 
almost impossible to foresee. 
1Nhile classified 011 ac'.tuitl animal unit increase, the di;it.a in Table 
18 show the organization :i.11 ,\:tni.'7lal units by classes o:f livestock, and 
compt1:i'C actual ardmal to::dt. producti-0n a:nd distribution of production 
i'o:r the variouo classes of livestock to 'the respective plans. It is 
evide11t t:;_1at t1ctual ending invento:t•y· in anima.1 ru1itr1 ('the same being 
true of h1vestrnent in productive livestock, Table 16) doss not de-
crease nearly as sharply fro;n Group I to Group III as does the actual 
incroase in aniraal units (Table 18). .Acc.o:rding t,o the r.srtio of actual 
to pla:nned animal units increase, the dog:reo oi' conrplfance wHh plans 
in cattle cud hogs T-:~s higher in each group than with the .othez· classes 
of livestock. The degree of compliance nith plan.nod animal unit pro-
duction in both hogs .:md c:Jttle decreased as the total animal units 
increase per farm bccC!ime smaller. 
A resv1:t of a much loner than planned farrn price for hogs might 
proportion that animal units increasa for hogs was 
,--· --------------.. --·-;--·-·-·--,-----·-·,,,,.....,,,_ ______ ,---~---~-,.._..,_.,._. ----
.Jd' See Ta.ble 2 and related discussion in Chapter I. 
Table 18 
Acttwl Ending Inventory in Animal Units and the Distribution 
of Ineroase in Animal Units by Classes of Livestock 
i 
as Percentage of Total with Ra.tio of Actual to 
Planned, Classified on Actual 
Animal Unit Increase 
Acttu1l Endi:ag .• .Average Animal . Pere.ant ~ • 
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of 
. J.nventor;r in ·• Unit Increase : Total Inc!;!a~e. .•. .. 
: Animal Units Actual .. : . PJ:anned • Ratio : -Actual .. P1ann~g .. .. .•· 
Total 36 Farms: 
Total 15 • .35 4.64 6.69 69 100.0 100 .• 0 
Cattle 10.81 2 • .38 J .. 12 76 51 • .3 46.6 
Hoga 1 • .39 2.C9 2.32 90 45.l .34.8 
Poultry .72 .J9 1.00 39 8.4 14.9 
Colts!/ 2.4.3 -.22 .. 25 -89 -4.$ 'J. 7 
8 Farms with Highest Anirr.tal -U11:tts Increase; 
Tote! 20..76 8.93 9.22 97 100.0 100.0 
Cattle 15.25 ,~.64 5.41 86 52.0 58 .. 7 
Hogs. 2.1.3 .3.72 2.65 140 41.6 28.7 
.Poultry .82 .69 .91 76 7.,8 9.9 
Colts }J 2 .. 56 -.12 .25 -50 -1 .. 4 2.7 
15 Farms Comprising the Middle. Grm1p: 
Total 15.66 4.,75 7.1+3 64 100.0 100 •. 0 
Cattle 11 .. 29 2.17 ..3.02 72 45.8 40.6 
Hogs 1.24 2 .. 29 2.89 79 4s.1 38.8 
Pou.ltry ~66 .. 29 1.19 24 6.1 16 .• 1 
Colts '}j 2.47 .oo .33 00 o.o 4.5 
13 Farms with Lo,.rest Animal Uni ts Increase: 
Total ll.67 1.87 4.21 44 100 •. 0 100.0 
Cattle 7.53 1.23 1.82 67 65.5 42.6 
Ho~ 6 1.09 • f!'/ 1.48 60 46.6 34.5 
Poultry • "/4 • .31 .ez JS 16.6 19.3 
Colts 11 2.31 -.54 .15 -35 -28.7 3.6 
]:/ Including animal uni ts of all v1ork stock. 
o:f total in the actual organization was a mueh higher percentage than 
planned (Table 18), trhilo actual hog sales v;ero a lower percent.ago of 
total receipts than had been plann.ed (Figure 11). Th(!).Se statements 
were true of all three groups. A portion of this discrepancy, d:escri .. 
bed above, between animal units of hogs produced and receipts from 
hogs was p:roballly due to th~ fact that the operator did not feed the 
hogs to the planned degree of finish., This departure from planned 
operation wottl.d ha due to the tn1cxpected drop in ho.-g prices .snd the 
relative high price of teed., The analysis shor10d a shortage o.f .feed 
to be prevalent, generally t In orde!' to ooi;plain the su.,.cmentation 0£ 
the above describ$d situ..~tion in Group III, e further study of opera-
tor's experience and choice, feed p:roduction, and adequacy or improve-
ments would be reqttlred. These factors probably would explain other 
changes ili the other sourees of receipts as already discussed 
(Figure 11). 
The minus· quantities in net animal 1.m.its increase iu colts and 
workstock might be explained by both failure of colt production to 
materialize and by occasional deaths of workstock. From observation 
. v 
or the writer these de!'.lths in workstock ware due frequently to di~ 
ease, largely unpreventable, while many fatalities were caused by leek 
of care and attention by the operator who was inexperienced in handl.in£t 
livestock. Thif3 rdght help to explain the extreme net decrease in 
animal uni ts of workstook in Group III. This low group tha.t, aecording 
to indioations, specialized 1n crops, ~parently had more workstock 
fatalities. Increasing cropping work with livestook would decrease 
chances tor success in ecu:t production and increase workstook losses .. 
?J See Illtroo.uct oey, p. 1. 
Siuce actual im.il'mu un::i. t :tn<n•(tase f:ro:m. bagfoning end c.f year 
ranee with pltn:med a:nimal m1it increase is relcted to t.he actual in-
crease it. r1as consicle:rad. of i:mpo:rtance to ii:nalyza, still .f\.n"'ther, b;r 
classifying these farms 011 tht1 ratio of actu.r,J. ·to pla:r..netl 1.u1lrrw,l units 
increr-,se. This section f'ollt'.nJS immediately. 
'i1he Ratio cf Actue,l to Planned Increase 
in Animal Units 
With the .36 farms arrayed i'rom high to low ratio of actual tc 
planned increase :i.n animal units the individual farms were fidr:ty even ... 
ly distributed with the highest :ratio being 160 and the lowest ratio 
01. They were classified into three approxLrnately equal groups making 
the division a"t logical breaks in the tri-modal arrangement,. The out-
aide of the middle groups was a high ratio of 72 and a. low of 51. The 
ratio of actual to planned animal units increase in the high, raiddle, 
and. low ratio groups, or Groups I, II, and III was 106, 62, and JS, 
respectively, (Table 19). Groups I, II, and III were composed of 1.3, 
12., and 11 f2rms, respectively • 
.Actual i..'!lcrease in animal units diminished as the ratio of actual 
to planned or compliance ratio for increase in animal units became 
smaller. The above indicates a close relation between actual increase 
in animal units and following of the farm plan in this item; however, 
some of the farms which produced a high actual an:l.mal tmit i.'l'.lcree,se 
fall far short of planned increase which would shift them to a lower 
ratio group thereby reduce the spread of' actual increase in animal 
units from the high to the low group, as compared to this spreed in the 
previous elassi:f'ication. These tre11ds and relationships concerning in-
crease in animal -units are similarly tru.e of farm income (Tablrel7 and 
19). 
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Actual n~t rirorth :increase ond net fam:Uy e!:lmings and the C'Oi!lpli-
ance ratlo f.cr e[l,Ch of these factors decreased as the compliance ratio 
of increase in animal u.nits became smaller (Table 19).. 'there w~s no 
indicated relationship between an:i..mal units increase and cash farm 
reee:i.pts ('£able 19). However, the amount of error in planning endin.g 
cash on hand incre.ased as t,he compliance ratio of :increase in animal 
units became smaller .. This with the above described relationships of 
farm income, net worth :tncretilse, and net family earnings indicate a 
relationship of following the plan in general, to complying rJ5.:t.h 
planned :increase in animal uni ts. 
There is no indicated :ral,1tionship of size of ending farm inven-
tory to complying with planned animal unit p:rcduction; hmvever, in-
vestment in prod.uctive livestock decreased slightly as the complfaneo 
ratio of increase in animal lmits become smaller. Group III VR1E:l 
highest in crops harvested, total cropland, cotton acres and feed 
acres; and yet, bt3Cat1se of 1£:ck of compliance in planned feed acres 
end feHd yield this same group produced about one-half of the planned 
feed productic:n (Table 19). Further evidence of the poor quality of 
planning or lack of compliance with plans by Group III is 1n that 
this group planned to be :d;~her tlvm either of the other grouJ)S in 
animal unit increese, farm income, net family earn:tngs and net worth 
increase, but, in actual resu.lts was lowest in ,snch of these items. 
The relationships of plans and results in each of' these items in 
Group I ,mre op1:,osit,a t.hoso described above for Group III (Table 19). 
Acres per form were smallest in Group I and according to feed yield 
the fsrms of Group I were more prcduct,ive. Howeve1·, the e::cact op• 
poslte indication was sho·wn regarding t,he cotton yield. Because the 
Table 19 
Comparing Actual to Planned in Various Farm Management Factors with Averages per Farm on 
;36 Farms, Classified on Ratio of Actual to Planned Increase in Animal Units 
. : 13 Farms with • 12 Farms Comprising • 11 Farms with . . .
: ; Ij!ghest Ra:tio . :t!le M!ggle 9tOU]2 . !iowg~:t Iia:tio . . 
: Unit :Actual :Planned: :Actual :Planned: :Actual ,:Planned: 
: :4ver~~:Average: Ratio :Average:Average: Ratio :Ave,tage :Av!l!te~: IJ!!tio 
Animal Animal 
increase Units 6. 75 6.38 106 4.01 6.43 62 2. 83 7.32 38 
Farm income Dollars 352 499 71 348 573 61 304 558 54 
Net family earnings Dollars 701 790 89 615 839 73 632 911 69 
Net worth increase Dollars 231 325 71 202 428 47 163 409 40 
Cash family expenses Dollars 202 198 102 187 170 110 207 200 103 
Cash farm expenditures Dollars 6.39 585 109 751 678 111 754 717 105 
Cash paid on debts Dollars 212 227 94 193 161 120 274 244 112 
Cash farm receipts Dollars 508 666 76 473 625 76 482 729 66 
Ending Gash on hand ., Dollars 11 185 06 36 261 14 12 272 04 
Ending farm inventory Dollars 1,190 1,117 107 954 953 100 1,127 1,073 105 
Crops harvested Acres 45 54 83 4.3 59 74 63 80 79 
Cotton Acres 4.0 4. 2 96 6. 5 7.0 92 7.0 7.3 94 Cotton yield Lbs. Lint 168 165 102 263 164 160 223 179 125 
Feed crops .Acres 38 49 77 36 47 78 53 69 77 
Feed yield Acres 705 780 90 6.38 791 81 513 802 64 Total cropland Acres 57 60 82 
Land in farm Acres 147 160 159 
Investmen·t; in productive 
livestock Dollars 640 579 569 
Ferm income per 100 acres 
in farm Dollars 239 218 191 
Farm income per $100 invested 
in productive livestock . Dollars 55 60 53 
~ 
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differences in relative degrees of SUQ<!eSs between Group I and Group 
III are not fully explained by the size of farm inventory, amount in-
vested in produotiv-e livestock, acres in farm, productivity cf farm or 
cash farm expenditures (Table 19) the indications are thnt the explana-
tion lies in the quality of' the human factors. These hum.an factors 
might include managerial ability (experience and aptitude·) condition 
of healt:~ of ope!'ator and hie family or willingness of' the operator 
.'f 
and his family to do th.a wol'.'k required. 
The above descri.bed relation.ship between relative success to fol-
lowing the r~rm plan regarding Grotrp I as oompared to Group III has 
been apparent :1,.,., eaeh of the preceding chapters. The above described 
condition. regBrding the quality o:t the human ele:ment would indicate 
that the operators of Group I were more capable not only from the 
standpoint of achievements but they were able to project a more 
:reasonable and wo.rl@ble farm plan, thereby, linking success emd com-
pliance with plans. 
The planned quantities of one grou.p as c01npared to the planned 
·quan.tities of either other group indicated rigidity in planning and yet 
this planning was more adaptQble to the more capable operat,ors. 
Since all ·these farms had plans this st.my wou.ld not point out the 
19dvanta.ges of follcming a rerm pla.n as compared to the use cf no plan 
at all. Frcr,:i observations ot the writer a generally aecapted oute ... 
.tnent would be thst most £arm operators ht!1Ve no plen whatever. It has 
been pointed out that one of the chief advantages of f'a.m. planning is 
that it requires -systamatie thinking on the problems in advanee of the 
time that a,.-final decision has to be made. 
A,..,oth0r physical measure of achievement and cornpliencG with plans 
is the number of acres of crops harvested. In order to knCP,J the rel& ... 
tj_on betwe8n crops harvested; success, as measured by these various 
factors, and the following of the f'orm plan, a further study was made 
with the farms classified o-t1 actual crop acres harvested. The results 
of this analysis follow iu the next section. 
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low, 43. the hi,Gb mld l:Qi1 €l"Ottps, or Groups I and m. were composed 
of S and 9 tams, respectively. 'lb.e avora@ll neres hflrvested fer {'-1:roups 
I,, II, and III wre 77, 49, and 28, rinspeotlvel;r (Tabla 20). 
·fher9 ~raa n very el-ose relsticnah1p bet.;;1een actual acres har-
vested to {letool farm income mn M-t wort..11 meroasttl (Teble 20). 1,s 
eould be .expeotod, the ~rage total acres or ox-oplm:td ~r f'~m end the 
parc:ente.go of lcm.d in. oroplend deer-.:iasoo c,i.:inJiistantly with actual acres 
in farm did not decrease C(m.Sistantly QS acres of crops ha.l"VGs'tad de-
o;reasad (Tsble 20). Thia rtollld be due to the groater perc-etttage of too 
l/ 
1'4nd in pasture 1n Group ttI. .l\lthalgh Gro119 Ill had the smallest 
rieres 1n eroplt.)nd pe1~ :farm. and the 1-ef:~st pereontagG of' l~nd i:t1 crop-, 
lernd., tbia ~ hervestoo ml;r 50 percent ·of tho oroplmid es compared 
to S2 percent .ma SJ perceut by too othor grm::tps (Table 20). This. 
11orud indiooto :a lack o:r utllizotion or wa:11€Jb19 rosow.,,ces in G~ 
III. The worogo actual form ~ per 100 ~.cre-s in i'em and averag-e 
if Pasture l~. w.as not 001"1"1-ed in the tables. fable :;, Chapter I. 
· · sb:cms that Pl"flCticBlly ~u tba lend r...u-t in eroplend was in pas-
ture en all tho J6 f'ama. The dat-s ei,w no intormoticn ro tho 
quality of the pt!sturo land. 
Table 
]'aet;ors of Actual Orgirnizati011 As~,oeiated wUh Iligh, 
fJ!edium, and Lew C1"'op Aeres Ifur-\l'es·ted on 
.36 Farm Security Farms 
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-·-·-------~-t··-g .Farms :19"'Farms Com-: 9 Farms 
:with Highest: prising the :with Lowest 
Un.:lt : Ac:res : WidtUe : Acres 
: Harvested Group .; Harvested 
-----· ·-----·--... ---_..,: ___ __. . .._.,.( ... A ... v... ~.... r ..... a... g ..,e ... ) ....,1_,.i;;;;;A..,v.,.e,;;.r.;;;;;a.~ .. g.. ~J;.)_. _.,.::_,.(A ..· v.;..,;;;.e""r ... ~ .,g.;;;.e .. )_ 
Farm il1con1.e 
!fot ~vorth increase 
.Crops harvested 
Land in farm 
'l'otal cropland. 
Port,ic<n. or ls.rid in. 
cropland 
Po!"'tion of cropland 
hanested 
Farm income par 100 
acres or cropland 
·Farm income per 100 
acres or f'arra la:ad 
Investment in productive 
livestock 
Farm i11come per $100 
:in:vested in proouc.ti"Ve 
livestock 
Investmcrrt in productive 
livest:.ock per 100 acres 
in farm 
Dollars 
D0lla1~s 
.Acres 
Ac.res 
.Acri,~s 
P-ercon,t 
Perer:mt 
Dollars 
Doll ears 
Dollars 
Dollars 
Dollars 
430 
286 
77 
177 
94 
.53 
82 
456 
2,43 
646 
67 
J66 
.331 
209 
49 
14,{, 
59 
41 
g.3 
563 
230 
556 
6o 
JS6 
262 
10s 
28 
157 
55 
.35 
50 
479 
167 
644 
409 
:£'arm income per ~tlOO imrested in productive livi:lstock decreased con-
sistently as ao:tu.al crops harvested dccrcssed .. This is further lndica• 
tion {;hat the efficiency in the ut:i.lization of r~sourees was closely 
:related to actual erops harvested (Table 20). The investment in prod-
nctive livestock pt'D:r farm and investment in productive livestock per 
100 acres in £arm, ~gain., il1c:1icmted too much rigidity i.n fletting up 
the farm organization (Table 20) in that investment per fem 5.s too 
near the same :i.n each group disregerrding size of i'arm or comparative 
amou.'rlt.s of cropland and pasture per farm. These same ::L"ldiclt'ltions ere 
prevalent regarding ending ftirn1 inventory (Table 21), 
The data in Table .a comnare actual achievements to the ular.ned . . - . 
activities of v~.rious factors as well a$ po.mt out the indst:i.ng re-
lirtionship of these various factors to aetual seres harvested. 
Actual farm income, net 1·amlly earnings, end rate ot i11crei'iise in 
n.et worth diminished directly with aetu:il aeres hnrvested.. Further-
mo.1~e, the compliance ratios of' the items also decreased directly with 
actual acres harvested. How~ver, tho compl~ance ratio for crop acres 
harvested v;as the same in Grou .. ns I and II and much lower in Group III 
(Table 21). The probable explanation that the compliance rat:to for 
crops harvested was not higher in Group I /$$ .,.as. th0 eomplio.:nce ratio 
farm almost dotfuled that of the other groups.. Group I had on. :::rveragc 
of' 5 .. 14 acres of crop failure per farm while Group had only 1,.$4 
acres of ero-p f'aih:rra per farm (Table 24).. In previous discussion it 
had been shown that investrn.ent was fairly rigid fron1 gr-0up to g-r.oup and 
since !",ll:AChinery expenses and amount of hired labor was fairly r;l.gid 
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Table 21 
Comparing Actual to Planned in Various Farm Management Fa.etoro td1h Averages 
- Per Farm. on ;36 Far.ms, Classified on Actual Acres Harvested 
-----~-----
: ;8 Far.ms with Hi~est : 19 Far.ms Comprising - -; 9 Fai'llW with towes·t 
: : Acres Harvested : _ the :Middle Grou.;e - : _ Jleres Harvested 
: Unit :Actual :Planned: :Actual :Planned: ;Actual :Planned: 
: ;Average:Avera.get Ratio =Avera.ge:AV~.1\ge: Ra.ti<> tAvex-aga:AveJ'age; Ra.tio 
__ C:rops harvested Acres 77 90 86 49 56 86 28 54 ;1 
Fa.rm ineome Dollars 430 5$9 7'3 '.331 529 63 262 ;27 ;o 
Net family earnings Dollars _ 766 956 so 634 786 Sl 586 864 6$ 
Wet worth increase Dollars - 286 445 64 209 379 5S 108 34; 31 
Animal Animal 
inerE3ase Units 4.9s 8,3$ 6() 4,91 5,74 86 4.56 - r; 28 6.3 '. - - - -
Cash family expenses Dollars 214 210 102 186 174 107 2ll 205 103 
Cash farm expenditures Dollars 824 809 102 597 539 llO S52 770 lll 
Oash paid on, debt, Dollars 3113 239 -;-133 207 _-- 209 99 180 187 - 96 
Cash farm receipts Dollars 562 719 78 463 662 70 476 651 73 
Ending ca$h on hand Doll~s. 28 236 12 17 2/+Z 07 16 246 07 
Ending farm inventory Dollars 1,269 1,219 104 1,0;4 994 106 1,017 1,013 lO(} 
'° \II) 
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from group to group (Figure 15), it is quite probable thet Group I had 
more eroplsnd than they could adequately tend ,dth the equipment on 
hand. .. 
The rate of actual :uwrease in animal units decreased ccnsis.tent.... 
ly, but very slightly, as aeres h:~rvested decreased; Group I had the 
lowest eomplfance ratio of increase in animal units. Since Group I 
was on the larger f~n:w,. this above described relationship o:f e.nimal 
unit productior.1 migM:, partially iuva.lid.!lt~ the indicated. tendency for 
the larger farms to hav.J the highest increaei~1 in animal units. This 
. 21 
tendency was shewn in a previous classific~tion (Table 16).. The dif-
ferenoes in pasture land help to e:a.1Jlah1 this described discrepancy in 
indic~tions of the two olassii"ioeticne. 
The amount of error in planning ending ecsh on. hond was about the 
same ir1 each gTOUp. Debt repayment decreased as acres hs1"Vflsted de-
creased, hO"Jrevor,. Group III paid 96 poroent of planned payments. Cash 
be fairly stable from gt'()Up to group. This was true reg~rd:Lsrig aotual 
results and co..mpliance retios (Tablo 21). It is noted, also, that the 
relative :tmportanco of roeeipts from livostook and livestock products, 
total erops, and other seiu.rces roraained about the same from group to 
group; the relationship of actual to planned in these items., also, re-
mained about the same from group to group {Figure 13). 
This eondition regarding the stability in eou,rc<:.s of eash ;f'arm 
receipts more or less reversed when analyzed more in detail as in 
--------·---------~~~~--~~·~ ........ -----------,---------~·---------~~--
z/ The average acres per fm"Ill L"1 the high groups of Table 16 £1.nd Table 
20 were the same and the percentage .o£ land in cropland for the 
sl'lmo groups was 53 percent ln !able 20 as cornpared to 34. per• 
eent in Table 16. 
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Figure 14. In Group I, sale of cattle, which was much more important 
than planned, was by far the most important source of reeaipt.s. In 
this same· group, the proportion thu.t cotton sales were of total re-
ceipts was much more important than plm:.uiad while tho cpposi te was 
true of sale of hogs, poultry, eggs, and othoi· crops (Ii1igure:) 14). 
In Group II, 1':iS a whole, tho importance of the various sources of 
receipts in relation to total recoipts was much noa:rer tho planned 
than 'tires t.rue of ·~he other groups.. In this group the L.."1l)Ol'tanae of 
sale of' cattle deoren3ed greatly, as ac.~mpared to nroup I, while thet 
of dairJ produets, hogs, end poultry increased. L"l ·this same group, 
the percent.!lge that cot ton sales were of ·tho total increased and was 
r,1.ore than the planned pe:recntage, m1d more th.on in oi ther other group 
(Figure 14). 
In Group III the situation regarding sources of receipts remained 
about the same as in Group II mth the oxcoptiou th6lt the inportanee 
0£ dairying increased e,nd the :L"!lpm'tsnea of sale of cattle and oper-
at.or •s labor increased slightly over tlie middle group, while the m ... 
portcnce of cotton tmd egg sales decreased (:rig1.1:re 14). 
ln this analysis of t,ho sour,c,1es ot receipts ·the:ra is an excellent 
example whereby the over-all planning nnd compliance in.th plons was 
apparently se:tisfactcry throughout as reflected in Figure 13. The 
analysis above shows that in a h:i.ghly diversified crganization the 
errors i.11 planning tend t,o offset es.ch c-ther (Figure 14). The above 
nitv..ation. might indicr:rt,0, that i:n the absence of specialized price ;in ... 
forti.a'l:,ion, marketing and production forecasts, a dotailefl £am record.$ 
study in the Ol'aa, and more datt1ilad and :reliable iuforVi1:.r~ion o.a the 
operator 1s past ex-perionoo and ability, th::.rt I::l.Uch rigidity m planning 
FIGURE \4-
01 sl,.1but1on of Ca.5h farm Re c1ept.s-Actuar Con,pared to 
Planned OI'\ 3 6 fat'ms , Grouped Acc.ord1nq to 
Actual Acr~~ Harvest~d 
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is unsvoidalble. Although these impertoctions in planning exist where 
there is a high degree of diversification with its compensating er-
rors,_ the farmer's ability to live and repay his loan can be forecast 
with sam0 degree of £tccun1ey.. Divorsitication might be ot benefit to. 
the farma;r wb.o oper:ites 011 ta subsistence 1,~vel.. Flovrever, with the 
JI 
necessary types of information named above a better beJ.anced organi-
zation eould be proj eetod in the plrc11s. 
The average actti.EJl cash farm expenditures per farm remtdnod fair-
ly noar that planned (fQble 21) throughcut the actv.al acres harvested 
groups. The e:zarr.ple given t,e1ow of a mo1~ date. iled anslysis of the 
d:i.stributic,n of the farm e:;q,enditt1.rea aa cor!l:pared to planned a,q,endi• 
tures show a nv.mbe1'" of ,rs.riat,icns tram group to group (Figu.r'<:1 15). 
one-h~lf (F~<'.IUre 15). This is apparently en lndicsiM.m thst.. tha, 
planned organi.~tio:r.. f"or the groo.p left them with inadeque,to equip-
ment to eult:1vate the f'arnts with the larger acreage in crops. This 
groo.p also under-est:i.!ooted their f"eed. needs. Group II came nearer to 
planning the aot,U21l d::lstributian or farm expenditrll'as (Figure 15). A 
£am receipts (Figtire 14). !his mig..~t be due to the tact tlmt rigid 
planning on a oosia of avert1ges wottl.d bo more nearly accurate il, t.lie 
middle group which :more ne~rly represents tho evert.:g,~s for the entire 
sample. In Gr-011,p rr:t livestock purehsses and live.stock expanse were 
of a somewhat smaller proportion of total e:r:pens0 than wns pln~med, 
and yet., this group u::nder-ast:i.matod thei:f, feed needs by abo1'.t ·One .. helf 
O'" 
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adequately accounted for in the more detailed analysis of the cropping 
enterprises and .feed production which follows: 
S1uce wheat was of such r,1inor ir.i!portsnce encl only a portion of 
that wheat p1 .. oduced Wt11S sold., it has boon inclu.ded ~s a feed crop as 
were all other granu:1.. 'I'he dat~ in Table 22 compare actual to plan• 
ned total ncreaga of feed crops per farm with subdivisions of all 
grnin and all roughage. The corresponding yields are given in total 
digestible nutrients per acre. 
Average actual acres of both a.11 grain and all roughages de-
creased as total ae!'(:;s harvested d.acrea.sed. In the ease of roughage 
for both. Groups l and n$ actual acres harvested exceeded the planned;: 
however, there is a likelihood trui.t most of this difference could be 
accounted for by the fact that soma crops planned as grains., such as 
grain sorghums a:nd onts., wore netually harvested and ropo:rtod as 
roughages., such as oats hay or sorghum hey. In tot.31 t'eod ,9creage 
there 1ms a tendency for the compliance ratio to decrease as all crops 
harvested per farm docreasad ('.i'oble 22). Uov.rever, the ratio of actual 
to pla!:med feed acres for Qroups I and Il were almost the same (88 and 
84, respectively) while the complionce ratio of feed acres in Group 
nI was a little more than ono-halt (4a) that of either o£ the two 
higher groups. This relationship is similar to that of ·hhe eomplia-nce 
/JI 
of crep acr<3s harvested and the ssms explanatim would probably apply. 
There were no indicated. relationships betvreen orop acres harvested and 
feed yields e2toept t-ha lowest yield in total £eads was in Group III; 
this group made onl;r 57 porcont or the cr.t.:pected yield and harvested 
Table 22 
Actual Conipared to Planned Average Acre~ of Feed Crops and Yield 
in Total Digestible· m2t:r.ients 1/ with Ratio of ktual to 
Planned, Classified on Actual Acres lia;t"Vested 
" • " ·•' Total Feed .. Grain .. Roughage ,,· : ,: 
'Tot0l J6 Farms: 
Actual 41.9 29.5 12.4 
Average Acres :Pla:nned 54 .. 4 li,2 .. S 11.6 
Ratio 77 69 108 
Actual 611 366 324 
Yield Planned . "192 51;3 1,310 
Rat:Lo 77 71 63 
$ Forms with Highest Acres Harvested: 
19 
9 
Actual 67.4 48.7 Ht7 
Average Acres- Planned 77.l 60.5 16.6 
Ratio 88 81 11.3 
Actual 556 52F.5 629 
Yield .Phmned 764 648 1,186 
Ratio 73 81 53 
Farms.·Oomprising the .Middle Group: 
Actual 40.6 27.2 1.3.4 
Average Acres. Planned. 4s.4 36.9 11.5 
Ratio 'S4 74 117 
Actual 685 559 939 
Iiold Planned '790 671 1,174 
Ratio 87 83 00 
Farms wH,h Lowest .Acres f.fawasted: 
Act1ia1 22.1 17 .. 3 4.8 
Average . .Acres Planned 46.8 39.6 ?.2 
Ratio 4.8 44 6S 
Ac·foel · 477 .380 821 
Yield Planned 835 619 2,021 
Ratio 5'7 61 41 
1fr;.lnes ,of fotai digestible nutrients taken from W. A. Hmu-y and 
.F. B. Morrison, Feeds and Feeding,, Eightee11th Edition, 1923, 
Table III, pp. 728-743. 
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,_ 
only 48 psrcent of planned feed acres. A portion of this deficiency 
was due·to crop failures and the remainder was left idle (Tables 24 
and 25). Group III planned, apparently, too few acres .for roughage 
which might be explained by th3 unusW:!lly high planned yield i:a 
roughaga (Table 22). 
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It might be mentioned hare. that Group III produced rm1ch leas than 
half' the feed planned. (Table 22) and this same group had an actual 
21 
feed expense of a little more than double that which was planned 
{Figure 15). 
The data :tu Tabla Z3 represent a more detailed analysis <:if the 
21 
acreage and yield of or.ops harvested and compare actual to planned 
acreages Gnd yields. 
The most impcrt~nt feed crops from tho point of' view of acreage 
7.1 
nere corn, oats, grain :3orghums, and other hay with the average actual 
acreage of each of these crops decrGasing as crops harvested decreased. 
Thora was a tendency for t.:i:1e degree of conplfance with plans in acreaje 
of these crops to decrease in the same rnanner (Table 23). Ganerall.y 
speaking, these same relationribips t'lere t,rue in the case of yields of 
fo0d crops to crops harvested. 
As was noted in the analys:i.s o.f the distribution of .form receipts, 
cotton was the pr:incipal cash crop (Figure 14). Xhe degree of compli-
anc3 :.i.n eotton acres harvested and actual cotton yield had a tendency 
j/ This feed produced as shown in Table 22 is without regard to crop 
rent. 
§/ Table 23 does not in.elude acres in truek or planted pasture which 
are included in acres harvasted throughout this study. 
2/ Composed largely of Vf.lrious gr-clin sorghums hnrvested with grain on 
stalk. 
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Table 23 
Acres and Yields of Crops, Actual Compared. to Planned 
on 36 Farms, c.lassified on Actual Acres Harvested 
: Aver~e Acres Harvested: Yield • Yield Crop . : Actu :Planned: Ratio: Unit : Actual :PJ.anned: Ratio 
Total 36 Farms : 
Cotton 5.7 6.1 93.9 Lbs.Lint 214 170 125.9 
Corn 8.2 s.9 91.8 Bu. 17.8 18.6 95.7 
Oats 10.3 12.8 80.7 Bu. 13 .3 22.4 59.4 
Yfueat 3.1 4.4 69 .7 Bu. 9.8 12.6 77 .8 
Grain Sorghum 6.0 12.0· 49.9 Bu. ll.4 · l'.3.2 86.4 
Barl ey 1.9 4.7 41.2 Bu. 13.2 22.1 59.7 
Legume Hay · 1.2 1.7 66.7 Tons .9 1.4 64.3 
Prairie Hay 3.6 4.8 73.6 Tons .6 1.0 60.0 
Other Hay!/ 7.7 5.0 155.4 Tons .9 1,5 60.o 
8 Farms with Highest Actual Acres Harvested: 
Cotton 5.7 5.5 103.4 Lbs.Lint 218 193 113.0 
Corn ll.7 U .4 102.8 Bu. 20.4 17.2 ll8.6 
Oats 16.3 22.3 73 .2 Bu. 15.1 23.0. 65.7 
Wheat 5.8 9.1 63 .7 Bu. 12.7 12.4 102.4 
Grain Sorghum 7.4 8.8 85 .0 Bu. 7.5 13.9 54.0 
Barley 7.5 9.0 83.3 Bu. 10.4 22.5 46.2 
Legwne Hay l ·.3 Tons 1.5 
Prairie Hay 8.1 11.2 72.2 Tons .4 1.0 40.0 
Other Hay 1/ 10.6 4.1 256.4 Tons .s 1.7 47.1 
Middle 19 Farms: 
Cotton 6.0 6.4 95.0 Lbs .Lint Zl.7 161 134.s 
Corn 7.5 8.4 88.8 Bu. 19.2 20.5 93.7 
Oats 9. 5 10.3 92.8 Bu. 13.1 21:.s 60.l 
Wheat 3.4 .4.2 81.2 Bu. 7.7 12.9 59.7 
Grain Sorghum 6.2 l0.5 58.S Bu. 13.5 l.3.3 101.5 
Barley · .5 3.5 15.2 Bu. 30.0 20.5 146.3 
Legume Hay 1.8 2.1 84.6 Tons .9 1.2 75.0 
Prairie Hay 2.5 3.6 69 .6 Tons .8 .9 88.9 
Other Hay y 9.2 5.s 158.2 Tons .9 1.3 69.2 
9 Farms with Lowest Actual Acres Harvested: 
Cotton 5.l 6 .. 1 83.6 Lbs.Lint 200 170 ll?.6 
Corn 6.3 7.6 83.8 Bu. 9.9 16.1 61.5 
Oats 6.7 9.6 69 .0 Bu. 10.4 22. 5 46.2 
\'fueat .8 Bu. 12.0 
Grain Sorghum 4.3 18.0 23.$ Bu. u .o 12.6 87.3 
Barley 3.6 Bu. 24~2 
Legume Ha.y 1.0 1.6 64.3 Tons .7 1.7 41.2 
Prairie Hay 1.7 l.7 100.0 Tons .9 1.5 60.0 
Other Hay JI 2.2 4.0 54.2 Tons .8 2.2 36.4 
y Composed largely of various sorghums harvested with grain on stalk. 
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to diminish as crop acres harvested decreased. However, Group II had 
the highest actual e_creage in cotton and the highest rstio of actual 
to planned yield (Table 2J). This situation was reflected by in-
creased importance of cotton sales in the analysis of receipt sources 
of this middle group (Figure 14). Throughout this study the tmder- · y 
estimation of cotton yields has been evident. 
Since Group III fell so far short of plans in feed acreage it was 
considered necessary to analyze the .crop failures. The average acre-
age of failures by crops is shown in Table 24. It will be seen here 
that Group III had, by far, the highest average in crop failures. All 
of the failures in this group were in feed crops. This group had cml.y 
an average acreage in all feed crops of 22.1 (Table .22); their crop 
failures were almost 75 percent of the feed crops harvested (Table 24). 
Table 24 
Average Acres or Crops Failed in the Actual Organizatim, 
by Crops for J6 Farms, Classified an Actual Acres Harvested 
tTotal:Cot-: • : : Grain :Bar-a Sudan • 
Crops Failed :Crops:tm :Com: Oatss eat:Sorghum:lez :Pasture 
Total - 36 farms 5.S9 .11 .14 .75 . 86 2.83 . 56 .64 
8 Farms with highest 
acres harvested 5.14 • 2.75 1.75 ... .64 
19 Farms canprising 
the midd1e group 1.84 .21 .26 .42 .42 .53 
9 Farms with least 
acres harvested 15.ll 
-
.56 1.0 10.44 .56 2.55 
Tha apparent indications here are that the excessive -crop failures were 
due l argely to time of planting or other management factors. However, 
it could be possible that the farms of Group III were on the less 
§/ From the experience of the writer it is known that the base yields 
allotted these farms by the AM Program greatly influenced the 
planned yields. 
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fe.rtile soils. In addition to having th0 lowest feed yields, {Table 
22) another indication of the low fertility of Group III 'is this group 
planned such a high p:reportien of cropland to groin sorghums (Tables 
23 and 25). the high percentage o£ the crop failures in g-rain sorg-
hums could have bo0n due to weather m1d/or insect pests. The failure 
in g>TE;iin sorghums alone might be a diroot cause of some of the farms 
being in Group III. Hcwev.sr, it is difficult to attribute the low per ... 
cent,8f;G or cropland utilized to soil 01• w-eath:'3r when it is considered 
that, in add1.t1on to hai11g in the group that had ·the least n1;1mber of 
aeres or c1~opland available per fcu:-m, Group III ha<.2 by far 'the ereat• 
est percont::11ge of crop :failuros and cl.so the largest proportion of 
idle land (Table 25). l.'11 a case o:f this kind it wov.ld EH.)fH'.ll tlIDt the 
failure of Group IlI can be attributed to the hunmn element .. 
21 
In Tsble 25 there iG o detailed enslysis of t.hc uae of Cl"opland. 
When consider:u1g the percentage of totnl cropland tbat the various 
crops vraro of total oroplsnd, it wos still fen.rod t?:u:it corn, Oflts, 
grain sorghums and other hay 11.rera the most important feed creps,. It 
will be notod. hero that wheat vms planned to bs of mu.oh r0ore impor-
tt1nce than it was in actual operl?ltion. The same may be said of truck 
crops (Table 25). 
It has been found in studying these ferruS, classified on actual 
acres harvasted, that there vras a close relationship of :t.sr:m income, 
net worth il:l.crease m1d net f,amil:r earning-s to ac.rtut;il acres harvested 
and that increase in tUli.mal tmita was also relatet1. The utilization 
')/ All items in Table 25 were counted as erops h.arvested except acres 
ta.iled and idle land. 
Table 25 
Percentage Distribution of Use of Cropland for Actual and Planned Operations 
on 36 Farms, Classified on Actual Acres Harvested 
8 Farms with - ~ ·---- - ---- -- - - -------~ 9 Farms w:1. th : . . 
Highest Aotual : 19 Farms Comprising . Lowest Actual • 
Total ~6 Farms . Acres Harvested : the Middle Grou12 . Acres Harvested . . 
Actual, Planned : Actual: Planned : Actual I Planned • Actual-: Planned • 
Percent of Total Cropland 
Acres Failed 9.0 
-
5.4 
-
J.l 
-
27.7 
cres in Truck .8 1.6 .3 .8 1.2 1.8 .6 2.3 
Plowa.ble Pasture y 2.6 3.0 4.2 7.3 2.7 1.3 
-
.4 
Idle Land 15.2 3. 5 12.7 4. 5 13.s 4.0 22.0 .6 
Cotton 8.7 9.3 6.0 5.8 10.3 10.8 9.3 11.2 
Corn 12.4 . 13. ; 12.4 12. 0 12.8 u..4 11.6 13.8 
Oats 15.6 19 .4 17 .2 23.5 16.2 17.4 12.2 17.7 
Wheat 4.7 6.8 6.2 9.7 5.8 7.1 - 1.4 
Grain Sorghum 9.1 18.2 7.9 9.3 10.5 17.8 7.8 32.9 
Barley 3.0 7.2 7.9 9.5 .9 5.9 - 6.5 
Legume Hay- 1.s 2.6 
-
l .3 2.9 3.5 1.8 2.9 
Prairie Hay 5.4 7.3 8.6 11.9 4. 3 6.2 3.0 3.0 
Other Hay 11.7 7.6 11.2 4.4 15.5 9.s 4.0 7.3 
11 Not permanent pasture. 
..... 
0 
CJ' 
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. of eropltmd ava.Ue,ble was lmvca.t L~ Graup III and this group h;;;,d: th.e 
'least number of Reres of cropland tfltail!ablo. It Wf.lB found that Ilk'lny 
impredicrr.able frxctors might enter in the utilizaticn of cropland, 
however, in cotton and the feed erops, appurently considered. moat im-
portant lr.r the cperators., compliance with plans ,,ms relative:t,y close. 
Therefore, the human fi1etor is e,-ne of the mere important fa.etors to 
consider in planning., 
Aft,or comparing actwl to planned. oporatians e.nd considering the 
rolati(Y.nships er the 00111pliauco :ratios of the various raetors to 
actual crc;ps hG.z'Vested, it wa.s conr:)iderc;d necessary to anclyze this 
situation with the i'arms classified on the basis of the ratio of 
~ctual to. p~1=1mied erop acres harvested. This analysis :f'ollows in the 
next sect:i.on.. · 
The Ratlo of' Act"U.&l t9 Planned Crop Acres Harvested 
The f1ilrJ1,1s we.re arrayed from highest to lowest compliance ratio 
in erq:>$ harvested. The indivich1al f~rms were fairly evenly distri .. 
buted frorr1 a high ratio o:r 110 to a low cl' 23.. Tho high group or 
Gr0'!1p ! w~s c~mposad of 15 farms with a complicnca ratio or ratio of 
actual to planned erops ha~1ested 0£ 90 or above; the middle group, or 
Group II, of 11 farms with a compliance ratio at 70 to 89 inclusi\re; 
and the ±ow grm1p, or Group III, of 10 farms had a ratio of .f§J <rr be .. 
low. The eo.n.-pliance ra,tios for Groups I, II, and III were 98, 79,, and 
51, respectively (T$b.1e 26)., 
In this elasaification, the aet.ua1 crops harvested did not de-
ct"eaao consistently wit,h the compliance ratio.; likewise, when clas-
sified on m:::tu!\l aeres harvested, the com.plfan.ce l"atio did net decrease, 
consistent,ly with actual a.eras harvested. Rowevor., on either 
Table 26 
Comparing Actual to Planned in Various Farm Management Factors with Averages per Farm 
on 36 Farms, Classified on Ratio of Actual to Planned Crop Acres Harvested 
• 
' : 
t 15 Farms with the : 11 Farms Comprising : 10 Farms with the 
: Highest Ratio : the Middle Group : Lowest Ratio 
Unit :Actui\ :Planned: :Actual :Planned: :Actual :Planneds 
: :Average:Average: Ratio :Average :Avex,aget Ratio :Average:J\verage: Ratio 
Crops harvested 
Farm income 
Net family earnings 
Net worth increase 
Animal 
increase 
Cash family expenses 
Cash farm expenditures 
Cash paid on debts 
Eash. farm receipts 
Ending cash on band 
Ending .farm inventory 
Cotton 
Cotton yield 
Feed crops 
Field yield 
:Portion cropl,and 
Acres 56 57 
Dollars 396 509 
Dollars 706 837 
Doil.ars 286 408 
Animal 
Units 5.31 6.65 
Dollars 187 189 
Dollars 731 673 
Dollars 238 222 
Dollars 539 694 
Dollars 20 217 
Dollars 1,131 1,082 
Acres 4.8 4.7 
Lbs . Lint 230 168 
Acres · 48 50 
Digestible 
Nutrients 677 778 
harvested ' Percent 89 
63 
136 
Total cropland Ac~es 
Land in farm Acres 
Investment in productive 
livestock Dollars 601 
98 
71 
84 
70 
80 
99 
107 
107 
78 
09 
114 
102 
137 
96 
87 
57 
304 
628 
166 
4 . 00 
199 
6.31 
194 
405 
13 
1,025 
6.4 
19.3 
49 
555 
79 
72 
161 
518 
72 
519 
821 
387 
6 . 58 
176 
582 
177 
;93 
237 
977 
6.8 
176 
61 
783 
79 
59 
77 
43 
61 
11.3 
108 
110 
68 
09 
105 
95 
110 
81 
71 
32 63 
282 541 
596 878 
lll 351 
4.34 '6.90 
216 205 
772 7JJ+ 
2.39 2.30 
504 725 
26 267 
1,108 1,078 
6.3 7.4 
217 163 
25 54 
551 821 
51 
63 
175 
681 
51 
52 
68 
32 
63 
106 
108 
104 
69 
10 
10.3 
85 
133 
47 
67 
.... 
0 
~ 
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classification, tho low actual acres harvested and the low co:mpliance 
rat1.o :in acres harvested were together :in the low g,roup (Tables 21 
and 25) • 
. Actual farm :L11co:me, :net family 0t:1rnings, a11d net worth increase 
r)eceme smt':lller as the compliance ratio of crop ecres harvested de-
creased. This indicrites a reason.ably close relationship between suc-
cess and the :f'ollm'l'ing of the ±'firm plan in crops hta:rvested (Tt.1ble 26). 
The compli1:1nce with pl::ins in farm income, net fl'lmily esrn:i.ngs, net 
worth increase, cotton acres and feed acres 1,ws directly related to 
and decreased directly rdth tho compliance ratio of crop acres har-
vested (Table 26). This indicates a relationship o£ compliance with 
planned crop acres harvested to fol1ov.ring ·!;he phm in general. 
Food yields deereased directly with the compliance ratio of acres 
harvested. On the basis of yield and acreage Group III produced less 
than one ... '.third of the planned .feed production. There were no indicated 
relationships of compliance with plans in crop acres harvested t.o 
&::ctual animal units increase, cash £arm expenditures, eash far:,n re-
ceipts, cotton yield., ending farm inventory, or :investment in produc-
tive livestock (Table 26). According to results obtained and con-
sidering the fact that Group III had the highest average investment in 
productive livestock, this group was probably over-invested in produc-
tive livestock from the standpoint of the human f,':lctors. Further i;n .. 
dicatiox1 of the relati011ship of the quality of the human .factors to 
compliance with plans :i.s in that the acres par farm :u1cr0ased as crop 
acres harvested ratio decreased •. The differences in cotton yields and 
feed yields do not indicate that the difference .in the productivity of 
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the farm could account £or all the differences in income and ea:n1.ings 
of the smaller fe.rms (Table 26). 
Tbs percenta~e of tot.al cropland acb:m11y harvested decreased 
abont es sharply t:1$ the co:mplir,11ce r2tio of crop acres harvost,ed de-
creased. (Tabla 26).. Thls sit,m1t:ton suggest a need for f.u:r·ther an.aly-
sis of crop failures b~r con9lainc0 groups. 
T;able 27 
Average Acres of Crops Failed iri the Actual Organiza.tion, 
By Crops for 36 Farms, Classlfied on Ratio of Actu,11 
to Planned Crop Acres Harvested 
: To·t.al: Cot-: 
Total 
-
3r 0 :£,'arms 5.S9 .11 .14 .75 .86 2. 8.3 .56 
15 Jt.a_l~ftS with the 
highest ra:l.io .94 .27 .33 ... .34 
11 Fsl.:rms . . co1~1Jr:t~ing 
tha middle grou.p 4.91 
-
.. 2.45 2.00 .46 
10 F,s:rrrrs with the 
lowest 1~atio 11, .• 40 .90 10.20 1.00 
.64 
2.30 
The results of the tmslysis of crop failures ·by crops, classified 
on ·tho crops harvested compliance ratio, is very similar to t;he crop 
failure analysis when classified on actual crop ac1~0s harvest.ad (Tebles 
24 and 27). The chief di.ff er,3nces h1 these two analyses were that when 
classified 011 t,he comp15.ance ratio of crops harvested, the acreage of' 
all crops failed increased consis·l;ently as ·(;he crop acrea harvested 
coroplici.nce rotio decreased and all the grain sorghum i'ailures were in 
the lov1 ratio group. This might indicate a closer relation bet.ween 
lack of cor:1plitmce with plons in crop acres harvested and crop fail-
ures. As already discussed, it is quite difficult t.o i'oracaat causes 
for failures :tn crops, \Vhethe:r thG canse be from human or physical 
factors. 
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This vtudy indicated a fairly close relationship of actual crop 
acres harvested snd compliance wit.h. plans :U'.l th.is .fv.ot,cr to sucoess; 
the cause £:or failu.r·c to m2eceed 1:md failuref:.l to cornpl;r with f'arv1 
plans might be du.e to either htuuan or phyi:ic<:il factors bct;h cf whieh 
aro rather d.ifficuJ:t to foresee. 
CHAPTER VII. SUI!iil'JlARY AND COMCLUSIODJS 
This eo:mparison of results from planned end actual operations in .. 
eluded five :111,;:;lysea 
:i.ncone, net worth incr<:Jase, incr3asa in animal 
units, and cro.;.o acres hm-li'ost.ed. r~ach analysis was composed of two 
section. The first secrtion divided the f'arms i:nt,o three groups ac-
cordlng to high, middle, and lmv mcttt:!tl l'.lchieven!ent in the pa:rticvJ.ar 
factor; the second seet:tm1 divided th0 farms int,J three groups accord-
ing to higl-1, middlo, t::md low pe:rcentages that actu:,1 was .of planned 
op,::,:ratio:ns in the f:lam0 factor. .P,vc:<:'flf;23D per farm fm..• both planned 
actual ope:i:•st.ions in the BiJove and in vo.rious crl;;her ft1ctorrJ were 
observed. The cha:nges in these inrer:::.gi:w frc:m 12:roup to grottp were 
studied.. Tho trends and relatio:n.ships those factors are stt,wi1arized 
hrio:f'ly i:n the fellowing discussion. 
Tht0, data in. this study shcivr that planning :for the value of farm 
products to used in the heme weo fairly accurate throughout and com-
pa:ratively more accurate than in most items. The same may bo said of 
planrd.11.g for cash family lhring expenses. It was found that tho pla11-
rdng for tho .fami13r was more accurate tha:n planning for the farm. The 
probahlo r,aason for this is those lcy;, income farm families planned their 
f<Jmily needs en ~ minimum st,a:ndard YJhich ,w.s th.a same stancfard on wldch 
t.hsy had. been livi11g for sover2:l years. The changes brought about by 
the loan the ft:l!'ti: orge::lizat,ion or vclm1E1 of farm bu&1iness u.id not 
mc:ian the require:ments for f'ami1y .living per person would change as 
drastically as the inriut and output for th1:~ fnrm vmuld be changed. 
The ref ore, in ore guess v;ork was lnvol ved :i.11 planning for t.he farra. 
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In general., c~sh to be paid out was estiEmtod more accurately 
trmn cash receipts. abilii:.y· to 0stimf:1te t,he n:inount that could 
paid on the debts was fairly accurate throughout. 
The plmming for farm e}rpenditur,1s was almost, ns accurate as the 
planning for the :f'amily erpenses and much ,~iore accv..rate t,han planning 
for cash f'arm receipts. Ifoi:tevor, it was fotmd that a groat portion 0£ 
tht:) farm expenditures was loan flm.ds that, were more or less fixed from 
the time the plnu was made. Tb.is would maka the, planning, from the 
standpoint of total expenditures, appear quite accurate, Y,hUe the 
proportionately smaller items of cash operating expenses--such as for 
foed and other far.m expenses--vary greatly either a.bove or belai:1 the 
planned expenses. In this $Jtudy, machinery lai»"J}ense, and other farm ex-
penses were generally more than the expense planned for these items. 
Actual feed e::1rpense was in almost all cases -inore than had been plarmed., 
This failure to acm.irately estlmmte necessary feed purcheses r1as 
closely associated w::i.th le.ck of compliance with plans in feed produc-
tion. Thir,s tendency included feed aere1cige and yields. 11:'his described 
diecrepancY' regardl:ng thH compariscm oi' actual to planned feed pur-
chases and feed productioo vzas persistently greflt;er in the mere trnsuc-
cossful groups. This situ..ation wi-U-1. f0ed was closely related tc ·the 
lack of compliance in the sale of other crops. The tendency was for 
the sale of other crops to be a greater proportion of total receipts 
and to be nearer the pltumed proportion of tctal receipts on the more 
successful farms. The revers~ tendency vms indicated for sale of other 
crops on the more unsuccessful farms. However, otheir crop sGles vJcre 
much less than pla..'1ned throughout. Under-estirr..ation of feed requ:lro-
menta and over-estimation of feed production were general. 
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The degree of error in planning for feed and other crop soles was 
closely related i:n the same manner to thf) degree of cOiriply:i.ng with 
plans in all harvested acres. This indicated more complete utiliza ... 
tion of cropland on the rn.ore successful farms. This indication de-
notes differencea in managerial ability with this ability being 
directly related to success. This indication regarding the ahility of 
the operator is borne out further. by the apparent differences in ef-
ficiency of utilization of feed in that the increase in feed expenses 
on the more unsuccessful ferras is not t1ssociated w:i:!:,h an increase in 
actual receipts f'rom livestock and livestock products. 'l"he high per-
ee:ntage of land in crop failures on the more unsuccessful farms showed 
a relationship of the utilization of cropland to success; and also, de-
notes further the above indicated rel:::1tionship of the ability of the 
opere,tor to the success of his operations. 
It has been pointed out. already, in t,his study, that the data wero 
lacking in ckitailed infornU1t:to11 o.n the disposition oi' feeds among the 
various classes of 11.ve.s'tock, t,he qm,mtitiGs of various products sold, 
and the prices :received on these products. Therefore, t.he amount of' 
detail to be used in the analysis of the situation described a.bove is 
limited. lfoi:1ever, the conclusions ar·rived at in this study are 
indicelted repeatedly il1 the several analyses. 
Dairy pro:iucts sGles vrere nearGr the planned percentage of total 
receipts than the sale of any other form product. 'l'his rms t.rue des-
pite the fact that i:;he trend of' the price index for butterfat was down-
ward {':L'able 2).. The trend of the :price index for beef cattle was up-
ward il:1 19.39. The :tmportanco of beef cattl,a sales tended to predominate 
on the more successful f131rms and the am.oo:r3; of dairy sales and egg sales 
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became a greater percentage of total receipts on the :moro unsuccessful 
farms. These were the farms with the smaller incomes and, ln iTost 
cases, the farms ,1dth the least receipts. However, there ivere no in• 
dicated consistent relationships between acres in farm, farm inventory, 
or invastment in productive livestock to success as measured by the 
standards used in this study. 
The.re was too much rigidity in planning. This was shown in that 
the value of the planned farm inventory, inventory- in animal units, 
and investment in productive livestock tended to be too near the same, 
regardless of acres in farm, percentage of land in cropland, indicmted 
productivity of' the farm or the indicated ability and experience o:f tha 
operator.. Further evidence of rigidity in planning was that the plan-
ned distribution of sources or receipts tended to be the same for the 
more successful groups as for the more um:mccess:f.'uJ.. These indications 
and the discussion which follows show that success might be attribut ... 
able to the ability of the operator to efficiently handle the organiza-
tion provided by the plan rather than to any inherent value of the plan 
itself so far as the organization was concernect. Therefore, planning 
might be strongly influenced by the typical organization of the area 
ond still fail to properly take care of the di£f'crences in the specific 
conditions which exist on the individual farms. 
The more unsucoosa:ful £arms planned their £arm income, net worth 
increase, net family earnings, and animal unit production to be about 
as much per farm as was planned for these ssme items by the more suc-
c0ssful farms, while the more successful farms tended to be mui;h higher 
in each of these items. The above four items anderop acres harvested 
were used throughout the study as measures of success and a.s measures of 
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compliance with f'arE1 plans. These item::: tended to confirm the Vf:llue 
of each other as meas1ires of succes}J and as measures of' compliance 
with fam plans in that the studJ of on.e me&sure tendod to show re ... 
sults th:Rt r-rere similar to the ro;:1ults of' either of the other meas-
ures. In all sections of the stmly> the most 1.msuceessful :terms were 
the fartht1st f'rom comply:i.ng with plans. These consistent tendencles 
shor;red the degree cf compliauce wit,h plans to be di:roctl;y- relai;od to 
the successful operation of' the .farm. 
The farms farthest, from complia..'1:ce with plans tended to be the 
farms. for which the planned operations in the more. important f1aetors 
were higher than ,uas plarmed for the sare.o operations by the high com-
pliance farms. Thia would reflec·b the inability of the low cc~1plaince 
farm operators to plan their operations prcp~rly. The results show 
that the farm operators who v.rere more tmsuccessful nnd farthest froc1 
complying with plans did not have e properly proportioned farm organi-
zation. Proper orgtmization in this case would also mean the type of 
organization which the pc1rticular farmer ¥ras copable of' operating. 
Difficulty was encountered in estimating colt sales, sa.le.s, 
and other crop sales. The reasons for these fa:Llures 1rre1,e fairly v1e11 
explained by r,:isults of the study. 'l'h9 :failt:Lro to foresee the r,sactions 
of tho ope:rat.or with his particular problems of management was prevalent 
throughout the study. The indications ere that these problems of mm1age• 
ment included tho ability of the operator to get the work done at the 
proper time which in most cases meant the op:1rator had to de thiB worlt 
h:Lmself. Therefore, informaM.011 from :reco:rds in the 1:1reo concerning 
time requirements for the vnriou.s farm operations., the num13er in tho 
family to be available for work 011 the farm, and t.he condition or health 
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and energy of the operator and his fDmily are important; types of in-
formHtion to constder at the time t,he farm plans are made. 
This stt'IJ1y showed tlv:it there were many factors that mado planning 
difficult and many :mistakes were made in farm plarmi.'l'.lg.. ill order to 
be 1:1 nore reliabl~:, basis foi.• farm organization changes, farm plans 
should shm, a groater degree of aecm~acy than was shown :in this study. 
The resu.1 ts showed that a greater dcgree of accuracy in farm plan .. 
ning could be attained bye rno:re detailed analysis cf complete fa:rm 
records in an area., by maldng available up-to-date inf.orm..'3.tion on cyclt, 
t.rends in prices and other economic information applicable to the area, 
2nd by gaining more inf ormaticn en tho past experience and the ability 
of the particular operator. 1Uth the information listed above and 
more time for the supervision of planning, the supervisors of' fa:r:n:i 
pla:tming would lie better guides to farm planning. The supervisors, 
than v1ovld be able more thorougb,J.y to j_rnpress the farmer,, with t;ho val-
ue of' :following thE;i farm plan, thereby increase their success l]S fal'lll 
operf.ltors. 
This study does not attempt to gbre specific information as to the 
value of farm planning as ce»·npared to no planning. A study for that 
pur-pose wouJ.d 1,siquire data on the operations of the farms before plan-
ning v,as used and t.lmt the farms st.udied be r,mnnged by the same opera-
tor both before and after planning. However, since this study has 
shovm that the quality or degree of oecuracy of farm planning is direct .. 
ly releted to the relative success, any sincere of'fort at planning would 
be a step in the right direction. 
u s 
APPENDIX 
Table l 
Distribution of Gash Iara Heoeipts as Percentage of Total 
with Ratio qf ,lctual to Planned, Ciassifi:ed 
on Actual Be~ F~ly Ear~s 
: ;to Farms with ·\he Higbe·st Net FamllJ: ·Earnings . 
SOURCES OF RECEIPTS:.. . Agtual . : . PlfWlled · ·. . : Ratio 
----· -· 1.4.-f~~-· ··...,..g_om_p~r.i~s.ing__..._t=h=e~M.i~d~dl_t~~G.r~ou_p ___ ~----=..-;::=....-.:::..-::.....:-.::-;;....,.:;:;;;:.;..~~=-....... ....:.-===:.i:....=.=-::==1:a&.----
: .. &Qt$§}.· . . ,: 1 : , . Planned : .. Ratio 
: ~verage : Percent : . ~ver~ge : fercent .. : 
: R . a " R l t : t . al: 
. (Dollars) (Dollars) 
Total Farm Receipts 528 : 100.0 768 100.0 70 
Total Livestock am 
Livestock Products 544 
Cattle 147 .· 
Dairy 115 
Hogs 55 
Colts and Work Stock 1 
Poultrr 4 
Eggs 24 
Total Crops 107 
Cotton 85 
Other Crops 21 
Total Other Sources 78 
Operators Labor 45 
Other Farm. 11 
AAA Payments 24 
65,.l : 
27.9 .• 
21.7 
10.0 
.2 
.a 
4.5 
20.1 
16.0 
4.1 
14.8 
8.2 
2.1 
4.5 
560 
182 
158 
139 
14 
29 
58 
148 
75 
75 
50 
12 
4 
54 
75.9 
20.a 
18.4 
1.8 
5.9 
5.0 
19,5 
s.e 
1.6 
.5 
4,5 
. E>l. 
81 
73 
58 
06 
15 
62 
72 
112 
30 
157 
561 
520 
69 
: Average t Percent, Average Pereep.t r 
i e • .. Total':. Rec i T tali 
Dollars Dollars 
492 100 .o . 600 . 100 •. o 82 
306 
95 . 
129 
59 
1 
9 
21 
97 
88 
9 
89 
if 
18 
14 
62.1 . 
19.4 
26.::i 
7.8 
1.5 
1.8 
5.5 
19.7 
17.8 
1.9 
18.2 
11.6 
5.7 
2.9 
422 
106 
156 
69 
40 
21 
50 
114 
58 
56 
64 
24 
15 
27 
70.4 
17.7 
22.6 
11.6 
6.6 
3.5 
8.4 
19.0 
9.7 
9.5 
10.6 
5,9 
2.2 
4.5 
72 
90 
90 
56 
18 
44 
54 
85 
150 
16 
140 
242 
158 
52 
: 
287 
85 
111 
56 
4 
7 
24 
108 
99 
9 
56 
25 
1 
26 
100.0 
63.5 
18.9 
24.5 
12.4 
.9 
1.5 
5.5 
24.1 
22.2 
1.9 
12.4 
S.l 
1.6 
5.7 
475 
85 
170 
117 
10 
35 
58 
141 
71 
70 
69 
28 
1 
40 
100.0 
69 .5 
12.l 
17.1 
1.5 
5.1 
8 .5 
20 .6 
10.4 
10.2 
10.l 
4.1 
.2 
s.a 
66 
60 
103 
65 
48 
59 
19 
41 
77 
141 
13 
80 
82 
518 
64 
120 
Dlstribu:tion of g)tpenditures HS Percentage of Tot.2?.l 
,Jith Ratio of to Planned, Classif'ied 
on Actual 
~~-=::=--~~=~::-·~~~=~.:.:~~~~~~~ 
:~_c ___ _!Jct~B§LL_.~:-~-=~ PJ:e~nnf~4"' ~ _ ~" 
EX.P}sNS1~: ; llverr,;1r;;ra ; PercEm.t ; .Average '.; Percent ; Batio 
; ]1\xoe:nse t of Total: Ex~1ense ; of ~fotal: 
-------~-..,.~-"'"'-""'~---- ' ~Sa'io~""'~...., ... ,,,.,;;,: ... ;/ti,-.;..)-.-i,,.,·i (:Dollars) (Dollars) 
10 F'arms with l~fft )3ernil1gs:: 
Total 
Livestock 
L!iacl1inery 
Set)d a,11.d Fe1,,.till~1E,x~ 
Labor 
Other Fa!'ln 
Livestoclr 
Labor 
Other 
'l'otHl 
Livestock 
Fer-ls:.Hlzer 
Labor 
709 
Li-67 
79 
19 
42 
27 
75 
503 
54 
1'7 
76 
20 
[~5 
6611-
435 
58 
15 
67 
36 
100.0 
66.0 
11..2 
2.5 
6.o 
3.B 
10.5 
100.0 
66.7' 
7.1 
2.2 
10.l 
2. '7 
11.~2 
100.0 
.6 
8.8 
2.3 
10.1 
5.3 
7.9 
699 
1/76 
1+5 
17 
42 
2L. 0 
93 
671 
501 
4.2 
19 3r; 
"' 33 
J.d,,. 
604 
3913 
47 
1~ 
i}O 
i.}6 
55 
100.0 101 
63.l Q~ .,  
6 t:-., 171~ 
2.lt 113 
6.0 100 
J.'7 104 
13.J 80 
100.0 112 
74. '7 100 h .,, 
u,.;;_ 129 
.2 .• (~ g3 
,4 .• f1 235 
5.0 
6.5 19/,i, 
100.0 110 
65.S 110 
7.$ LU 
3.0 31., 
6 '7 
. ' 165 
7.6 ?8 
a ·1 
·" ·--
95 
Table 5 
Distribution or Cash Fal"ll Receipts as Percentage or Total 
with Ratio or Actual to Planned, Classified 
on .Actual Farm Income 
' 
:Z [a1:m111 nlih 1:bi~ l!!iheu:ic [arm lm!2!1.t : . iz Ima s;211ori§iY the ·!idgls GtOJim 
SOURCES OF RECEIPTS: A5'iiM i PJ;anned i Ratio • · Ag\p•J : · Planned : Ratio . ' . 
: Average: Percent: Average: Percent: : Average t Percent: Average: Percent: 
: T T 
(Dollars) 
! otal Farm Receipts 600 100.0 100.0 86 100.0 100.0 76 
Total Livestock and 
Livestock Products 529 54.8 451 64.1 75 SS5 64.2 488 71.6 69 
Cattle 161 26.8 151 18.6 125 ll9 22.9 128 18.8 95 
Dair7 92 15.4 106 15.l 87 ll 22.8 150 22.0 80 
Hogs 65 10.6 152 18.8 48 49 9.4 98 14.4 50 
Colts and Work Stock 0 0 15 1.8 0 9 1.7 55 4.8 27 
Poul.tr1 a 1.1 27 5.8 25 8 1.5 25 5.7 52 
Eggs 5 .9 42 6.0 12 51 5.9 54 7.9 57 
Total Crops 178 29.6 182 25.9 98 llO 21.1 150 19.0 85 
Cotton 145 25.9 76 10.8 188 98 18.8 60 8.7 165 
Other Crops 55 5.7 106 15.1 52 12 2.5 70 10.5 17 
Total Other Sources 95 15.6 70 10.0 155 77 14.7 64 9.4 120 
Operators Labor 58 9.7 25 5.2 254 57 7.0 20 5.0 180 
Other Farm 15 2.2 5 .7 264 15 2.9 9 1.3 171 
AAA Payments 22 5.7 42 6.1 52 25 4.8 55 5.1 72 
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12 rm, :tith the Lowest Farm Inco'" 
t 45'lill&l • • PJ.11:nnesi : Ratio 
• Average: Percent: Average: Percent t . 
e R 
Do 
100.0 658 100.0 59 
265 70.0 477 74.9 55 
56 14.9 100 15.7 56 
155 55.6 187 29,2 72 
38 10.2 97 15.5 59 
1 .2 14 2.2 5 
6 1.5 52 5.1 17 
29 7.6 47 7.4 61 
50 15.5 107 16.7 47 
50 15.4 75 11.4 68 
.1 54 5.5 1 
62 16.5 54 8.4 116 
40 10.7 24 5.7 169 
9 2.3 4 .7 205 
15 3.5 26 4.0 52 
-Table 4 
Dj.stribution of Farm Expenditures an Percentage of Total 
with, Ratio of Actual to .Planned, Classified 
on Actual Farm Income 
_,,.. OU•t I IO -,._. 
! ,-\ctnal PJ~~: 
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EXPEWSJJ: I'I'ENS ~ AveraP,;e : Percent : Average : Percent : Ratio 
.:. I~o,ns,e .. :. of Total~ E:,q2ense : of. Total! 
(Dollars) (Dol1E1rs) 
7 Fsrms with. the Highest Farm Income: 
Total Farm 830 100.0 752 100.0 110 
Livestock 582 70.2 574 76.J 102 
Fiachirmry 84 10.1 l-}0 r: I 7•'+ 203 
Seed 1'2:lld F'e:rt, ilizer ;.:4 2.9 21 2.S 116 
Feed 4$ 5.8 Ir w.,.) 6.o 105 
Labor 34 4.0 31 4.1 109 
Other F'arm 58 7.0 4.1 5.L} 142 
17 Farms Comprising the r!iiddle Group; 
Total Farm 723 100.0 685 100.0 106 
Livestock 484 66.9 ~-74 69.:t 102 
Mschinery 41 5.7 37 ,- 4 >· 112 
Seed and Ire rt Hizer 13 1.8 15 2.2 S8 
Feed 6'::} '-' 9.3 35 5.1 193 
tabor 27 J.8 48 7.0 57 
Other Fg:rm 90 12.5 ?6 ll.l llS 
12 Farms vJith the l~or.re::::t Fa1~1 Income: 
Totial Jtarm 626 100.0 562 100.0 112 
Livestock 387 61.8 373 66.4 104. 
Nachinery 79 12.7 58 10.3 137 
Seed Fertilizer 18 2.s 21 3.7 85 
Fto1ed 67 10.7 37 6.6 180 
Labor 23 }.7 21 3.7 110 
Other F~rr:i S.3 52 9.3 100 
~~:c;: =,==----·--~ " -.. - ... ' 
~ 
: 
Table 5 
Distribution of Gash Farm Receipts as Percentage of Total 
with Ratio of Actual to Planned, Classified 
on Actual let. crth Increase 
Jig Farmg w!ih the H1ihe!l!t let Worth Issr~a11 !E,f!Ilt ~om~ri§ing tbg MidglG Grou~ 
SOURCES OF RECEIPTS: Agtual • Plmm.@d : Ratio : Aew,J = . Planned : Ratio • 
Average : Pe.rcent : : Average .: Percent: : Avenge :: Percent t Average : Percent: 
.... : Receipts; gf Total: . Rece;tptf; ot Total: Total: Rec i ,: 0 Total 
(Dollars) (Dollars 
Total Farin Receipts 523 100.0 692 100.0 76 100.0 670 100.0 74 
fotal Livestock and 
Livestock Products 528 62.8 465 67.1 71 556 67.6 520 "77.6 es 
Cattle 147 2a.1 142 20.5 104 ll5 22.a 155 20 .1 84 
Dairy 90 17.2 150 18.'1 69 132 26.4 167 24 .9 79 
Hogs 56 10.9 96 15.8 59 51 10.2 117 17.5 45 · 
Colts and Work Stock 9 1.7 16 2.5 55 .7 5$ 5 .6 09 
Poultry 10 1.9 24 5.5 40 s :1 22 5 .5 16. 
Eggs 16 5 .0 57 a.a 28 S5 6.7 41 6.2 80 
Total CrQps 120 22 .9 151 21.9 95 91 18.5 109 16.4 76 
Cotton 92 11.5 52 7.5 176 81 16.6 60 9 .0 157 
All Other Crops 28 5,4 99 14 .. 4 29 a 1.7 49 7 .4 17 
Total Other Sources · 75 14.5 76 ll.O 99 10 14.l 41 6.0 175 . 
Operators Labor 45 8.5 52 4.6 154 '51 . 7 .5 5 .6 808 
Other Farm 17 3.2 9 1.5 194 , 11 2.5 8 1.2 160 
AAA Payments 15 2.8 55 5.1 41 20 4.1 28 4 .2 75 
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• 12 Farms with !,owe§:!c let Worts Increase . 
: AS2;1iu!J. • . PJ.!:AD@di : Ratio 
: Average : Percent: Average Percent: 
: Re it. f To al: e ei t al 
Do 0 
445 100.0 652 100.0 68 
266 59.6 448 68.6 59 
5,9 15.2 82 12 .5 72 
155 50.5 163 25.0 82 
57 8.4 101 15.5 57 
1 .2 14 2.2 05 
8 l. '1 58 5.8 21 
26 5.8 50 .7 .6 52 
99 22 .5 155 20.8 , 66 
99 22 .2 89 15.7 110 
.1 46 7.1 01 
81 18.1 69 10 •. 6 117 
46 10.5 29 4 . 5 . 157 
8 1.8 5 .5 271 
27 6.0 57 5.6 75 
Table 6 
Distribution of Farm E.xpenditures es Percentage of Totol 
with R.etio of Acrhual to Planned, Classified 
on Aetn.al Net. Worth L"'lcrtmse 
~ Actual .: Pla:n.nod .: . 
E!PENSE I'i'ItI\'!S Ai.re rage . Percent : .P.verege . :Percent .:. 
" 
. • 
. 
~anse .. of'. .. TQ.t~l: .EJrzae::-,se . of Total:, 
' 
. • . 
12 Farms with the 
( Dollars 2 (Dollars) 
Highest Net worth Increaset 
Total Farm 768 100.0 720 100.0 
Livestock 516 67 .• 2 51S 72.0 
l:fiachine:ry 70 9.1 3'7 5.2 
Seed and Fertilizer 15 2.0 17 2.4 
Feed 65 s.4 52 7.2 
Labor 39 5 .. l 41 5.6 
Other Farm 6J 8.2 55 7.6 
12 Farms Oomp:rising the Middle Group: 
Total Farm 718 100.0 683 100.0 
Livestock 486 67.7 474 69.4 
i'!/lachinery 40 5.7 35 5.2 
Seed and Fertilizer 1s 2.5 19 2.s 
Feed 58 s.o 31 4,.6 
Labor 19 2 .. 6 .38 5.6 
Other Farm. 97 13.5 85 12.4 
12 Fal"'fi1s with the Lowest Net Worth .Increase: 
Total Fam 64S 100.0 567 100.0 
Livestock 409 63.2 387 68.2 
Machinery 77 11.8 61 10.s 
Seec. and Fertilizer 17 2.7 l'"I J.O 
Feed 68 10.4 30 5.3 
Labor 23 J.6 2$ 4.9 
Qt.her Farm 54 S.J 44 7.8 
124 
~t,io 
~. 
107 
100 
186 
88 
125 
97 
115 
105 
103 
116 
91 
183 
50 
114 
114 
106 
126 
100 
228 
83 
121 
Table 7 
Distribution ot Cash Farm Receipts as Percentage of Total 
with Ratio ot Actual to Planned, Classified 
on, Actual Increase in .Animal Uni ts 
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___ a ___ F..,..ar ... m_,s ....... w .... ith ........... H .... ig ..,h,...e .... s .... t_A..,.ni ...,..m ... al....,-_u .... n1 .... t ........ I ... ·n .... cr ....- e._a_s .... e_· __ : __ ...,1_s_r_mllWK,!S:;..,;C-"gm::.ip;;;r..:i:..;;S,;;:ing_,..;;t;.he;;i.....:Mi;;,;;;;.;;dd;;le__,-.g.:..ro.;;.u;;.i;P-----·= J.§ rams nth Lowest An;tma;L Unit 4n9rease 
SOURCES OF RECEIPTS: Actual : .Plapned : Ratio : I - Aptwy. Planned I Ratio : Actual : Pla:pned : Ratio 
: Average: Percent: Average: Percent t Average i Percent; Average: Percent: : Average: Percent: Average: Percent: 
: Receipts: er To1falt Receipts: of Total: . : &ttDilR\11, of Total: Reoeipt · of Tota : : Re ei ts: of To al, Re i t : of Total: 
{Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) Dollars) 
Total Farm Receipts 620 100.0 753 100.0 82 474 100.o 709 100.0 67 424 100.0 578 100.0 73 
Total Livestock and 
Livestock Products 
Cattle 
Dairy 
Hogs 
Colts and Work Stock 
Poultry 
Eggs 
Total Crops 
Cotton 
Other Crops 
fotal Other Sources 
Operators Labor 
Other Farm 
AAA Payments 
482 
258 
114 
85 
5 
15 
29 
90 
48 
48 
22 
11 
15 
77.7 
58.5 
18.5 
15.5 
.a 
2.1 
4.7 
14.6 
7.8 
6.8 
7.7 
5,5 
1.8 
2.4 
578 
112 
191 
106 
54 
25 
50 
146 
49 
97 
29 
10 
19 
76,7 
22.8 
25.4 
14.0 
4.6 
5 .5 
6.6 
19.4 
6 •. 5 
12,9 
5.9 
1.4 
2.5 
85 
158 
60 
78 
14 
51 
69 
62 
99 
45 
165 
104 
81 
112 
9"l 
l.26 
56 
8 
6 
19 
83 
80 
s 
79 
57 
2! 
20 
65.9 
20.6 
26.5 
11.7 
, 1.7 
1.5 
4.1 
17.4 
16.8 
.6 
16.7 
7.8 
4.6 
4.5 
512 
125 
160 
127 
25 
46 
155 
71 
62 
64 
22 
9 
72.2 
17.4 
22.5 
18.0 
· 5.2 
61 
79 
79 
44 
55 
4.6 19 
6.5 41 
18.8 62 
10.0 112 
8.8 01 
9.0 124 
5.1 
1.5 
4 .6. 
165 
241 
65 
202 
56 
114 
19 
4 
29 
155 
150 
5 
87 
60 
5 
24 
47.5 
8.5 
26.7 
4.4 
1.0 
6.9 
51.9 
50.6 
1.3 
20.6 
14.3 
.7 
5.6 
576 
123 
78 
15 
24 
63 
123 
74 
49 
79 
36 
1 
45 
65.0 
14.5 
21.5 
15.5 
2.7 
4.1 
9.1 
21.5 
12.a 
8,5 
15.7 
6.1 
.2 
7.4 
54 
44 
92 
24 
19 
55 
110 
175 
11 
110 
175 
241 
55 
'fable 8 
Distribution of Fnrrn Expenditures as Percentage of Total 
r.rith &1tio of Actual to Plarmed., Classified 
on Actual Incre@se in. Animal Units 
< 
; Act.u .. ~1 : Planned 
: .Average : Pr::rce:nt : Average : l\'Jrcent : 
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(Dollars) . (Dollars) 
i Farms vfith the Highest IncrMse in Animal Units: 
Tot.al .F'arm 
ti,r,estock 
Machinery 
Seed and FertiliZE?r 
Feed 
Labor 
Other Farm 
1,019 
712 
so 
23 
68 
40 
96 
100.0 
69.9 
7.8 
2.2 
6.7 
.3. 9 
9.5 
15 F11rms Comp:d::-dng the IJI:l.ddlc1 Group: 
To'l:;al Farm 
Li,restock 
Machinery 
Seed and Ferli.lizer 
Feed 
Labor 
other Farm 
640 
L~.2 
54 
10 
66 
23 
75 
100.0 
64.5 
(1.4. 
1.6 
10.4 
3.. 5 
11.6 
91..1 
702 
46 
13 
I.~ 
35 
101:-
606 
l.15 
40 
18 
J8 
J3 
62 
1.3 Farms i?.rith -t;he Lowest Increase in J,;;:1iri1al U:nits; 
Tot;ol Farm 
Livost.oek 
machinery 
Seed and Fertilizer 
Feed 
Labor 
Other Farm 
'~--
606 
390 
62 
20 
5$ 
24 
52 
100.0 
64.4 
10.2 
J.f,. 
9.5 
l}.o 
8.5 
540 
363 
49 
21 
35 
38 
34 
100.0 
74,.6 
'4 .• s 
1.4 
4.4 
J.8 
11.0 
100.0 
68.4 
6 •. (, 
2.9 
6 • .3 
5.5 
10.3 
100.0 
6?.l 
9.1 
4.0 
6.5 
?.O 
6.J 
lOB 
101 
174 
170 
167 
112 
93 
106 
99 
134 
59 
172 
68 
120 
112 
lOS 
1.26 
96 
163 
61} 
152 
Table 9 
Distribution of C-.h F eceipts as Percentage of Total 
with Ratio of !ctual. to Planned, Classified 
on Actual Acres Harvested 
. ~ larmrz w!;!ih l!ie;heot AS=E~U! Hatt!u1t1si • 19 lntas gg!!ll.?rit•Di tQI Midgle 9[oy~ : 9 Farms with Loust Acres Harvested • • 
SOORCES OF RECEIPTS: Actual : . fJ.enned t Ratio t AciJJ!l J Planne~ : Ratio : . £c~ufil : P;l;~IU\ed t Ratio 
i Average: Percent: Average: Percent: .  Anrage s Percent: Average t Percent, : Average: Percent: Average: Percent t . 
i a : i I I 
Dollars nollers 
Total Farm Receipts 100.0 719 100.0 78 100.0 662 100.0 70 100.0 100.0 75 
Tota1 Livestock and 
Livestock Products 546 61.5 470 65.4 74 297 64.1 491 74.2 60 506 64.2 456 70.1 ' 67 
Cattle 187 55.2 157 21.8 119 79 17.l 118 17.8 67 95 19.4 90 15.8 lOS 
Dair7 100 17.8 114 15.9 87 11, 25.2 164 24.8 71 141 29.5 165 25.4 85 
Hogs 59 7.0 106 14.7 . 57 5S 11.4 110 16.6 48 47 9.8 95 14.5 50 
Colts and Work Stock 6 1.0 19 2.6 51 4 .a 17 2.6 22 4 .9 58 5.8 12 
Poul tr,- 4 .7 26 5.7 15 10 2.5 25 3.8 41 2 .s 55 5~4 07 
Eggs 10 1.8 48 6.7 21 Ur 7.5 57 8.6 60 19 4 .1 55 5.4 55 
Total Crops 119 21.2 171 25.8 70 106 25.0 119 18.0 89 83 17.5 126 19.5 66 
Cotton 89 15.8 51 7.1 174 a 21.3 75 11.l 154 76 16.1 69 10.6 111 
Other Crops 50 5.4 120 16.7 25 8 1.7 46 6.9 17 7 1.4 57 8.7 12 
Total Other Sources 97 17.5 78 10.8 126 0 12.9 52 7.8 116 87 18.3 69 10.6 127 
Operators Labor 60 10.6 40 5.6 149 30 6.5 12 1.8 242 55 11.1 27 4 .1 197 
Other Farm 18 3.5 0 .o 756 5 1.1 6 .a 92 25 4.9 14 2.2 162 
A.AA Payments 19 3 .4 58 5.2 52 25 5.5 54 5.2 75 11 2. 5 28 4 . 5 40 
:l1ahle 10 
Dist.ribution of Farm Jh.'-pend.it.ures as Percentage of Total 
with Ratio of Actu~l to Planned, Classified 
on Actual Acres Hervested 
Actual Planned . 
" EXPENSE ITEt1S .. Avorage : Percent . Average : Percent :0 • '" . 
. Expense : of_ Tot9l: E:,:H@n~e . of 1'otal; . . 
(Dollars) (Dollars) 
8 Farms with the Highest Acres Harvested; 
Total Farm 824 100.0 809 100.0 
Livestock 557 67.6 578 71.5 
lliiachinery S7 10.5 44. 5.4 
Seed ~nd F'artilizer 15 1.9 26 .3 .. 2 
Feed. 7'7 9 .,G. 51 6.J 
Labor 33 4.0 57 7.1 
Other Farm 55 6.6 53 6.5 
15 Farms Con1pris ing the Middle G:roup: 
Total Farm 597 100.0 5.39 100.0 
Livestock 3S5 64.4 3.57 66.2 
Naehinery 51 8.4 42 7.9 
Seed and. Fertilizer 17 2.9 14 2.5 
Feed 50 B.I+ .36 6.7 
Labor 25 4.3 31 5 .. 7 
Other Farrn 69 1.1.6 59 11.0 
9 Farms 1,vith the Lowest Acres Harvested; 
Total Farm 853 100.0 770 100.0 
Livestock 576 6'7.5 571 74.2 
Mechinery 6.5 7.6 49 6.4 
Se0d and Fertilizer 1'7 2.0 20 2.6 
Feed 80 9.4 30 4.0 
Le.bar 25 2.9 2? 3.4 
Other Farm 90 10.6 '73 9.4 
128 
Ratio 
102 
96 
197 
59 
152 
58 
103 
111 
108 
120 
126 
1.39 
8.3 
116 
111 
101 
1.31 
84 
264 
94 
124 
129 
Tabla 11 
Oklahoma Yields for Listed Crops 
for 10-Ye~r ?eriod, 1930 .. 1939 
-.. .. Wheat ... : .. : All ~ • . ,, .. . 
Crsm: l{ ; Corn • 0 ts • Bar ev: Ra- Co"'-ton _ 
·• • (Bushels) Bushels) Bushels) ,Bushels ·Tons) Lbs. Lint) 
Year 
19.30 9.; 10.; 22.5 14.5 .98 104 
1931 17.0 15.0 26.0 21.0 1 .. 0.3 179 
19.32 12.0 20.0 18.0 13.0 1.15 167 
·19.33 10.2 7.o 18.5 9.0 .99 212 
1934 10.5 5.8 16.5 16.0 .ro. 58 
1935 10.0 14.0 2;.o · 16.5 1.26 ll7 
19.36 8.0 6 r. .:J 16.0 10.0 .77 62 
19:37 14.2 18.0 20.; 17.5 1.05 156 
19.38 11.0 20.0 21.0 19.0 1.28 16.3 
19.39 14.0 14.5 17.0 16.0 1.12 141 
:SOURCE: ~ Yields and Weather, Louis H. Bean, U. s. D. A., and u. s. 
Dapt. of Commerce, Misc. Publication m,..mber 471, February 1942. 
1/ Winter wheat. 
Total receipts 
Total livestock and 
livestock products 
Dairy 
Cattle 
Hogs 
Colts and workstock 
Poultry 
Eggs 
Total crops 
Cotton 
Other crops 
Total other sources 
Operators ' labor 
other f arm income 
AAA payments 
Table 12 
Cash Fann Receipts by I tems and Percentage Each is of 
Total in Groups According to Ratio of Actual 
to Planned Net Family Earnings 
: l1 Farms Having the : · 15 Farms Comprising ; 10 Farms Having the 
: ffl.ghest Ratio : . Middle Group : Lowest Ratio 
: Actual : Planned : Actual : Planned : Actual : Planned 
:Average: Per- :Average; Per- :Average : Per- :Average: Per- :Average: Per- :Aver age: Per-
: Re- ~ cent: Re- : cent: Ra- : cent: Re- : cent: Re- : cent: Re- : cent 
: oeipts: of : ceipts: of I oeipts: of : ceipts: of : eei pts: of : ceipt1;1: of 
: :Total: :Total: :Total: :Total; :Total: :Total 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) {Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
423 100. 0 602 100. 0 522 100, 0 681 100. 0 510 100. 0 734 100. 0 
255 
107 
59 
40 
6 
11 
32 
81 
75 
6 
87 
55 
12 
20 
60.4 
25 • .3 
13.9 
9. 5 
1 . 5 
2. 6 
7.6 
19. 3 
17. 8 
1. 5 
20. 3 
12.9 
2. 8 
4. 6 
429 
123 
101 
100 
22 
26 
57 
121 
63 
58 
52 
14 
10 
28 
71.4 
20. 5 
. 16. 8 
16. 6 
3.7 
4.3 
. 5 
20. 0 
10. 4 
9. 6 
s.6 
.2 .4 
1. 6 
4.6 
330 
128 
12.3 
51 
3 
4 
21 
128 
107 
21 
64 
28 
15 
21 
63.1 
24.4 · 
23.6 
9. 8 
. 6 
. 7 
4.0 
24. 6 
20. 6 
4.0 
12. J 
5.3 
3.0 
4.0 
477 
157 
141 
99 
18 
21 
41 
131 
65 
66 
73 
25 
5 
42 
70. l 
23.1 
20. 7 
14. 6 
2. 6 
3.1 6.o 
19.3 
9. 5 
9. 8 
10. 6 
3. 6 
. 8 
6. 2 
341 
ll8 
134 
53 
4 
8 
24 
89 
83 
6 
80 
50 
9 
21 
66. 7 
23.1 
26. 2 
10.4 
. 8 
1. 5 
4. 7 
17. 6 
16.3 
1.3 
15.7 
9. 7 
1. 9 
4.1 
530 
181 
108 
U 8 
30 
40 
53 
147 
76 
71 
57 
26 
5 
26 
72.1 
24.6 
14.6 
16.1 
4.1 
5. 5 
7. 2 
20.1 
10.4 
9. 7 
7. 8 
3. 5 
. 7 
3.6 
,..., 
(.>i 
0 
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:6-16-38) UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FARM SECURITY ADMINISTRATION Application No. ---------------------
Gase No. ----------------------------------
TYPE OF LOAN FARM AND HOME MANAGEMENT PLAN RP I Project .No. --------------------
Only Unit No. --------------------iw D Std. D Corp. 
p. D Coop. D FSA 
P D Subs. D RP Part !.-PERSONAL DATA 
We ~~~-}----------------------------------------- . __________ · -, ---------------------, --------------------------------------------lMiss (Applicant's name) (Known as) (Spouse) 
--------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ --------------------------- submit the 
. D. No.) (Box No.) (Post office) (County) (State) 
wing information regarding our present conditions and future plans. The farm on which this Farm 
.agement Plan is to be put into operation is known as --------------------------- which is situated------------ miles 
(Name of wm or o';ner) (Number) 
_________ from ------------------------------------------------ and __ ___ _______ miles _______________ from ---------------------
rection) (Name nearest shipping point) (Number) (Direction) (Nearest school) 
·----------------------- It is located in section ____________ ; township ------------------------; range ----------------------
are{~:~:~} of ____________ acres. We have a written lease, copy attached, for _________ year(s) {:~tut} 
wal clause. It provides for ---~---------- shares and/or $ __________________ annual cash rental payments, due 
1ber in household ·__________ Age of members: Father ______ ; mother ______ ; other men and boys ------, ------, 
., ------, ------, ------, ______ ; other women and girls ------, ------, ------, ------, ------, ------, ------, ------, _____ _ 
I Part 11.-REPORT OF OUR LAST YEAR'S BUSINESS 
Beginning ___________________ __________ _________ ---------------- Ending -------------------------------------- ------------------- __ (Month) (Day) (Year) (Month) (Day) (Year) 
{will } h f hi · ill not operate t e same arm t s commg year. 
Table A-OUR CROP PRODUCTION AND SALES 
WE PRODUCED WE SOLD 
CROP Acres Per acre Total Our share Quantity Value 
$ _______ ____ _ 
- -··--··-·-------[-- -- ·-····-·--·- - ------ - --·------------ ·----- -- - -· - -
·--------------- I • --- -- - --------- ------- - -- - - - ---- - - - - -
Table B-LIVESTOCK AND PRODUCE SALES 
WE SOLD 
ITEM 
Quantity Value 
Dairy products ___ --------------- $ ___________ _ 
Cattle----·---·------ ·---·----··-··- ·---··---------
Hogs----·--··----·-- --·--·--· ------ ··---·---------
SheeP-------·-·---·- --·-----·-----· ··-------------
Poultry ________ .... _ --------------· --·------------
Eggs _________ . _______ --·------------ -·------------
----------------------- -- - - - -- - - - -- --------- ------------ --------------- --------------- ---- --- -------- ------------------------ --------------- -------- -------
1btotaL ____________ I--·-------·· X X X X X X X X X X X X TOTAL__ $. __ . _______ _ TOTAL-----·----- X X X X X $-----·-··---
)land in pasture .. ------------ Table D-OUR FARM AND HOME EXPENDITURES Table C-OUR OTHER INCOME 
)land fallowed ___ . ------------ ,---------------------
!)land idle·--·--·-·-- . ... . .. ···-· Cash farm operating expenses______ __ __ __ $____________ FSA grant ________________ .________ $ ___________ _ 
otal cropland_ ____ . ·----------- Cash family operating expenses_·-·-·---- ---·-----·---·- Misc. employment-----------·-·- ---------------
nanent pasture._ .. --------·--- Capital goods purchased ___________________ -----------·--- A. A. A. payment----------·-·-· ---------------
)ds not pastured__ ------------ Paid on FSA and/or corp. loans _______ . _ ·--·---·----··- ·----------------------·---------------- -------·---·---
:::;:~:e:~~~~-~~~~ :::::::::::: Pa~~::L all -other debts·-·----·---·-·---·--· $·--··-------1 TOTAL __ ·--·-··------·-···---------· $·--··--· --·-
'AL VALUE OF OUR SEIARE OF ALL CROPS SOLD (Table A)-·-·-·---·---·---------·-·---------·-·---·---·--···---·-·-·--------------· $ __ ___ ___ ___ _ 
'AL CASH INCOME, ALL SOURCES (Summation tables A, B, C)-----·--·----·-·----·--·-·· ---·--------·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·---------··-- ------· ---·-··· 
ius TOTAL MONEY SPENT FOR FARM AND HOME (Table D) ·--------·-------------------------·-·--··-·----·----------------·---·-· ·--···········-
r CASH s URPL us _____ .... ·-. ---·--·---·. --· .. --------- ·---·-----------· ----------------· -------------· -· ----------. --. -. -·. ----.. ·-·--· -. -· ----- $ ____ . ·-·----
litional information about our last year's business: 
Pounds of milk (or butterfat) produced per cow. (Average number of cows---·--------)--·------·---·-·----·--------
Number of eggs produced per hen. (Average number of hens ____________ )-------------·-·----------·-----·----------------
N umber of pigs raised per litter. (Number of litters ____________ )--------------·--------·-·-----------------------·----------
Percent of income from crops ___ ___ ·-------·-----------------------------------·-----------------------·--·-------------------------·--
------------ % 
Percent of income from livestock ____ ·------·-·---·---·-··-------·--· -----·----------------------------------------··-------------·--- ------·----- % 
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Part 111.-CROP AND LIVESTOCK PROGRAM 
Table E-ESTIMATED PRODUCTION AND DISPOSAL OF CROPS 
To BE USED PRODUCTION 
ACRES l-------l---~---~----1AMg::NT TOTAL 
FARM AND HOME USE FOR SALE 
l OF CROP :irr:::· t~~ Total Opse;:;~r's HAND SUPPLY Feed Seed Food Carry-over and seed Quan· tity 
-------- ---- ---- ---- -----,-----1---- -------- ----1-----1---
Price Value 
$ ...•..•.. 
·----------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------. -- ------------ --------- --------- --------- --------- ------------ --------- --------- _________ .. __ 
I 
·----------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ------------ ----------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ------------ --------- --------- ------------
en ......... 
--------- --------- ---------
X X X X X X X 
------------
X X X X X X 
--------- ------------
X X X X X X 
------------
,w, idle ... I X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
ire .... -·- X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X --------- --------- ------------
---------
TOTAL ••. 
---------
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X $ ......... 
Table F-ESTIMATED PRODUCTION AND DISPOSAL OF LIVESTOCK 
FOR SALE 
IND OF LIVESTOCK NuMBER To BE To BE TOTAL ON HAND PURCHASED PRODUCED 
OPERA· 
TOR'S 
SHARE 
DEATH 
Loss 
HOME 
CSE 
CARRY· 
OVER Price 
Number per unit Value 
....... ········-··: ..... $ .......•.•.• 
··················1 ..... ······-····· ............ ··- .... ······-····· ···-··· . .. • . --·· . . . ......... ···--···- ··-···-·· ··--··--·-----
·----------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ----------- --------- --------- ---------------
' 
··-···-···········I ...•...•..................... ···········- -··········· .................................... -··········· ..•..........................•••• 
---~--1-------------
TOTAL •••••••••••••••• X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X $----·-····· 
Table G-ESTIMATED PRODUCTION AND DISPOSAL OF LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS 
(IND OF PRODUCT 
NUMBER 
PRODUCING 
ANIMALS 
PRODUCTION 
PER ANIMAL 
TOTAL 
PRODUCTION 
OPERATOR'S 
SBA.RE 
FARM 
USE 
HOME 
USE Quantity 
FOR SALE 
Price per 
unit Vaine 
,rfat ........... 1 ..••.••••••••••.•... ········--····· ··-·················· ••.• • •••. •••••.•••• • •• • • • ••...• ••••.••. ···-·····--···· •• • ••••••••• $ ........... . 
le milk ......... ' ... ................. ···-·······-···-··-··-·····-··-·-····--············ ............ ·····-··-··· ·········-········-··········-···--·-··--· 
........... ·-... __I ...................... ·--·· ................ ·-··-· ·-· ...... ·-· ..... -·· .... ·-... ··-· ... -· ... ·-... .. ---·· ··-·--·. ·-·· .•. ·-· .... ·-· ·--·· ··-.. 
l . ............. -· .. 1 .......... ·-· .. ··-· ........ ··-· . ..... ·-·.. .. . .. ·-·. --· ........... ··-· ... ·-·-·---· .... - ................. ··-· ..... ··-· ......... ··-·· ··-·· 
------------------------ --- -- --- -- --- -- -- ------- - - -- -- - -- ----- -- ----------- ---- --- -- ---- -- ---- ------- - - --- ---- -- -- ----- -- --- -- --- -- ---------- -------- -- --- --
TOTAL ....•.•• · --····· X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X $ ........... . 
Table H-FEED TO BE CONSUMED FOR ( ......... ) MONTHS, ENDING -·····-········-·-·-···-·-
ID OF LIVESTOCK NUMBER FEEDING OF HEAD PERIOD 
NAME OF FEED-GRAIN (BU.). CONCENTRATES (LD.). ROUGHAGE (TONS) •PASTURE 
Acres Period 
·-------------------- ------------ ------------ ------ ----- - ----------- - ------------ -------- ---- ------------ -- -- -------- ------------ ------------ ------------
TOTAL FEED NEEDS .•••..•.. •••....••.•• ··••··•····· ..•.....•... ··, ··---···· •••••.••.••.••••••••••• • · ·-··--····· ······-····· ·····-···-·· ···-·-······ 
unt on hand .......................................... ··-···-·-··· ........... ··········-· ............ ·····--··-·- ........................ ·········--· 
ished by farm ............................ -··········- ·····-···· ·· ............ ·····-·-···· ·····-···-·· ···-··-····- ···-····-··· ··········-· ........... . 
e purchased ................... ·- ..................... ········-··· ................................................ ········-··- ······-·-··· ........... . 
i per unit.................. ..... $ ... ·-····· $-·-··-··· $.·-······ $......... $......... $·......... $......... $......... $... ... ... $ ........ . 
e of feed purchased......... $......... $......... $........ . $......... $ ....... _. $......... $.·-···-·- $......... $......... $ ........ . 
ndicate: T=Temporary; P=Permanent. 
of feed to be purchased by landlord, $............... Cost of feed to be purchased by operator, $ .............. . 
8-lOll65 
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Part IV.-FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
As of ----------------------------- -------------------, 19 _______ _ 
Table I-ASSETS (what we own) 
Items 
Num-
ber or 
quan-
tity 
Value Subtotals 
Table J-LIABILITIES (what we owe) 
T ype of debt-
T o whom owed Present debt Adjusted to 
To be paid 
by F SA Joan 
To be paid 
with own 
funds this 
year 
$____________ $ _______________ Real-estate mortgages: 
ovemen.ts ____________ ______ . . __ __ ____ .. ____ ... __ --------------
1.inery and equip-
ment: 
·--------- ------------ -- -- - - - - - - - ---- ----- - - - - - - ------------------
;tock: 
) r k ___________________ . ________ _ -- ------------ -
1iry cattle ____________________ ---------------
ef cattle __ ___________ --------· ______________ _ 
,gs ____ __ _______________ ·-------· ---------------
eep __ ____ ____ -----· _____________ --------------. 
ultry _________________ --------- -------------- _ 
------------------------ ------- -- --------------- --· ---------------
---- ------ --- ----------- ---- --- -- -- - --- - - ------- - -----------------
·----------------------- - - -- - - - - - ---- --- - - - - -- -. ------- -----------
ring crops: 
·----------------------- ------- - - -· ----- ----- --- ------------------
:ellaneous farm . 
)plies ________ __________________ ------------- . __ .. __ . __ . _ ... _. _ .. 
TOTAL FARM 
• PROPERTY ________ --------- ---------·--·· - · --------·- -------
·ehold goods ____ _____________ ···----------·· -----------------· 
on hand _______ .---- _________ --------------- ·-·---------------
Interest: 
Personal-property 
liens : 
$____________ $_____ _______ $____________ $ _________ _ 
' -------------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------
-------------------------- --------------- --------------- -------------- '. ---------------
i I 
------------------------- --------------- ---------------·-r-----------, --------------
Crop liens: 
- -------- - 1--------------
Past due taxes: 
Past due cash rent: 
Other debts: 
i 
-------------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ------- - ----- ,-
' 
--- - ------ - ------- -------- - -------- ------ - -------- - I ___ _ -- ---·---------- -------- - -- - - --
. ' 
-------------------------- --------------- --------- ----·- --------.------ ---------------
on hand________ .. ________________ I ------- -----------------· Judgments : . : 
unts receivable _____________ --------------· ---·····----------
value life insur-
ince ________________ __ --------- --------------- ···----··---···---1 
tAND TOT AL___ X X X X X X X X $ ______________ _ 
-------------------------- -------- ------ - ---- --- ------ -- ------ -- --- ---- - --- - - - - -- - -- --
GRAND TOTAL___ $___________ _ $ ____________ $____________ $ ___ _ 
What we own $ _______ _________ minus what we owe $ ________________ gives our NET WORTH $ ______ ______ __ __ ___ _ 
Does any relative, or others, claim any interest in any assets listed?_________ If so, give full particulars 
I am endorser on notes, $ ___ __________ ___ ; guarantor on obligations, $ __________________ ; bondsman for$ ___________  
S- 1()966 
Part V.-FINANCIAL PLANS FOR COMING YEAR 19 _____ _ 
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1ble K-OUR ESTIMATED EXPENSES FOR OPERAT-
ING THE FARM COMING YEAR IS AS FOLLOWS 
ITEM TOTAL EXPENSE 
WE CAN 
PAY 
WE NEED 
TO BORROW 
Table M-CAPITAL GOODS WE EXPECT TO BUY 
ITEM TOTAL EXPENSE 
WE CAN WE NEED 
PAY TO BORROW 
•d______________________________ $____________ $____________ $____________ Farm: 
d: Crop, garden ___________ --------------- --------------- --------------- New buildings_____________ $____________ $____________ $ ___________ _ 
tilizer, lime _________________ --------------- --------------- --------------- New machinery ___________ --------------- --------------- ---------------
reshing, ginning ____________ --------------- --------------- --------------- Livestock ___________________ ·-------------- --------------- ---------------
sc. crop expense ___________ --------------- --------------- --------------- Group services _____________ --------------- --------------- ---------------
.chinery repair ______________ --------------- --------------- --------------- Household goods: 
~o, tractor, truck __________ ___ ___________ _ -------------- --------------- Maj. equip. and furn _ __ --------------- ------------------------------
ilding and fence repair ___ --------------- _____________________________ _ Major house imp _________ --------------- --------------• --------------
;c. livestock expense ______ --------------- -------------- __ ____________ _ Old debts: (J) 
ed labor _____________________ --------------- --------------- ---------------
•perty insurance __________________________ --------------- -------------- Other _________________________ --------------- -------------- _______________ _ 
-rent taxes __________________ --------------- --------------- --------------- TOTAL CAPITAL_______ $ ----------- $____________ $ ___________ _ 
·h rent ___________ _____________ --------------- --------------- ____ ___________ 11-------------------------
·rent interest.-------------- ________ _______ __ _____________ _______________ We need to borrow (total of Tables K, L, M) $ _____________ _____ _ 
gation and drainage _____________ ________ --------------- ______________ _ Table N-FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
1------------.---,-------~-----
n. and coop. service fee __ --------------- --------------- --------------- ITEMS Ta-
ble Tms YEAR 
19 __ _ _ 
·ording fees ___ ________________ --------------- --------------- ---------------1 ----------- -
_er ___________________________ --------------- _____ ---------- --------------- Receipts: 
Crop sales______________ ________ E $_______________ $ ______________ _ 
Livestock sales__________ _____ F 
Livestock products___________ G ------------------ -----------------
------------------------------- --------------- ------- -------- ------------ - - -
A. A. A. payments _______________ ------------------ ------------------
TOTAL FOR FARM________ $________ ____ $____________ $ ___________ _ Other farm income _______________ ----------------- ---~--------------
Table L-FAMILY OPERATING EXPENSES ---------------------------------- ---- ------------------ ------------- - ----
TOTAL RECEIPTS---------- ---- $_______________ $ ------------
d purchased_______________ $____________ $_______ _____ $__ __________ Expenses: 
;bing_____ _____________________ --------------- ------------- __ _ --------------
;onaL. _______________________ _ --------_______ --------------- __ -------------
!ical care ___________________ ------ ·-------- --------------- ---------------
_sehold operation ____ _____ --------------- --------------- ---------------
_ sing-minor imp _ _______ --------------- --------------- ---------------
or furnishings ___________ __ --------------- --------------- ---------------
Farm operating expense____ K 
Family operating expense__ L 
------------------------------------ ---- - ---- ----------- -- ------------------
TOTAL EXPENSES__________ ____ $______________ $ ______________ _ 
Net cash income_________________ ____ $__ _____________ $ ______________ _ 
TabJe 0-LO.A,N ANALYSIS 
>01, church, recreation __ --------------- --------------- :..:--.:..:--:.::-:.:-.:..:--:.::--:.:-.:..:--~-1- -----------------,-------
irve for emergency ______ --------------- --------------- Total cash receipts (Table N) _________________ , $ ________ ____________ _ 
insurance__________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ______ ___ ____ _ Expenses paid by us (Tables K, L, and M) __ ------------------------
TOTAL FOR FAMILY___ __ $____________ $____________ $____________ Balance available for payment _________________ ------------------------
Payment on FSA loan ____________________________ ------------------------
1 value living from farm _______________ ___________ $__________________ BALANCE__ __________ ___ ___________ _____ ________ $ ___ ________________ _ 
ITEM 
INTER-
EST 
RATE 
Table P-REPAYMENT SCHEDULE 
AMOUNT 
OWED 1st year 2d year 
REPAYMENTS 
3d year 4th year 5th year 
loan this year: Operating (L) _ _____ ___ $______________ $_______________ $___________ ____ $_______________ $--------------· $-----·--------
Capital (M) ___ ________ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
ious FSA loans ____________________ ________ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
.. Corporation loan _______________________ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------------- ------------------
r debts we can pay (M) _____________ _ ----------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
r _____________________________________ -- -- --------- -- --- - - --------- -------- - - ---- ------------- -- ----------- ----- - ---------- -- -- --. ------ -- ----------
TOTAL ______________________________ __ XX X $_______________ $_________ ______ $_______________ $______________ $_______ _______ _ $ ______________ _ 
The provisions of this £arm and home plan herein represented are satisfactory and acceptable and will be 
,wed msofar as possible to do so. _ 
licant ------------------------------------ Homemaker ___________ ------------~------- Date ---------------------------------
ROV AL RECOMMENDED: RR Sup. ---------------------------------------------------- Date ---------------------------------
Home Sup. -----------------------__________ ----------------- Date ________________________________ _ 
ROVED: Dist. Suo. or Loan Aon. Off. -~---- nAtt> 
.•KH1.4a 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
F ARM SECURITY ADMIN ISTRATION 
FARM AND HOME MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Part VI.-HOME SECTION 
OUR PLAN FOR FOOD (Table I) 
Application No. ------------------
Case No. ---------------------------
THESE FOOD GROUPS 
WE PLAN TO 1---W_E_P_LA_N~T_o_P_R_O_Du_c_E _____ W_E_P_LA_N_To_B_u_Y ___ , 
UsE Quantity Value Quantity Value 
OUR FARM NEEDS 
TO PROVIDE 
------------
,~----------~ 
{ qt. } ---- gal. 
bf.lb. 
Whole milk __ _________ ___ ___ ___ __________________ ---------------- $ __________________ ---------------- $ __________________ ----------------- cows 
Cheese ____________________________________________ ---------------- __ ____________ ____________________________ ___________ _ 
Butter ____________________________________________ ---------------- ______________________________________________ _______ _ 
ToTAL __________________ - -------------- -- ---------------- ----------------
--------- lb. Table fats and oils __ __ ________________________ ---------------- ___________________ ---------------- __________________ _ 
·-------- lb. 
:· !':'~:':."L: : : : : ::: ··· ···· ···· : :: : : ·: ···· ·· ·· f. ..... . ...... ho,, 
Beef and veaL _____ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ ------------------------
Mutton and lamb _____________________________ ---------------- _________ ---------- ---------------- _________________ __ ------------------------
Fish and game __________________________________ ---------------- __ _________________ ---------------- ____ __ ___ ____ ____ __ ------------------------
------- doz. 
::tcyToTAL .. . . . ............... . ... ... .. . ... . ······-··· : :: .. . :.. f ........... bkd, 
·-------- lb. Dried beans, peas, and nuts_ ---------------- ____________ ____ _______________ __ __ ---------------- _____ ____ ----------
_________ lb. Tomatoes ________________________ ---------------- ---------------- --------- ---------- ---------------- --------- ----------
Citrus _____________________________ ---------------- ---------------- --------- ---------- ---------------- --------- ---------- ------------ acres in 
garden 
--------- lb. Leafy, green, and yellow veg ___ _ ----------- -- --- ---------------- --- ------ ---------- ----------- ----- --------- -- ------- -
_________ lb. Other vegetables _______________ ---------------- _______________ ______ __________ __ __ ---------------- __________ ___ _____ _ 
-------- lb. Fruit _________________________ ___ __ ---------------- ---------------- --------- ---------- ---------------- ______ ___ ---------- -------------- acres in 
orchard 
_________ lb. Potatoes-White ______________ _ ---------------- ---------------- __________________ _ ---------------- _________ _______ ___ ----------------- acres 
Sweet _______________ ---------------- _____________ ______________ ___ _____ ---------------- __ ______ ___ ________ ----------------- acres 
TOTAL ______ __ --------- -- ---------------- ----------- --- --
________ lb. Flour _______ ____ ___ ________________ -------------------------------- --------- ---------- ---------------- --------- ---------- ------------------------
Cereal_ ________ _______ _____________ ---------------- ---------------- _____ ____ ---------- ---------------- __ _______ ---------- ------------------------
TOTAL ________ ----------- ---------------- ----------------
________ lb. Sugar __ ___________________________ ---------------- ---------------- _________ ---------- ---------------- --------- ---------- ------------------------
Sirup, sorghum, etc ___________ -------------------------------- ___________________ ---------------- __ ___ ____ ---------- ------------------------
TOTAL __________________ - --------------- - -- ------------ --
Food accessories _______________ ----------------
Cod-liver oil__ __________________________________ _ 
---------------- --------- ----------
----1--------
al value of FooD we plan To PRODUCE at ________ __________ prices ___ $________ ________ __ To Buy ____ $ _________________ _ 
Value of FooD we have on hand: 
rn of FUEL we plan to provide from farm ______________________________ = = St d $ C d $ 
ore , --------------- anne , --------------
al value of FooD and FUEL from the farm _______________ ____________ $ ________ ---------- TOTAL, $ ____________________________________________ _ 
.rts of canned food on Quarts of food we plan to 
d: Date _________________ can this year: 
egetables ----------------- Vegetables-----------------
omatoes ------------------ Tomatoes------------------
ruit ------------------------ Fruit ------------------------
[eats----------------------- Meats-----------------------
We have these containers on hand: We need to buy these containers: 
--------------------- --' -----------------------
---------------------- -, --------------------- -- ------------- ----------' -----------------------
------------ -----------, -----------------------
--------------- --------' --- - -------- --- -- - - ----
s-12230 
to Meet CLOTHING Needs, Including Footwear and 
for Our Family (Table 2) 
Family members Explanation Estimated cost 
ooys_______________ ____ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ __ ___ ______ _ ___ _ $______ ___ _ ____ _ 
1d girls ______________________ ------------------------ ________________ _ 
ider 2 years ________________ ------------------------ ________________ _ 
TOTAL___ $ _________ ------
ate Our PERSONAL EXPENSES (Table 3) 
Items Explanation Estimated cost 
all forms ____________________ ------------------------ $ ______________ _ 
,plies_________________________ ____ _ __ ___ ___ ____ _____ __ ____ _____ __ _ ____ _ 
TOTAL___ $ _________ ------
.ate Our Needs for MEDICAL CARE (Table 4) 
Items Explanation Estimated cost 
es and medicine ___________ ------------------------ $ _________ ------
nurse ________________________ ------------------------ _______ ____ _____ _ 
'S __ --------------- --- ----- - ---- - - -- --- --- --- - -- - --- -- -- -- -- -- --- - - - --- --
•dical service _______________ ------------------------ ___________ _____ _ 
TOTAL___ $ _________ ------
Planning Our HOUSEHOLD OPERATION to Include 
We Need to Plan for FURNISHINGS, FURNITURE, AND 
EQUIPMENT MINOR FURNISHINGS (Table 7) 
Items Explanation Estimated cost 
Kitchen utensils and tools __________ -----------------------~ $ ______________ _ 
Wash tubs, boards, etc _______________ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
Dishes, glassware, silver _____________ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
Lamps, lanterns _______________________ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
Shades, curtains _______________________ ------------------------ ----------- ------
Household linen _______________________ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
Mattresses and ticks _________________ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
Bedding-blankets, etc ______________ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
TOTAL___ $ _________ ------
MAJOR EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE (Table 8) 
Items Explanation Estimated cost 
Press. cooker and canning equip __ ------------- ·---------- $ ______________ _ 
Stove_____________________________________ -----------------------_ __ __ __ ___ __ ------
Refrigerator __ __________________________ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
Laundry equip.-washing machine ___ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
Furniture--sewing machine, etc __ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
Rugs and floor covering _____________ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
TOTAL ___ $ _________ ------
We Expect to Provide for: (Table 9) 
Items Explanation Estimated cost 
(Table S) School cost, reading, etc _____________ ------------------------ $ ______________ _ 
=================,============;========== Items Explanation Estimated cost 
tea ting ___ ---------___________ _ ___________________ --·· _ $____ ___ __ _ ____ _ 
l power _______________________ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
nbing, and toilet upkeep ______ ----------------------~- ----------- ------
d help ________________________ ------------------------ ________________ _ 
e, stationery,andstamps_ ------------------------ ________________ _ 
tning supplies ______________ ------------------------ ________________ _ 
TOTAL ___ $ _________ ------
Planning to Provide for Our HOUSING UPKEEP, IM-
IENTS, AND REP AIRS 1 (Table 6) 
Items Explanation Estimated cost 
Limney ·---------------------- ------------------------ $ ______________ _ 
on_____________________________ _ __ __ ______ ___ ___ _______ _ _____ _____ _ ____ _ 
eps____________ _____ ____ __ ___ __ _ _________ ___ ___ ____ ___ _ __________ _ _ ____ _ 
nd windows _________________ ------------------------ ________________ _ 
pace___________________________ _ ------------- __ ___ ___ __ _ _ _________ _ ____ _ 
nstallation ___________________ ------------------------ ________________ _ 
mbing installation ________ ------------------------ ________________ _ 
d septic tank _______________ ------------------------ ________________ _ 
TOTAL___ $ _________ ------
of bedrooms with 1 bed ----------, with 2 beds -----------------
Recreation, community activity __ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
Church, welfare, gifts, etc __________ ------------------------ ________________ _ 
Transportation _________________________ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
Other family expenses _______________ ------------------------ ----------- _____ _ 
TOTAL___ $ _________ ------
Our CASH FAMILY EXPENDITURE Will Be Limited to: 
(Summary Table 10) 
Items Ta-ble 
Food purchased_________ 1 
Clothing ______________ ~---- 2 
Personal___________________ 3 
Medical care_____________ 4 
Household operations_ 5 
. {minor Housmg improvements__ 6 
Minor furnishings______ 7 
School, church, rec.,etc_ 9 
Reserve for emergency 
Life insurance __________ _ 
Estimated cost We can pay We need to borrow 
$ _________ ------ $ _______ ------ $ _______ ------
-----------,----,-- --- -- -----
TOTAL FAMILY OPER. BUDGET ________ $ _______________ $ _____________ $ ____________ _ 
=================l======I=== = = = = 
Household Capital Goods: 
~:~: :::~;.I;~:::r~-- ::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::: :::::: ::~:::::: :::::~ 
TOTAL HOUSEHOLD CAPITAL GOODS ______ $ _______________ $ _____________ $ _______ ==: 
TOTAL FAMILY 
BUDGET------------------ $ _________ ------ $ _______ ------ $ _______ ------
FARM PRODUCTS USED BY FAlf.ILYi /:;ONEY RECEIVfD Mm PAID OUT 
REC3IYm (Faro Income) PAID OUT (Farm E ~nse2 IN.AME-
I T E h Am I t Value I T E 11. Value 
"l!!.ti J > . i~~i;1t~t::r;~~liu......  J Address 
J!'eed ............. 4 .... .................... .... ..... {eed .. ~chas.ed ....... .5.f ....... . J Landlord I s Name ________ . __ _ 
.W.or.ks.t.ac.k .. 5 ............ ........................... a:b.ar .... +.u .e.d ................. 6., .............. . 
..Cat.tl.e. ..... ... ,.6. ............................... : .. .O:t.h~r. .. F..9J'.m ... :g;x..p~n .•. 7. /. ............. Va lue of Farm Est . Exn . ( Lld) 
J~og.s. .. ............ ... 7.. ................ ........... TOTAL FAR~·~ EXPEIJSE i _ -- ~ ----
-~b.~~-P ..... ... ... 8.-1- ............... ......... .... FAMILY LIVE.fG EXPE~TSES lJET 1-lORTY: STATEMENT· w~ t . We O {o.t~?-~·e ........ 9. .............. ........... .... --I~~~~~µi~ni~·:9,, ...... z.11····· ... ..... I T E l\: !Beg inning 
..oa;·"t\;~~?~- ............................... 'ci~thf~ ......... P. .. A .. ... ... . a, .............. Ca.sh ... On .. .H.Qend ....... .. 
Qfii;/'rai!i ••••••••••.••••• •••••··••··•••··•••· ij~~tti~~IW'? ·· tF <•·· .~:~nr;;;~~,,~~Y ........ . 
. T F ' ·r E1I ----·~J'.e;r. .s.o.n.a.1 ....... .. .... : ......... .7 (..... ..~.o.v..s~.4.oJ.d. .. . I:~w~.ntq,:_y_, 
. .. l..•:L .... ............. Ed., Recreation Sj Life Ins ( Cash Val. 
t B -.- ~5 I PTO~ALd - LIVDib~~Gt- EXP 0, --- "ii~t:~~:;i~~-t~~fu~ ... .F.a:; 
, ............ .. 1 ~"""~" PY eg1,nn1ng . a1 on e s o i I t . h t A ct For *Total Paid Out 1 • nv.e. .s.t.me.n .s ········· · · 
c A s H nJ{ _Q.t_he..r .... tr.912~.:r.tY. ............ T .................. T 
...U..,cu...l.<-'-"-"'-'-U.~Ul.JC..W ................... --l~~...U...u...lJ..,,._..U...-±.c='--ll~~,_:,::-=--~eloL---4-..=.:.><±..~~---- TOTAL At10UNT OWNED I i 
Value -~ 
Last Fame First Wa!!!e Initial 
. I T E, 1~ j Am I t • I Value 
,vfuo.le .... H;i,.l:tl; ..... Q.t.s • .1. .. ... .... . 
.Eut t .er.f.at .. .... .. .l/o.s .• 
C.r.eam .... ... ..... ....... I'.t.s .•. 
.Eggs ...................... P.o.z .•. 
F.ish .... ..... .......... 1b.s •. 
'.oult.r.y ......... ... .. Lh.s.. 
: 1.0.the.r ... H.e.a.t.s ... Lb.s.& 
~.J:d, ... ~ac.on .. Ji:b..s. .. 
;E\1,e.l. ............................... . 
Roney, _$.y:r.u.p ... G-.a.l .. ' · 
S. or.'gb:u.m ...... ...... .G. &l. .. , . 
f..lour ................. ... 10:s .•. 
-• Ce:r.e.s;l,ls .......... .J:>:b..s .• 
.Hut.s ..... .... ............ lib.s ... · · 
V - H' ·t 
. . eg . ... 6: ... -IUl. .S .. .. ···t· · ... ...... . 
u .se.d.. .. fre.sh ...... Lbs ... , .... ........ .. 
St.or.e.d .. Y&F.. ..Bu.t ---- .. 
Gm1ri~.d. .... " .. Q.t.9. • 
II · L 
Bedcling , .. Furnitur.e ......... . 
Churn ................. . 
. E.~frJg~r~tRr.J ............... ) .. . 
f:r.f3.~.~:tl!f3.G.()_o~Eod ........ ) .. . 
'Ca.nning. ... Qup.l)lie.s ................ . 
O.ther ... Su:pp.lies ...... . 
,:CJ.ot1'-ing .................... .................. . 
Pe.r .sonal .. Belonigir,i.gs ....... . 
.S.t.ore.d .. M.eat.l ...... .J. .. 1 ....... .. ) .. . 
; Stor.e.d. .. Y.eg .. C. ..... J. .. L ....... ) 
;.st.or.e.d. .. :E'r.t.&.( .... ..... ) ... .<. .... .... ) 
.• C.ann.ed .. Meat( ......... } ... ( ........ ) 
.. .Ji...................... . ......... ~-·- _ _ _ \lliat ile Owe t:II 
·. - - ..... . - -. - · - 1· - .. · .. -·r · -· · · · -· ~t~;~· 1ii~~~:g~-~ · &. + ·····---······ 
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